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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS MIPEX

The Migrant Integration Policy Index (MIPEX) is a unique tool which measures policies to integrate migrants in countries across five continents, including all EU Member States (including the UK), other European countries (Albania, Iceland, North Macedonia, Moldova, Norway, Serbia, Switzerland, Russia, Turkey and Ukraine), Asian countries (China, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, and South Korea), North American countries (Canada, Mexico and US), South American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile), and Australia and New Zealand in Oceania.

Policy indicators have been developed to create a rich, multi-dimensional picture of migrants’ opportunities to participate in society. In the fifth edition (MIPEX 2020), we created a core set of indicators that have been updated for the period 2014-2019 (see Methodology). MIPEX now covers the period 2007-2019. The index is a useful tool to evaluate and compare what governments are doing to promote the integration of migrants in all the countries analysed. The project informs and engages key policy actors about how to use indicators to improve integration governance and policy effectiveness.

To that end, the project identifies and measures integration policies and identifies the links between integration policies, outcomes and public opinion, drawing on international scientific studies.

Thanks to the relevance and rigor of its indicators, the MIPEX has been recognised as a common quick reference guide across Europe. Policymakers, NGOs, researchers, and European and international institutions are using its data not only to understand and compare national integration policies, but also to improve standards for equal treatment.

The Joint Research Center of the European Commission compared MIPEX to other indexes and concluded that “no other index currently offers the same coverage. In addition, the presence of a discrete number of updates (and the expectations of further ones) makes the index one of the few ‘alive’ source of information for migration policies, and moreover allow comparison between countries and within countries (over time)” (see: JRC, 2017, p. 29) building on its ongoing success, the MIPEX project is entering its fifth edition.

WHY USE MIPEX?

Integration actors can struggle to find up-to-date, comprehensive research data and analysis on which to base policies, proposals for change and projects to achieve equality in their country.

The MIPEX aims to address this by providing a comprehensive tool which can be used to assess, compare and improve integration policy. The MIPEX includes 52 countries in order to provide a view of integration policies across a broad range of differing environments.

The tool allows you to dig deep into the multiple factors that influence the integration of migrants into society and allows you to use the full MIPEX results to analyse and assess past and future changes in policy.

WHO’S USING MIPEX?

The Migrant Integration Policy Index (MIPEX) stimulates debates, informs high-level reports and is used for civil society action on migrant integration policy across the world.

It has been used in a variety of situations and by a variety of experts and stakeholders, from the UK’s House of Lords to non-governmental and church organisations and the media using comparable data to influence and inform debate. MIPEX is the most reliable and cited index of integration and citizenship policies, widely used by qualitative and quantitative researchers and academics across the world. The MIPEX has caught the attention of governments, NGOs, researchers, the media and even banks, successfully providing factual information to enhance policy debates, studies and action in the field of migrant integration. The initial drafts of the UN’s Draft Global Compact on Migration specifically recommended the participation of all States in MIPEX as a means to identify challenges and best practices (see: Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration – Draft REV 1, « 26 March 2018, section 30(a), p. 18). The Migration Research Hub, led by IMISCOE - the Europe’s largest network of scholars in the area of migration and integration -, employs MIPEX data to show integration policy trends in Europe. A recent google scholar search reveals that MIPEX has been cited in more than 4.600 documents.
WHO PRODUCES MIPEX?

MIPEX 2020 conducts a complete review of integration policies in 52 countries across five continents, including all EU Member States (including the UK), other European countries (Albania, Iceland, North Macedonia, Moldova, Norway, Serbia, Switzerland, Russia, Turkey and Ukraine), Asian countries (China, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, and South Korea), North American countries (Canada, Mexico and US), South American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile), and Australia and New Zealand in Oceania. MIPEX 2020 is associated with the CrossMigration project, funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the grant agreement Ares (2017) 5627812–770121. MIPEX 2020 was co-funded by the Centre for Global Development Europe.

The fifth edition of the MIPEX rests on the extensive and long-term collaboration of trusted partners, experts and supporters of the project. We are extremely grateful to our network of partners for their energy and commitment to the MIPEX. We extend our full and heartfelt appreciation to the networks of experts, peer reviewers, and country profile contributors, who shared their detailed knowledge to produce the comparative data on which the MIPEX depends. The research is designed, coordinated and undertaken by the Migration Policy Group in cooperation with CIDOB and the research partners. The publication, including the results and country profiles, were written by the Migration Policy Group in cooperation with CIDOB.

WHAT DOES MIPEX MEASURE?

MIPEX measures policies that promote integration in all societies. Integration in both social and civic terms rests on the concept of equal opportunities for all. In socio-economic terms, migrants must have equal opportunities to lead just as dignified, independent and active lives as the rest of the population. In civic terms, all residents can commit themselves to mutual rights and responsibilities on the basis of equality.

When migrants feel secure, confident and welcome, they are able to invest in their new country of residence and make valued contributions to society. Over time, migrants can take up more opportunities to participate, more rights, more responsibilities and, if they wish, full national citizenship.

The process of integration is specific to the needs and abilities of each individual and each local community. Although government policy is only one of a number of factors which affects integration, it is vital because it sets the legal and political framework within which other aspects of integration occur. The state can strive to remove obstacles and achieve equal outcomes and equal membership by investing in the active participation of all, the exercise of comparable rights and responsibilities and the acquisition of intercultural competences.

MIPEX aims to be a regular assessment on a widening range of policy areas, critical to a migrant’s opportunities to integrate, where countries can benefit from benchmarking policies to the highest, newest international standards. This edition focuses on eight policy areas: Labour Market Mobility, Family Reunion, Education, Political Participation, Long-term Residence, Access to Nationality, Anti-discrimination and Health. A number of policy areas cut across the MIPEX strands, such as integration programmes and healthcare and housing.

WHAT ARE THE HIGHEST STANDARDS USED BY MIPEX?

For each of the 8 policy areas MIPEX identifies the highest European and international standards aimed at achieving equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities for all residents. The highest standards are drawn from Council of Europe Conventions, European Union Directives and international conventions (for more information see: http://mipex.eu/methodology). Where there are only minimum standards, Europe-wide policy recommendations are used.

How does MIPEX decide the scores?

MIPEX score is based on a set of indicators covering eight policy areas that has been designed to benchmark current laws and policies against the highest standards through consultations with top scholars and institutions using and conducting comparative research in their area of expertise. The policy areas of integration covered by the MIPEX are the following: Labour market mobility; Family reunification; Education; Political participation; Permanent residence; Access to nationality; Anti-discrimination; and Health. A policy indicator is a question relating to a specific policy component of one of the 8 policy areas. For each answer, there are a set of options with associated values (from 0 to 100, e.g., 0-50-100). The maximum of 100 is awarded when policies meet the highest standards for equal treatment. Within each of the 8 policy areas, the indicator scores are averaged together to give the policy area score for each of the 8 policy areas per country which, averaged
together one more time, lead to the overall scores for each country.

The research process
The research process started with the revision of MIPEX indicators. In order to ensure MIPEX sustainability over time, we decided to select a core set of indicators from the original list of 167 indicators from MIPEX 2015. Researchers comparing migration policy indexes have identified MIPEX as the most reliable, complete and cited index on integration policies (EC-JRC, 2018). Given that MIPEX number of indicators is much higher than any other index and following recommendations of MIPEX users in quantitative research, the team conducted a conceptual and statistical analysis of the 167 MIPEX indicators to determine which specific indicators were the key drivers of variation between countries.

In other words, all MIPEX indicators are simply not necessary—if a country has Policy A, it’s high likely to have Policy B, C, D and E, which means that MIPEX only needs an indicator of A and not 4 additional indicators on B, C, D and E.

The statistical analysis consisted of checking indicators’ reliability by means of the following quantitative techniques: Distribution analysis; Correlation analysis; Cronbach’s Alpha; Categorical Principal Components Analysis.

The team also performed a conceptual analysis to understand the indicators’ conceptual reliability, which was assessed based on:

a) Indicators’ thematic scope: e.g., which indicators were the best suited to catch a policy area; whether or not indicators overlapped;

b) item formulation: e.g., wording, terminology used, answer options;

c) results of the statistical checks.

As part of the conceptual analysis, the MPG team had interviews and/or e-mail exchanges with leading experts on integration policies to assess the importance of indicators for each area and select the most relevant key indicators. The experts for each strand reviewed the indicators to guarantee that they were clearly worded, policy-relevant, and sustainable for future updating.

By means of this process, MPG selected 58 indicators as “core indicators”. This core set of indicators still includes all 8 MIPEX strands. This core set of indicators represents the smallest set of indicators that provides the most accurate and comprehensive picture of the integration policy situation in a country. We tested the core set of indicators against the full set of indicators (on 2014) and the core set of indicators has the same statistical and conceptual accuracy that the full set of indicators. The scores produced by the core set of indicators are consistent with the scores from the MIPEX full set of indicators and reproduces the same national rankings and trends.

The core indicators will not necessarily replace the full MIPEX indicators. Our aim is to update MIPEX full set of indicators in the future in order to provide more fine-tuned qualitative information on integration policies around the world.

The questionnaire consisting of the core set of indicators were then sent to the country experts. Before sending them the questionnaire, we provided clear and detailed instructions to country experts (e.g., MIPEX guide). During the completion of the research process, we provided a continuative support to the country experts (through phone calls and e-mails).

The questionnaires, including indicators for the years 2014-2019 were completed by the national experts (at least one per country). The health strand was completed by a separate set of migrant health policy experts and only for 2014 and 2019. On 2014, both for the health strand and the other strands, national experts were asked to check all previous answers and to provide updated scores for the period 2015-2019.

MPG’s central research staff checked the experts’ responses to guarantee that they properly understood the questions and answered them in a consistent manner as in other countries. MPG’s research team also double-checked questions based on publicly-available data and legal texts (e.g., GLOBALCIT, the European Equality Law Network, the European Migration Network). Three MPG/CIDOB researchers checked each of the country questionnaires. When any doubts arose, the MPG’s research staff came back to the country experts asking for additional information. Other national experts were involved when additional information was needed. In addition, MPG research team conducted a final question-by-question consistency check and a check of the changes over time to ensure that similar situations and changes received the same score/change across all countries.

The finalised data for the 52 countries were inputted and analysed centrally by the MPG team. MPG research team conducted quantitative analyses to understand the state of integration policies in the
MIPEX countries and overall trends and changes over time. The team mainly conducted univariate analysis (distribution and measure of central tendency) and bivariate analysis (cross-tabulation, comparisons of means of different groups of country or years). The team also conducted a multivariate analysis of the indicators to understand the underlying dimensions of MIPEX. This. This analysis, which was done by means of Categorical Principal Component Analysis, resulted in the identification of three dimensions:

**Basic rights:**
Can immigrants enjoy comparable rights as nationals? E.g., equal rights to work, training, health, and non-discrimination

**Equal opportunities:**
Can immigrants receive support to enjoy comparable opportunities as nationals? E.g., targeted support in education, health, and political participation

**Secure future:**
Can immigrants settle long-term and feel secure about their future in the country? E.g., family reunification, permanent residence and access to nationality

Countries have been then sorted in groups based on their scores on those dimensions.

Based on these analyses, the MPG and CIDOB teams were able to write up national country profiles. They focused on recent policy changes and investigated the justifications and potential impact of these changes. The results were also written up for each of the eight policy strands as well as for the overall score.

**POLICY OUTCOMES AND EFFECTIVENESS**

The major disparities in integration policies around the world reflect the major differences in integration outcomes and attitudes around the world. The integration policies identified by MIPEX also shape how immigrants and the public respond to these inequalities, as literature shows.

To provide this overview of data linking integration policies to outcomes, the MPG team conducted a full interdisciplinary literature review of all multivariate or multilevel analyses over the past decade that studied these links. The studies included are peer reviewed articles from scientific journals and academic sources. These studies measure integration policies by using MIPEX. These studies measure outcomes in all the different areas of integration, such as labour market participation, participation in most other areas of life as well as public attitudes. In the end, this global literature review, which has been carried out in Google Scholar by using ‘MIPEX’ and ‘Integration Policy Index’ as keywords, identified 128 studies that analysed 414 links between a wide variety of integration policies and outcomes.
DIMENSIONS OF AND APPROACHES TO INTEGRATIONS

MIPEX measures eight areas of integration policy. Through quantitative analyses (Categorical Principal Component Analysis), MPG’s research team identified three key dimensions that underlie all areas of a country’s integration policy. These three dimensions help to describe a country’s overall approach to integration:

**BASIC RIGHTS:**
Can immigrants enjoy comparable rights as nationals? e.g., equal rights to work, training, health, and non-discrimination.

**EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES:**
Can immigrants receive support to enjoy comparable opportunities as nationals? e.g., targeted support in education, health, and political participation.

**SECURE FUTURE:**
Can immigrants settle long-term and feel secure about their future in the country? e.g., family reunification, permanent residence and access to nationality.

Countries have been then sorted into groups based on their scores on those dimensions. These groups represent different countries’ approaches to integration. We identified four main approaches:

**COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATION**
A comprehensive approach to integration guarantees equal rights, opportunities and security for immigrants.

**EQUALITY ON PAPER**
Equality on paper means that immigrants enjoy equal rights and long-term security, but not equal opportunities.

**TEMPORARY INTEGRATION**
Temporary integration means that immigrants enjoy basic rights and equal opportunities, but not equal security, as they face obstacles to settle in the long-term.

**IMMIGRATION WITHOUT INTEGRATION**
Immigration without integration means that immigrants are denied basic rights and equal opportunities, even if they are able to settle long-term in the country.
MIPEx2020

**RANKING**

Within each of these four categories, there are a range of policies. In other words, countries with the same approach to integration may have more vs. less developed policies. Therefore, countries are placed into 10 different groups that reflect their overall approach to integration and their level of policy development. The MIPEx 2020 ranks these groups according to the average (median) score of the countries within each group:

### 1. TOP TEN COUNTRIES (average score: 75/100):

Countries in this group represent the top ten out of the 52 MIPEx countries. They adopt a comprehensive approach to integration, which fully guarantees equal rights, opportunities and security for immigrants and citizens. Policies in these countries generally encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Top 5: Canada (80) • Finland (85) • New Zealand (77) Portugal (81) • Sweden (86)

Australia (65) • Belgium (69) • Brazil (64) Ireland (64) • USA (73)

### 2. COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATION SLIGHTLY FAVOURABLE (average score: 60/100)

These countries adopt a comprehensive approach to integration. However, policies in these countries are less comprehensive and less advanced than in the 'Top 10' MIPEx countries. In these countries, policies do not always encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Iceland (56) • Israel (49) • Luxembourg (64) Norway (69) • Spain (60)

### 3. TEMPORARY INTEGRATION HALFWAY FAVOURABLE (average score: 57/100)

These countries provide immigrants with basic rights and equal opportunities, but not a secure future in the country. Policies in these countries encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals and neighbours, but also as foreigners rather than as potential citizens.

France (56) • Germany (58) • Italy (58) Netherlands (57) • United Kingdom (56)

### 4. EQUALITY ON PAPER HALFWAY FAVOURABLE (average score: 50/100)

Equality on paper means that immigrants enjoy equal rights and long-term security, but not equal opportunities. Policies generally encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals, as potential citizens, but also as strangers rather than as neighbours.

Argentina (58) • Mexico (51) • Serbia (50) Slovenia (48) • Ukraine (48)

### 5. COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATION HALFWAY FAVOURABLE (average score: 50/100)

These countries do the minimum in all three dimensions as their policies go only halfway towards providing immigrants with equal rights, opportunities and a secure future.

Czechia (50) • Estonia (50) • Korea (56) • Malta (48) • Turkey (43)

### 6. TEMPORARY INTEGRATION HALFWAY UNFAVOURABLE (average score: 48/100)

These countries go only halfway towards granting immigrants with basic rights and equal opportunities. Furthermore, they do not provide immigrants with a secure future in the country. Policies in these countries encourage the public to see immigrants as foreigners and not fully as equals and neighbours.

Austria (46) • Denmark (48) • Switzerland (50)

### 7. IMMIGRATION WITHOUT INTEGRATION HALFWAY UNFAVOURABLE (average score: 47/100)

These countries are categorised as "Immigration without Integration" because their policies deny that the country has become a destination country. Immigrants may find ways to settle long-term, but they are not fully supported with the rights and equal opportunities to participate in society. This group of countries goes halfway towards investing in equal opportunities. Policies may encourage the public to see immigrants as subordinates and not neighbours.

Japan (47)
8. **EQUALITY ON PAPER**
**HALFWAY UNFAVOURABLE** (average score: 43/100)

Equality on paper means that immigrants do not enjoy equal opportunities. This group of countries mainly focus on basic rights for immigrants, and only go halfway towards providing them with long-term security. Policies may encourage the public to see immigrants as equal but also as subordinate and not potential citizens.

Bulgaria (40) • Chile (53) • Hungary (43) • Moldova (47) • North Macedonia (42) • Romania (49) • Slovakia (39)

9. **EQUALITY ON PAPER**
**SLIGHTLY UNFAVOURABLE** (average score: 39/100)

Equality on paper means that immigrants do not enjoy equal opportunities. This group of countries goes only halfway towards providing immigrants with basic rights and a secure future. Policies may encourage the public to see immigrants as subordinates, not equal and not potential citizens.

Albania (43) • Croatia (39) • Greece (46) • Latvia (37) • Lithuania (37)

10. **IMMIGRATION WITHOUT INTEGRATION**
**Most unfaVourable** (average score: 31/100)

These countries are categorised as “Immigration without Integration” because their policies deny that the country has become a destination country. Immigrants may find ways to settle long-term, but are not supported with basic rights or equal opportunities to participate in society. Policies may encourage the public to see immigrants as subordinates and as strangers.

China (32) • Cyprus (41) • India (24) • Indonesia (26) • Russia (31)
Integration policies in the 52 MIPEX countries are, on average, only halfway favourable (50/100). That means, on average, countries’ policies are creating as many obstacles as opportunities for immigrants to participate and settle in their new home country. Immigrants enjoy many basic rights (average score is 65) and, to a certain extent, long-term security (56). However, they do not enjoy the equal opportunities (46) security that they need to fully participate in all areas of life.

This halfway approach to integration can also confuse the public and undermine the message that integration is a two-way process. While some policies encourage the public to see and treat immigrants as their equals, many policies send contradictory messages that immigrants are both neighbours and strangers, both foreigners and potential citizens.

A country’s integration policies can be partly explained by the state of its democracy and economic development and its history of immigration. On the one hand, immigrants generally face greater obstacles in emerging destination countries with small numbers of immigrants and high levels of anti-immigration sentiment (Asian countries, the Baltics, Balkans and Central and Eastern Europe, e.g. EU13 average is 41/100). On the other hand, in wealthier, larger and traditional destination countries immigrants usually benefit from more equal rights and opportunities, for example in highly developed democracies (OECD average is 56), Western Europe (EU15 average is 58/100) and traditional countries of immigration (75/100 on average for Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the US).

Regional trends can also help to explain the three dimensions of integration policy. While immigrants in the majority of MIPEX countries enjoy access to basic rights, support for equal opportunities is much greater in Western Europe (EU15) and traditional countries of immigration (plus Brazil). Immigrants in Asia, for example, face many obstacles in most areas and dimensions of integration policy. Finally, most MIPEX countries provide some security for immigrants and their families to settle long-term, with the notable exception of most Northwestern European countries (Austria, Denmark, France, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, UK as well as Indonesia and Latvia).

In terms of international areas of strength, migrant workers, reunited families and permanent residents enjoy basic security, rights, and protection from discrimination. Within Europe, national policies are stronger and convergent in these areas covered by EU law. The international areas of weakness are education and political participation.

On education, most immigrant pupils worldwide have little extra support to find the right school and class, catch up if they’re behind, quickly learn the language and, if they’re lucky, learn some of the rules of the language that they use at home. Teachers and other pupils are lucky if they learn anything about diversity or immigrants. Most countries leave it up to the general education system to fix (or exacerbate) any problems.

On political participation, most immigrants, especially foreign citizens, have few opportunities to inform and improve the policies that affect them daily, since most authorities design policies ‘for’ them and are not informed by or accountable to them. On average, immigrants are slightly more discouraged than encouraged to participate through the standard civic channels, limited local voting rights for foreign citizens, weak or absent consultative bodies and poorly supported immigrant-led organisations.
# GENERAL SCORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country name</th>
<th>Overall score 2020</th>
<th>Change since 2014</th>
<th>Approach to integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>- 1</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>- 2</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>- 3</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>- 4</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>Top 10 (Comprehensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>+ 10</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>- 4</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>- 1</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>- 2</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>+ 7</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>- 1</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>- 1</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>- 1</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>- 4</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## GENERAL SCORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country name</th>
<th>Overall score 2020</th>
<th>Change since 2014</th>
<th>Approach to integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>Immigration without integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Temporary Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>+17</td>
<td>Comprehensive Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
<td>Immigration without integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>− 1</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>+ 4</td>
<td>Equality on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>Immigration without integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
<td>Immigration without integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>Immigration without integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>/ 0</td>
<td>Immigration without integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Change since 2014

- **80 - 100**: Favourable
- **60-79**: Slightly favourable
- **41-59**: Halfway favourable
- **21-40**: Slightly unfavourable
- **1-20**: Unfavourable
- **0**: Critically unfavourable
Integration policies continue to improve very slowly over time, but sometimes with significant impact in a particular area of life. While the average change was +2 points between 2014-2019, this change was greater than the +1 points average between 2010-2014.

Over the past five years, the MIPEX52 score (average of the 52 countries’ scores) increased by +4 points on basic rights, by +5 on equal opportunities and by +1 on secure future. Equal opportunities - the least developed of the three dimensions - thus saw the greatest improvements between 2014 and 2019.

Positively, the greatest policy improvements were in the two international areas of weakness: +7 points on education and +10 points on political participation.

Permanent residence is the only area in which immigrants have seen policies worsening (-1 points).

33 countries improved their integration policies overall between 2014-2019, although seven only saw an improvement of +1. The most dramatic improvements occurred in Turkey (+17), Brazil (+12) and Luxembourg (+10).

10 countries undermined their integration policies during the same period, due to restrictive changes (Argentina, Australia, Denmark, Iceland, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Norway, Sweden and the US). The greatest backsliding occurred in Argentina, Australia, and Denmark (-4).

Nine countries received the same score in 2014 and 2019, due to balance between positive and negative changes, only minor improvements or minor restrictions (Austria, Hungary, the Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland and UK), or no changes at all (India, New Zealand and Romania).

Most significantly, 6 countries experienced such significant policy changes that these new policies represent a major shift in the country’s overall approach to integration:

Argentina: Argentina’s current approach can now only classified as ‘Equality on Paper’ as recent restrictions undermined its comprehensive approach to integration and its commitment to equal opportunities.

Brazil: Major reforms (mostly in 2017) transformed Brazil’s halfway “Equality on paper” policies into a slightly favourable “comprehensive approach.” These changes have now landed Brazil in the International ‘Top 10’ countries.
**Iceland**: Iceland's anti-discrimination policies can be seen as a major recognition of Iceland as a country of immigration. Before, immigrants who settled in Iceland did not enjoy equal rights or opportunities ("immigration without integration"). Now, newcomers benefit from a slightly favourable comprehensive approach.

**Ireland**: Ireland's 2017-2020 Migrant Integration Strategy created a slightly favourable comprehensive approach focused on equal rights and opportunities, which launched Ireland into the International 'Top 10' countries.

**Norway**: Given the insecurity facing immigrants who want to settle permanently, Norway fell from the 'Top Ten' to the top of the second category of leading countries. Its comprehensive approach now lacks key aspects of equality.

**Turkey**: Turkey has had to recognise itself as a country of immigration that must guarantee basic rights and opportunities, for example to education, health, the labour market and non-discrimination. Despite this major shift from being a country of "immigration without integration", Turkey's new "comprehensive approach" is still only halfway favourable, with slightly more obstacles than opportunities for integration in Turkey.

---

For comparison: Between 2010-2014, 10 countries passed major reforms (Denmark's several reforms catching up with policies in Nordics, Germany and international trends; more targeted support in Austria and Germany and dual nationality for 2nd generation in Germany; Czechia and Poland adopt EU-required anti-discrimination laws and domestic citizenship reforms; Bulgaria implements EU law).

Between 2007-2010, major reforms were passed in just a handful of countries (in Luxembourg on all areas, in Greece on citizenship & voting rights, in Austria on targeted employment support, in Czechia on anti-discrimination, in Latvia on access to education and training).
KEY FINDINGS ON INTEGRATION POLICIES AND THEIR EFFECTS

The major disparities in integration policies around the world reflect the major differences in integration outcomes and attitudes around the world. The integration policies identified by MIPEX also shape how immigrants and the public respond to these inequalities.

A country's approach to integration matters because these policies influence how integration works as a two-way process. This two-way approach emerges from around 130 independent scientific studies that use MIPEX to investigate if and how these policies can close gaps in key integration outcomes.

First, a country's approach to integration strongly influences the public's attitudes and behaviour towards immigrants. Integration policies are one of the strongest factors shaping the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants (see chart below, based on the MIPEX overall score with health and the Gallup's Migrant Acceptance Index).

Second, integration policies are one of strongest factors shaping immigrants' own attitudes, sense of belonging and even their health in their new home country. A country's approach to integration also shapes how well immigrants think and feel about their new home country (see chart below, based on the MIPEX overall score with health and the Gallup's World Happiness Report).

The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Restrictive policies create a ‘vicious circle’ of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm their integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants.

Inclusive policies create a ‘virtuous circle’ of integration that promotes openness and interaction. Immigrants and the public are more likely to interact with and think of each other as equals in countries where inclusive policies treat immigrants as equals and invest in integration as an opportunity for society.

Inclusive policies not only increase positive attitudes and interactions between the public and immigrants, but also create an overall sense of belonging, well-being and trust. Under inclusive policies, the public feels less fear of immigrants, while immigrants enjoy greater opportunities to learn and contribute. As a result, immigrants and non-immigrants have more regular, positive interactions. They also more frequently develop positive attitudes about their identity, their health, their satisfaction with life, their trust in society and their participation in politics.
Labour market integration happens over time and depends on the general policies, context, immigrants’ skills and reason for migration. Certain effective employment policies may be too new and small to reach the many non-EU citizen men and women in need, who rarely access any training or benefits.
POLICY INDICATORS

Do immigrants have equal rights and opportunities to access jobs and improve their skills?

Labour market mobility policies qualify as only halfway favourable for promoting equal quality employment over the long-term. In most countries, family members and permanent residents can access the labour market and job training, as well as social security and assistance. However, full equality of rights and opportunity in the labour market is still far from being achieved, especially in the public sector. Immigrants looking for work can have their academic qualifications recognised and count on public employment services to almost the same extent as national citizens, but cannot rely on strong targeted programmes. This lack of support makes the process particularly complicated for vulnerable groups, such as women and youth.

Immigrants have better access to employment and targeted support in Western Europe – especially in the EU15 – and Canada. The weakest support is provided by India, Indonesia and Slovenia. Employment access, assistance and rights differ significantly across countries, even between the traditional countries of immigration. Immigrant workers enjoy greater targeted support in Nordic countries (Sweden, Norway, Finland) and New Zealand. Formal access to the labour market is also fast and facilitated in Argentina and Brazil. Portugal is the only recent destination country with a favourable approach to the labour market, both for immigrant and emigrant workers.

As with the majority of areas of integration, no significant reforms have been observed in the labour market over the last five years (2014 - 2019) in 33 of the 52 MIPEX countries. 16 countries invested in reforms which facilitate labour market integration. Major improvements emerged in Central and Eastern Europe. Some of these reforms are linked to EU law (e.g. Greece, Hungary and Latvia) as they catch up on providing basic support and access to information for immigrant workers and entrepreneurs. Only Argentina, Australia and Denmark have undermined their support for immigrant workers.

Access to labour market

- Not all foreign residents with the right to work have full, equal access to the labour market. Only 8 of 52 MIPEX countries grant immediate labour market access to all categories of legal resident, while 33 countries delay full access for labour or family migrants. 11 countries deny immediate labour market access for newcomers on temporary permits.
- Public sector jobs are often only open to national (or EU) citizens. Equal access to public sector jobs is guaranteed in only 15 countries.
Labour market access is most favourable in the US, Canada and Latin America. In contrast, the obstacles are greatest in Asian countries where - with the exception of China, Israel and Japan - newcomers cannot access work as easily or as quickly as national citizens.

Access to self-employment is equal for newcomers in most MIPEX countries (31), with limiting conditions imposed in 15 other countries. In very few countries (France, Russia, Latvia, Romania, Slovakia and Turkey), certain sectors and activities are reserved solely for national citizens.

Access to general support

- Most newcomers can access public employment offices, higher education and vocational training, often thanks to EU law (e.g. in Greece and Latvia).
- Many temporary residents and workers do not enjoy equal access to the study grants and scholarships they need (equal access is granted in 17 – mainly southern - European countries, Argentina, Brazil, China and Russia).
- Recognition procedures for skills and foreign qualifications differ significantly around the world, with equal access granted in 32 MIPEX countries. 12 countries have different procedures for migrants and nationals, with greater fees and requirements for documents. 8 countries have ad hoc or no procedures for the recognition of titles for certain nationalities or fields of study (Argentina, Greece, France, Hungary, Poland, Ireland, Russia and Switzerland).

Targeted support

- Targeted support is a major area of weakness in most countries. Rarely are general services able to address the specific needs of the foreign-trained or very low-educated, or of migrant women and youth.
- Targeted language and professional trainings, mentoring and employer incentives are available in only 7 countries (Nordic countries, Germany, Canada and New Zealand).
- Specific targeted measures for migrant youth and migrant women are available in 9 European countries plus South Korea.

Workers’ rights

- Permanent residents generally enjoy the same access to social security and assistance as nationals.
- Access to social security and assistance for temporary residents differs significantly from country to country.
- Temporary workers and family members enjoy full and equal access in 20 countries (Canada, Israel, Brazil and several European countries), but are excluded from parts of the social security system in the majority (32) of countries (Australia, UK, New Zealand, the US and several European countries).

EVIDENCE BASE

Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?

Whether immigrants or non-immigrants find a job depends mostly on their skills and the economic and social situation at the time. The emerging labour market mobility policies across MIPEX countries seem to respond to longer-term challenges. These policies can make the labour market fairer for working immigrants by helping them to secure the same types of stable quality jobs that non-immigrants enjoy.

These findings on the links between labour market mobility policies and outcomes emerge from two dozen independent scientific studies using MIPEX. Labour market mobility policies are effective to help working immigrant men and women to gain greater skills and education, careers and public acceptance. Under well-developed policies, immigrant men and women are more likely to improve their language and professional skills in the country and use them effectively to secure better jobs available on labour markets. Labour market mobility policies also help shape public opinion. Under inclusive policies, the public sees immigrants more as an economic opportunity than as a competition or threat.
Better research is needed on whether labour market mobility policies influence other integration outcomes.
Family reunification policies determine if and when separated families can reunite and settle in their new home.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Japan            | 62 |
| USA              | 62 |
| Iceland          | 62 |
| Moldova          | 61 |
| Albania          | 61 |
| Slovakia         | 59 |
| Israel           | 58 |
| Poland           | 58 |
| Hungary          | 58 |
| Norway           | 58 |
| North Macedonia  | 58 |
| Ukraine          | 57 |
| China            | 56 |
| Korea            | 54 |
| Turkey           | 53 |
| Greece           | 52 |
| Luxembourg       | 52 |
| Belgium          | 48 |
| Ireland          | 48 |
| Croatia          | 48 |
| Latvia           | 47 |
| Russia           | 46 |
| Chile            | 44 |
| France           | 43 |
| Lithuania        | 43 |
| Germany          | 42 |
| Switzerland      | 41 |
| Bulgaria         | 38 |
| Malta            | 36 |
| Austria          | 36 |
| Cyprus           | 35 |
| Netherlands      | 31 |
| United Kingdom   | 29 |
| Denmark          | 25 |
POLICY INDICATORS

How easily can immigrants reunite with family?

On average, policies are only halfway favourable for promoting family reunification and integration. Policies are more favourable in traditional destination countries, Northern European countries and new countries of labour migration (e.g. Italy, Portugal and Spain). In most countries, reunited families enjoy a secure status and basic equal rights. However, policymakers and parties often disagree when it comes to defining the concept of family and the conditions for reunion. At one end, inclusive definitions keep requirements minimal (e.g. income at or below social assistance level; no specific accommodation requirements). At the other end, many Western European countries restrict eligibility to the nuclear family and expect transnational families to live up to standards that many national families could not: high incomes, no social benefits and the ability to pass language or cultural tests. There is usually a high fee to pay and little support (e.g. Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, UK). Increasingly, countries make exceptions for the highly-skilled and the wealthy, but rarely for the most vulnerable (minors and beneficiaries of international protection).

Given the current political climate and increasing populist influence, transnational families face an uncertain future. Since 2015, policies have remained largely unchanged in 35 MIPEX countries (mostly new and small countries of immigration), and improved in 10 (+7 on average). Restrictions have increased in seven countries, including Belgium (-11), Turkey (-7) and the US (-9). Family reunification is increasingly politicised, and policies are mainly restricted according to numbers of applications, rather than to integration-related evidence. Improvements tend to be made based on European law and the results of court cases by transnational families.

Family reunion, MIPEX S2 and other groups of countries (average)

KEY FINDINGS

Eligibility

- Temporary residents have the legal right to sponsor their spouse/partner or minor children in the majority of countries (35), either immediately (27) or after one year (8).
- Reuniting with other dependent relatives is severely restricted in half of the MIPEX countries (28). These countries impose restrictive definitions of dependency and specific conditions (e.g. specific health or financial situations). Parents, grandparents and adult children benefit from facilitated rules in only six countries (Brazil, China, Czechia, Portugal, Russia and Slovenia), while only one of these groups benefits from facilitations in six others (Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Japan and Mexico).
Conditions

- Economic resource requirements: Sponsors in 14 countries can use any legal source to prove a basic income. In contrast, 15 other countries have raised the level of economic resources required as a way of excluding low-income families. 23 others further require that sponsor must work or not receive social assistance.
- Only 11 countries limit family reunification with language or integration requirements: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Korea, Malta, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Switzerland and the UK.
- Only seven countries impose pre-entry language requirements: Austria, Denmark, Germany, Korea, Netherlands, New Zealand and the UK. Only the Netherlands imposes a pre-entry integration test.

Security of status

- Discretionary procedures in most countries (39) mean that families who meet the legal requirements can still be rejected on various grounds. Discretion is a major problem in newer destination countries.
- Personal circumstances considered: Some—if not all—of an applicant's links to the country must be weighted in their favour, including evidence of physical or emotional violence (all factors in 20, mostly Western European countries, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Japan and Mexico).
- Residence permits for family members are as long and renewable as that of their sponsor in 25 countries (mostly Western Europe and traditional destination countries).

Rights associated

- The path to an autonomous residence permit is discretionary and long, up to five years, in half of the MIPEX countries (24).
- Parents and children wait up to three years for autonomous residence permits in 13 countries (Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Czechia, Estonia, Italia, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Turkey).

EVIDENCE BASE

Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?

The many changes to countries' family reunification policies can matter a lot to the well-being of the limited number of families who have been separated by international borders. The impact of these policies has been studied by a few international researchers in around 20 independent scientific studies linking MIPEX to these families' integration outcomes, but more targeted research is needed.

These policies have a major impact on immigrants' right to family life. Under inclusive policies, immigrant families are more likely to reunite, settle down in the country, find jobs and a better place to live and age with dignity. Restrictive policies make all this harder for many types of immigrant families.
Education is an increasing priority for integration but education systems are slow to respond.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POLICY INDICATORS

Are education systems responsive to the needs of immigrant children?

Education is the greatest weakness in the integration policies of most countries. Most immigrant pupils receive little support in finding the right school or class, or in ‘catching up’ with their peers. Most countries leave it to the general education system to fix (or exacerbate) cultural problems.

Education policies are generally better targeted in countries with a large number of immigrant pupils. The Nordic countries, for example, take an individualised, needs-based approach. Australia, Canada and New Zealand have developed strong targeted education policies through multiculturalism, while the US focuses additional support on vulnerable racial and social groups. In contrast, the education systems of Austria, France, Germany and Luxembourg are less responsive to the needs of their relatively large number of immigrant pupils. New destination countries with small immigrant communities offer inconsistent targeted support (e.g. Japan and Central Europe). In the new destination countries with big immigrant communities (such as Greece and Ireland), weak targeted education policies have not caught up with the now sizeable number of immigrant pupils. Czechia, Finland and Korea have better developed policies and smaller numbers of immigrant pupils.

35 countries have made no major changes to education since 2014. 16 countries made improvements by opening education to all legal migrants (e.g. Bulgaria), setting basic standards for language support (e.g. Serbia and Turkey), and promoting diversity within schools (e.g. Czechia, Ireland and Korea). Immigrants also benefitted from major reforms in Malta and Turkey facilitating access to education, targeted measures and the promotion of diversity in schools. In contrast, more restrictive policies in Argentina limited access to education for different migrant groups.

Education, MIPEX 52 and other groups of countries (average)

KEY FINDINGS

Access

- Despite a few improvements, immigrant pupils receive limited support with accessing or completing pre-school, vocational and higher education.
- Undocumented immigrants have a legal right to access to compulsory and non-compulsory education in 20 MIPEX countries.
- Immigrants face particularly significant obstacles when accessing higher education. In the majority of countries (37/52), they do not receive any tailored support. Support aimed at increasing their access to and successful participation in higher education is available only in Australia, Finland and the US.
Targeting needs

- Only 13 countries provide systematic academic guidance and financial resources to schools with immigrant pupils.
- Teachers are trained in intercultural education and cultural diversity in only eight countries.
- Immigrants are entitled to language support up until academic fluency in 16 countries, but these courses are frequently not held to the same standard as the rest of the curriculum.

New opportunities and Intercultural education

- Schools in most countries (35/52) encourage the appreciation of cultural diversity, either as a stand-alone subject or throughout the curriculum. Only seven countries provide both options at the same time, while ten countries provide neither (Argentina, Brazil, China, Denmark, France, Hungary, India, Indonesia, and Poland).
- The large majority of MIPEX countries (41/52) do not have any measures in place to bring immigrants into the teacher workforce. Only Australia, Canada, China, Finland, Ireland, Germany, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and Turkey have adopted measures to do so.
- Teacher training covers intercultural education and diversity in only eight countries (Belgium, Korea, Luxembourg, Lithuania, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland). In 20 countries diversity training is offered but not formally required. In the remaining 24 countries surveyed by MIPEX, these policies are still missing or only provided on an ad-hoc basis.

EVIDENCE BASE

Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?

The weak targeted education policies in most MIPEX countries may explain not only why achievement gaps persist for vulnerable learners, but also why not all students feel safe and at home in their school. Students with immigrant backgrounds benefit from more inclusive general education systems, just like students without immigrant backgrounds. The specific role played by migrant education policies has been studied by relatively few international researchers. Around 20 independent scientific studies have tried to link MIPEX’s education policies and outcomes.

Well-developed targeted policies not only help academically, for vulnerable groups on different education tracks, leading to higher education from one generation to the next. These policies have various positive academic effects on the children in need who are eligible to benefit. But also targeted policies help out socially, for all students, with or without immigrant backgrounds, to all feel safe and at home at school. Under more developed policies, immigrant pupils develop a similar sense of pride, safety and belonging at school as their non-immigrant peers.
Major differences emerge in immigrants' healthcare coverage and ability to access services between countries; Policies often fail to take their specific health needs into account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POLICY INDICATORS

Is the health system responsive to immigrants’ needs?

The inclusion of migrants into the health system of destination countries is coming to be seen as an essential component of their integration. Migrant health relates to 15 Target Areas of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals Agenda, with its imperative of ‘Leaving No One Behind’.

At the top end of the MIPEX scale, health systems are usually more ‘migrant-friendly’ in countries with a strong commitment to equal rights and opportunities. Policies are at least slightly favourable in most English-speaking countries (Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, US, UK), the Nordics (Finland, Norway, Sweden), major regions of destination in Austria, Italy, Spain and Switzerland, and in Belgium, Chile and Turkey.

At the other end of the MIPEX scale, health systems are least inclusive in countries with restrictive integration policies, such as most of Central and Southeast Europe as well as Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and Russia. Across the 8 strands of MIPEX, policies on Health are positively related to policies in most other strands. In only a few countries were migrant health policies markedly more favourable than the country’s overall MIPEX score (Austria, Chile, Ireland, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey) or less favourable (Albania, Brazil, Estonia, Korea, Poland and Ukraine).

Migrant health policies are related to countries’ experience of immigration and financial resources. In countries with smaller immigrant populations (e.g. Albania, Brazil, China, India and Indonesia, where international migrants make up <2% of the population), little or nothing may be done to promote their inclusion in the health system. In contrast, migrant health policies tend to be better developed in countries with more international migrants. Within countries, health services in regions with large immigrant populations tend to be more responsive to migrants’ health needs (e.g. in Austria, Italy, Spain and Switzerland). A country’s wealth, as measured by GDP per capita, also strongly influences scores on the Health strand. Countries that have difficulty providing adequate health services to national citizens seem reluctant to adapt service delivery to the needs of migrants and are more likely to adopt a “one size fits all” approach.

It is sometimes assumed that tax-based health systems are more inclusive for migrants than insurance-based ones. No link is found with entitlements to healthcare coverage, but tax-based systems are more likely to adapt service delivery to migrants’ needs. Though good entitlements usually go hand in hand with responsive services, there are exceptions: in 2019 many less wealthy countries, as well as France, prioritised entitlements over responsiveness, while the opposite was true for Australia, Austria, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, the UK and US.

The 2020 core MIPEX updated and averaged together 12 core ‘migrant health’ indicators from the full 23 questions (comprising 41 indicators). Two indicators were chosen from dimension A, measuring entitlements for legal migrants, asylum seekers and undocumented migrants (UDMs) separately. Two indicators were also chosen from each of the dimensions B, C and D, making 12 core indicators in all. Indicators were selected on the basis of their correlation in the 2015 round with the total of the dimension they belonged to. The correlation (r) between the averages of all 12 core indicators and of all 41 original indicators was .95, meaning that the core indicators were able to account for 90% of the variance in the full scores. The core indicators selected in each dimension were averaged to provide the score for that dimension. These core indicators give a fairly reliable estimate of the results that would be obtained by using the full questionnaire, although they are obviously less precise and need to be interpreted with caution.
KEY FINDINGS

Entitlements

Although migrants’ entitlements to healthcare coverage are laid down by law in all MIPEX countries except Malta, exercising these rights is often hampered by administrative barriers. These obstacles include requirements for documents that may be difficult for migrants to obtain, or discretionary decisions about how urgently their treatment is needed and whether they are able to pay for it themselves.

- **Legal migrants**: The conditions vary significantly across countries: in some countries, legal residents may have unconditional entitlements but limited only to emergency care, while in others, they have conditional access to the same range of services as those for national citizens. Beyond these legal conditions, 25 MIPEX countries present no administrative barriers to legal migrants: the corresponding figures for asylum seekers and UDMs are 14 and 2.

- **Asylum seekers**: Conditions of coverage may include remaining in an assigned location or having inadequate financial resources. Germany imposes the condition that entitlement to more than emergency care is only granted to asylum seekers or refugees who have been in the country for longer than 15 months. Only 14 countries impose no administrative barriers for asylum-seekers: Austria, Chile, Czechia, France, Greece, Indonesia, Japan, North Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Switzerland and Turkey.

- **Undocumented migrants**: This group faces the greatest legal and administrative barriers to obtaining coverage. Although not all aspects of their entitlements were measured in 2019, there are few signs that they have improved since 2015. Only two countries—Chile and Switzerland—impose no administrative barriers for undocumented migrants: where coverage for this group is limited to emergency care, a barrier always exists in the form of a discretionary judgement about whether the migrant’s health problem constitutes an emergency.

Accessibility of health services

- Legal migrants, asylum seekers and undocumented migrants are regularly reached with targeted information on entitlements and use of health services in only 19 of the 52 MIPEX countries.

- In 22 countries, all three groups are regularly reached with targeted information on health education and health promotion.

Responsive services

- Qualified interpretation services for patients with inadequate proficiency in the official language(s) are provided free of charge in 18 countries, but not regularly available in 18 countries. In the other 16 countries, interpretation
MIPEX 2020

Health

can be arranged, but the migrant must pay for it.
● In 30 countries, immigrant patients and communities are involved to some extent in designing and providing health information and services – most actively in Austria, Australia, Czechia, Ireland, New Zealand, Spain and UK.

Policies to promote change

● Most countries (42/52) have funding bodies that have supported migrant health research in the past five years. The most extensive support is found in Western European and traditional destination countries.
● Comprehensive policies to mainstream migrant health have emerged in Australia, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, UK, and US, while in 31 countries the health system does not systematically address migrant or ethnic minority health issues.

EVIDENCE BASE

Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?

The major gaps within countries' policies have major and direct implications for immigrants' health. While more research is needed on the different targeted migrant health policies, the potential impacts of integration policies have been analysed by around a dozen MIPEX studies, including several reviewed in The Lancet, one of the world's most prestigious medical journals.

How governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants feel both in terms of their mental and physical health. Under inclusive integration policies, immigrants and non-immigrants end up with similar health outcomes in terms of their reported health, chronic illnesses, elderly diabetes and frailty and, even, mortality. Under restrictive policies, immigrants are much more likely than non-immigrants to suffer from these poor health outcomes. For immigrants' health, a country's overall approach to integration seems more determinant than any specific area of integration policy.
### POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

In most countries, foreign citizens are not enfranchised or regularly informed, consulted or involved in local civil society and public life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POLICY INDICATORS

Are immigrants granted the right and opportunity to participate in political life?

Political participation is one of the weakest areas of integration policy. Most immigrants are granted little opportunity to inform and improve the policies that affect them daily. They have limited local voting rights (non-EU citizens in the case of EU countries). They can rarely rely on strong consultative bodies or well-supported migrant organisations. Their political opportunities differ enormously from country to country. In Australia, New Zealand and Western Europe, they enjoy greater voting rights, stronger consultative bodies, more funding for immigrant organisations and greater support from mainstream organisations. With the exception of Korea, immigrants in Asian countries enjoy almost none of these rights unless they (can) naturalise. Despite European norms and promising regional practices, political participation is still absent (or almost absent) from integration strategies in Bulgaria, Lithuania, Romania and Slovakia.

Political opportunities for migrants are improving (+10 points on average since 2014). Brazil introduced the most major changes. Moldova also began to introduce processes of political participation for immigrants. Overall, countries are showing renewed interest in voting rights and creation of consultative bodies, but future reform will require greater political will or constitutional change.

**KEY FINDINGS**

**Electoral rights**

- Non-EU nationals can stand as candidates and vote in local elections in seven EU countries (Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway and Sweden).
- Immigrants can vote locally under major restrictions (e.g. after five years of residence, via special registration procedures or only in certain municipalities) in 12 countries.
- Overall, Nordic countries grant the most inclusive voting rights in the EU. Outside the EU, immigrants can vote and stand in local elections in five countries (Argentina, Chile, Iceland, Norway and New Zealand), vote locally in five others (Australia, Israel, Korea, Russia and Switzerland) and vote nationally in Chile and New Zealand.
- Voting rights are long fought and hard won. They were granted to migrants in Czechia in 2001; Estonia, Lithuania and Slovenia in 2002; Luxembourg and Slovakia in 2003; Belgium in 2004 and again in Luxembourg in 2011. Efforts to reinstate these long-repealed rights in Canada and the US are ongoing.
- Once passed, voting rights are difficult to revoke. Greece is the first country in recent history to repeal voting
Political liberties

- Immigrants can join political parties with no restrictions in half of MIPEX countries (27/52).
- In contrast, Central European countries, Mexico, Russia and the MIPEX Asian countries deny immigrants the basic political liberties of joining a political party or founding a political association.

Consultative bodies

- Immigrants are regularly consulted in 12 MIPEX countries (EU countries, Australia, Korea and Switzerland).
- Changes continue to be made in both old and new destination countries (recently in Cyprus, France, Malta, Moldova, Russia and Slovenia). Consultation of immigrant leaders at national level improved in Finland and Ireland, but worsened in Argentina.
- Most bodies are not strong or independent enough to create meaningful opportunities for immigrants to affect policy change. They tend to be weak, government-led, sometimes government-appointed, and too poorly funded to engage migrants and represent their diverse interests.
- Consultation bodies come and go according to whether or not a government is willing to listen to them. Those with weak standing can aggravate issues of trust, interest or professionalism for immigrants and policymakers.

Implementation policies

- In 24 MIPEX countries, immigrant organisations can rely on funding or some form of in-kind support. The funding in 16 of these countries comes with no attached conditions beyond being a partner in consultations set by the state.
- Most funding and in-kind support is provided in North-West Europe, Australia, Canada, Korea, New Zealand, Mexico and Portugal.
- Funding for immigrant organisations usually depends on a government's priorities rather than on community needs (as seen in Argentina in 2015 when resources formerly available were removed).

EVIDENCE BASE

Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?

The fact that most policies deny immigrants the opportunity to be heard by politicians means that they are less likely to not only vote, but also to contribute to improving public life and attitudes. Policies largely determine whether or not immigrants play an equal part in public life. The importance of integration policies for democracy is well-demonstrated by over 30 independent scientific studies that use MIPEX to compare these policies to key integration policies.

Inclusive policies help to close the gap between immigrants and non-immigrants in our democracies. Under inclusive policies, immigrants are more likely to participate by voting in elections, contributing to political groups and parties and joining protests, boycotts and unconventional actions.

Over time, immigrants develop similar levels of political engagement, trust and satisfaction as the general public. And a strong dynamic emerges between these policies and public attitudes. Inclusive polices are associated with higher levels of public trust, lower feelings of economic threat and a greater sense of a common civic rather than ethnic identity.
The security of permanent residence may be a fundamental step on the path to full citizenship and better integration outcomes. Most immigrants are long enough settled to apply—and most have in many major, longstanding and new destinations.
POLICY INDICATORS

How easily can immigrants become permanent residents?

The path to permanent residence is halfway favourable for integration in MIPEX countries. After 5 years, most residents can apply for a long-term residence status and rights equal to national citizens, but only after proving that they are self-sufficient. Those in need of help or unable to pay the high fees are left with temporary status, with neither the necessary support nor opportunities to further their integration.

Permanent residence is a normal part of the integration process in top-scoring countries, such as Canada, most Latin American countries (Brazil, Chile and Mexico), Nordic countries (Finland and Sweden), and a few other European countries (Hungary, Iceland, Slovenia, Ukraine). 16 countries have traditionally granted permanent residence upon arrival or after just a few years, so that migrant workers, families and refugees can start their settlement process with secure and near-equal rights. In contrast, many newcomers are ineligible for permanent residence in China, Denmark, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Switzerland and Turkey. Newcomers are unable to meet restrictive and costly conditions in a long list of countries: Albania, Austria, Croatia, Czechia, Cyprus, Denmark, France, Germany, France, Greece, Latvia, Malta, Norway, Poland, Russia and the UK.

Countries rarely reform their legal routes to permanent residence. The limited major reforms of recent years have been driven by the politicisation of immigration. Brazil, Estonia, Macedonia, Russia, and Turkey have removed previous restrictions, while Austria, Denmark, Korea, Norway, Poland, Ukraine and the US have imposed new ones. Immigrants in MIPEX countries have been slightly more likely to face a few new restrictive conditions (7 countries, -15 points on average) than to see minor improvements in their eligibility, support or rights (5 countries, +17 on average). The trend is to extend the conditions that were once reserved for citizenship to permanent residence. For example, language requirements have been tightened and income requirements made even higher, making it as difficult for immigrants to become permanent residents as it is for them to become citizens.

Permanent Residence, MIPEX 52 and other groups of countries (average)

KEY FINDINGS

Eligibility

- Most—but not all—temporary residents have the right to become permanent residents after 5 years (or slightly sooner) in most EU countries, in traditional destination countries (Canada, New Zealand and US), Latin American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico), some Asian countries (India, Indonesia and Russia) and a few European countries (Finland, Hungary, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Ukraine).
- In traditional countries of immigration, nearly all temporary residents can apply earlier under discretionary
schemes, without the right to permanent residence.

- The wait for permanent residence is exceptionally long and unfavourable in China, Denmark, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Switzerland and Turkey.

**Conditions**

- The conditions for becoming a permanent resident are radically different for immigrants across MIPEX countries.
- Immigrants benefit most from the inclusive and flexible approach to permanent residence in Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Finland and Spain.
- 27 countries impose a language assessment, while 23 others do not. In Australia and Iceland, immigrants are required to take a language course but do not have to take a test.
- Demanding economic resource requirements - e.g. requiring income linked to employment or no use of social assistance - are likely too high for many immigrants to succeed in 25 countries.

**Security of status**

- In 24 countries, the procedure for renewing permanent residence is automatic. In 27 it is renewed upon further application, leaving immigrants only halfway secure in their new status.
- In 21 countries, applicants can obtain a permanent secure status for their entire lives.
- This status is critically weak in Israel, where the original requirements apply at the point of permit renewal. Permanent residents experience a slightly insecure status in countries such as India, Indonesia, Russia and several Central European countries.
- The permitted period of absence from the country is equal to or more than one year in nearly all MIPEX countries (the only exception is Indonesia). In 24 countries, the period is greater than three years.
- Residence is relatively secure in Western Europe, though never as secure as it is for national citizens. Authorities in most countries retain discretion to refuse or withdraw a permit even after decades, although personal circumstances must usually be considered and there exists the possibility to appeal.

**Rights associated**

- Permanent residents enjoy equal access to social security and assistance in 43 MIPEX countries, as in 2014, with a strong improvement in access to social rights in Moldova.

**EVIDENCE BASE**

**Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?**

The MIPEX scores on permanent residence say a lot about whether a country recognises itself as a country of immigration or denies this reality. Permanent residence policies seem to matter most over the long-term for immigrants to put down roots in their new country and secure more stable employment.

The importance of permanent residence has been considered by a few researchers in around 20 independent scientific studies linking MIPEX to integration outcomes, but much more research is required. Restrictive policies on permanent residence can trap immigrants in precarious jobs and legal statuses. Under inclusive policies, immigrants are more likely to stay long-term, settle down and secure better jobs.
ACCESS TO NATIONALITY

Facilitating access to nationality can significantly increase naturalisation rates and boost integration outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POLICY INDICATORS

How easily can immigrants become citizens?
Nationality policies are a major area of weakness in most European and non-European countries, especially Austria, Bulgaria, the Baltics, Eastern Europe, and India. The highly discretionary, expensive path to citizenship often discourages rather than encourages migrants to apply. A few countries (10/52) still have not caught up with international reform trends on dual nationality and citizenship entitlements for children. By contrast, immigrants have favourable opportunities to become citizens in many countries, e.g., Sweden and the traditional destination countries (Canada, New Zealand and US).

Since 2014, nationality policies have become more restrictive in Argentina, Denmark, Greece and Italy. In 2015, though, Greece did introduce more favourable conditions for Greek-born children of immigrants.

Immigrants’ access to nationality has improved significantly in Brazil and Luxembourg and, to lesser extent, in China, Greece, Latvia, Moldova, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and Turkey. For example, in Luxembourg, the wait for the first-generation was lowered from 7-to-5 years and their efforts are rewarded for learning Luxembourgish, while the right to citizenship was regained by spouses and extended from the third- to the second-generation.

Access to nationality, MIPEX 52 and other groups of countries (average)

![Graph showing access to nationality over time](image)

KEY FINDINGS

Eligibility
- Ordinary first-generation immigrants face a wait of five years in half the MIPEX countries (23).
- Citizenship entitlements exist in half of the countries for children born or educated in the country to foreign parents. In the other half, these children must undergo a naturalisation procedure. Unconditional birthright citizenship for the second generation exist in the North and South American countries included in MIPEX.

Conditions and security of status
- Language requirements differ significantly across countries. Nine countries require only A1 proficiency or carry out no assessment; 19 require A2 proficiency and 24 require B1 proficiency or apply discretionary procedures.
- Immigrants do not have to undergo an integration requirement in nearly half of the MIPEX countries. In the other half, they must pass a test as part of the process. Only Belgium and Luxembourg allow ordinary applicants to complete a specific course.
• Proof of income or employment is required for citizenship in the slight majority of countries (33/52). 12 countries require that applicants demonstrate a minimum income, while the remaining 21 countries impose more demanding requirements.
• Criminal record requirements are demanding in the slight majority of countries (32/52). Applicants are ineligible if convicted of a crime, sentenced to imprisonment for more than five years, or charged with other offences (e.g. misdemeanours or minor offenses).

Dual nationality

• Dual nationality is fully embraced by a slight majority of countries (31 countries, including most recently Brazil, Moldova, Norway and Turkey), while 11 other countries only allow dual nationality based on exceptions.

EVIDENCE BASE

Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?
Removing the obstacles to citizenship that immigrants face around the world is helping immigrants not only to become national citizens, but also to feel more like equal members of society. Nationality policies are one of the best studied areas of integration policy, with over 30 independent studies linking MIPEX with key integration outcomes. Immigrants' chances to naturalise as citizens are strongly influenced by the policies in place, especially on dual nationality, birthright citizenship and the legal and procedural requirements. Inclusive policies can also boost some immigrants' acceptance, socio-economic status, political participation, sense of belonging and trust.
ANTI-DISCRIMINATION

First came reform; now is the time for enforcement. Although anti-discrimination laws are becoming increasingly widespread, weak equality policies and bodies mean that victims of discrimination are often too poorly informed or supported to take the first step in the long path to justice. Most do not report their experience to the authorities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking 2019</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POLICY INDICATORS

Is everyone effectively protected from racial/ethnic, religious, and nationality discrimination in all areas of life?

On average, policies are only slightly favourable for victims of discrimination to be informed of their rights and seek justice. Victims are best informed and supported to seek justice in traditional destination countries (Canada, New Zealand and the US) and some EU Member States (Finland, Portugal and Sweden). Nearly all MIPEX countries now have dedicated laws fighting ethnic, racial and religious discrimination. Since the adoption of EU law in 2000, anti-discrimination has been the greatest and most consistent area of improvement in integration policy across Europe.

Over the past five years, seven MIPEX countries have made positive reforms to discrimination policy (Croatia, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Luxemburg, Slovenia and Turkey). In that same time, only one country, Israel, has seen a rollback in its anti-discrimination approach.

More than half of the MIPEX countries now protect against ethnic, racial, religious and nationality discrimination in all areas of public life. China, India, Japan, Russia and Switzerland are critically lagging behind these international trends.

Despite these improvements in legal protection, equality policies are often limited to voluntary initiatives, such as action plans and diversity charters, which do not set out obligations or monitoring mechanisms. In fact, only 19 countries have positive action measures on ethnicity, race or religion. Many equality bodies are weak or relatively new, and chronically under-staffed.

Anti-discrimination, MIPEX 52 and other groups of countries (average)

KEY FINDINGS

Coverage in law

- Nearly half of the MIPEX countries (23) prohibit discrimination based on nationality, race, ethnicity and religion.
- In 24 countries the law covers discrimination based on two grounds (usually race/ethnicity and religion).
- Iceland, Turkey and Luxembourg have now expanded to cover all three grounds.
- No dedicated law against discrimination exists in six countries (China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea and Switzerland).

Fields of application

- Everyone is protected against ethnic, racial, religious and nationality-based discrimination in all areas of life in nearly half of the MIPEX countries (25).
Gaps emerge in different areas of life: All three grounds of discrimination are most often prohibited in employment and vocational training (33), education (29) but less often in access to and supply of public goods and services (27) and social protection (26).

Protection are critically missing or weak in many areas of life in China, Estonia, Iceland, India, Latvia, Japan, Russia, Switzerland and Turkey.

**Enforcement mechanisms**

- Victims benefit from strong enforcement mechanisms in nearly half the MIPEX countries (24 countries: Canada, Mexico, US and most European countries).
- In contrast, enforcement mechanisms are weak in 11 countries: Argentina, Austria, Albania, China, Lithuania, Indonesia, India, Japan, Korea, Russia and Turkey.

**Equality policies**

- Specialised equality bodies to assist victims of ethnic, racial, religious and nationality-based discrimination in nearly half of the MIPEX countries (28/52).
- Equality bodies could have stronger legal standing to intervene in at least 16 countries, where they currently have limited power to investigate, assist victims or begin legal proceedings.
- Both equality bodies and policies are, to some extent, strong in Argentina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Finland, Ireland, New Zealand, North Macedonia, Portugal, Sweden, and Ukraine. Victims can also turn to strong bodies in France, Hungary, Latvia, New Zealand, Netherlands, and Romania.
- The law provides for the introduction of positive actions in 33 countries.

**EVIDENCE BASE**

**Policies and integration outcomes: What do we learn from robust studies?**

The slow expansion of anti-discrimination policies across most MIPEX countries appear to have a long-term impact on reshaping public attitudes, awareness, trust and reporting on discrimination. The links between anti-discrimination policies, discrimination and integration have been explored by over 30 independent scientific studies using MIPEX.

While discrimination occurs in all societies, people in countries with strong anti-discrimination policies are more likely to know their rights and see discrimination as a problem. Under strong policies, immigrants also tend to have greater trust in the police and legal system and a shared sense of trust in society and the country's democratic system. Over time, people well-informed of their rights are more likely to report discrimination and less likely to identify as a discriminated minority. Policies seem strongly linked to these and other integration outcomes, but better targeted research is needed.
ALBANIA

Rank: Equality on paper  
MIPEX Score: 43

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 46  
Family Reunion: 61  
Education: 21  
Health: 15  
Political Participation: 20  
Permanent Residence: 54  
Access To Nationality: 76  
Anti-discrimination: 50

Changes in policy
Over the past five years, newcomers to Albania can benefit from a few more opportunities for access to basic rights. Albania’s integration policies improved by +1 point in 2019 with the establishment of the right to higher
and vocational education for international migrants. Immigrants in the Western Balkans saw integration policies improving in Serbia (+5) and Croatia (+1). Internationally, other MIPEX countries improved by +2 points on average.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Education and vocational training and study grants

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

Conclusions and recommendations

Immigrants face slightly more obstacles than opportunities for societal integration in Albania, which scores 42 on the 100-point MIPEX scale. Albania’s score is lower than the average MIPEX country score of 50/100. Major obstacles seem to emerge on political participation and health as in the other Western Balkan countries. Additional obstacles emerge also on education, like in Croatia and North Macedonia.

Albania’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘Equality on Paper’. Albania goes halfway to grant immigrants basic rights and protection, but they do not enjoy equal opportunities to participate in society. Albania’s approach is similar to the other Western Balkan countries (Albania, Croatia, and North Macedonia). Albania provides immigrants with fewer basic rights and opportunities than most MIPEX countries.

A country’s approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Albania’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as strangers instead of as their equals. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Albania’s integration policies are below average in Europe. Albania’s policies seem similar to policies in neighbouring North Macedonia.

- **Labour market mobility:** *Halfway favourable*: Newcomer foreign citizens in Albania have equal access to education, training and the recognition of foreign qualifications, but not, critically to the labour market itself. Immigrants receive little general and no targeted support to improve their professional skills and job prospects in Albania.

- **Family reunification:** *Slightly favourable*: While foreign citizens who can meet the economic and housing requirements can immediately apply, they face obstacles to reunite with several types of dependent family members and their status is insecure and uncertain. For example, their spouse/partners and children have no
right to autonomous residence permit.

- **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: The small number of immigrant pupils in Albania enjoy the right to compulsory education but no support to access higher education. Schools receive almost no educational guidance or resources to support immigrant pupils or diversity at school.

- **Health**: *Unfavourable*: Ranked third from the bottom of all 52 MIPEX countries, migrant health policies are less favourable than in almost all the MIPEX countries. Immigrants in Albania can access the health system under some conditions, yet they receive no health information or support to access it in practice.

- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: Foreign legal residents are not informed about political opportunities, consulted, supported or allowed to vote in local elections.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: After 5 years, immigrants who can pass the demanding language and economic requirements are able to settle permanent residents with equal socio-economic rights, as long as they do not leave the country for >1 year.

- **Access to nationality**: *Slightly favourable*: Ranked in the international top ten on citizenship, Albania offers ordinary immigrants and their Albanian-born children with a slightly favourable path to dual nationality, although the language and economic resource requirements may be demanding for immigrant adults.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Halfway favourable*: People residing in Albania are protected from discrimination on ethnic/racial, religious but not nationality grounds, unlike the trend in most European countries. Potential discrimination victims also lack access to support from effective enforcement mechanisms and equality policies.

### POLICIES - SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour Market Mobility</td>
<td>32 of 52</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Reunion</td>
<td>22 of 52</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>40 of 52</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>50 of 52</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Participation</td>
<td>31 of 52</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence</td>
<td>32 of 52</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Nationality</td>
<td>10 of 52</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Discrimination</td>
<td>44 of 52</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARGENTINA

**Rank:** Equality on paper  
**MIPEX Score:** 58

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 44
- Family Reunion: 69
- Education: 26
- Health: 44
- Political Participation: 30
- Permanent Residence: 71
- Access To Nationality: 91
- Anti-discrimination: 88

**Changes in policy**

While most countries improved their policies over the past five years (on average, by +2 points), Argentina is one of the few countries to significantly backslide on its commitments to integration (-4 points). Compared to 2014,
when the country adopted a more comprehensive approach, immigrants in Argentina now face greater insecurity and greater barriers to equal opportunities in Argentina. New obstacles emerged to labour market participation, education, political participation, health and access to nationality. For example, immigrant-led associations have fewer opportunities to be funded and consulted, once local government programs and the ‘table of migrant organizations’ were abolished.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Personal circumstances considered for refusing to renew of family reunification

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Recognition of academic qualifications
- Grounds for rejection, withdrawal, refusal for family reunification
- Access to compulsory and non-compulsory education
- Teacher training to reflect diversity
- Public funding/support for national immigrant bodies
- Strength of national consultive body
- Criminal records requirement for naturalisation
- Conditions for undocumented migrants

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Immigrants face slightly more opportunities than obstacles for societal integration in Argentina, whose policies score 58 on the 100-point MIPEX scale. Although immigrants in Argentina enjoy overall halfway favourable policies, major obstacles seem to emerge on education and political participation.

Argentina's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘equality on paper’ only. As in most Chile and Mexico, immigrants in Argentina enjoy basic rights and long-term security, but they do not enjoy equal opportunities. Argentina's current approach encourage the public to see immigrants as equals and potential citizens, but not as their neighbours. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

A country's approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.
Argentina’s integration policies are similar to other Latin American countries. Their policies are slightly more advanced than in Chile and Mexico but more restrictive than Brazil’s more comprehensive approach to integration.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Immigrants enjoy equal access to the labour market, including self-employment. However, they only receive general and no targeted support to improve their professional skills and career.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: Only permanent residents enjoy favourable access and a secure status for family reunification with close relatives.

- **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants have full access to compulsory education. However, the Argentinian education system does offer little targeted measures for immigrant pupils, intercultural education or support to access higher education.

- **Health**: *Halfway favourable*: While the right to health is recognised in law, immigrants cannot rely on specific measures or support to secure equal access to health services in practice.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly unfavourable*: While some foreign citizens can vote in local elections and participate in political parties, they receive little information about these opportunities and, since 2015, fewer opportunities for funding and consultation of immigrant associations.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: Immigrants in Argentina, as in other Latin American countries, enjoy favourable conditions to become permanent residents with a secure status. However, permanent residents do not have equal access to social security and assistance in Argentina, unlike in most MIPEX countries.

- **Access to nationality**: *Favourable*: Ranking in the Top 3, Argentina recognises dual nationality and citizenship at birth and provides a favourable path to naturalisation for foreign-born adults who can meet the two-years’ residence and economic and criminal record requirements.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: Argentina’s favourable anti-discrimination protections and equality body require stronger mechanisms to enforce the law and help potential victims to seek justice.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 35 of 52
Score: 44

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 10 of 52
Score: 69

EDUCATION
Rank: 38 of 52
Score: 26

HEALTH
Rank: 31 of 52
Score: 44

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 24 of 52
Score: 30

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 14 of 52
Score: 71

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 2 of 52
Score: 91

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 17 of 52
Score: 88
AUSTRALIA

**Rank:** Comprehensive (Top10)  
**MIPEX Score:** 65

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 37  
- Family Reunion: 68  
- Education: 79  
- Health: 79  
- Political Participation: 65  
- Permanent Residence: 46  
- Access To Nationality: 76  
- Anti-discrimination: 69

**Changes in policy**

While most countries improved their policies over the past five years (on average, by +2 points), Australia is one of...
the few countries to significantly backslide on its commitments to integration (-4 points).

Compared to 2014, immigrants in Australia now face greater insecurity and more barriers to basic rights and equal opportunities. New obstacles emerged in labour market participation and the path to permanent residence. Since 2016, immigrants no longer benefit from targeted support. Furthermore, many temporary residents are not entitled to permanent residence after fewer than 5 years of legal residency in Australia: the path to permanent residence has been lengthened and/or restricted for different categories of temporary residents across protection, family and work streams.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- None

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Recognition of academic qualification
- Economic integration measures of TCNs
- Economic integration measures of youth and women
- Required time of habitual residence for permanent residence
- Economic resources requirement for permanent residence

Conclusions and recommendations

Despite the introduction of restrictive policies, Australia benefits from its well-developed comprehensive approach to integration. It is one of the leading countries in the MIPEX 'Top Ten', scoring 65 on the MIPEX 100-point scale. In the Top Ten MIPEX countries, integration works well as a two-way process, as citizens and newcomers generally enjoy equal rights, opportunities and security. Australia scores below the traditional destination countries (Canada, New Zealand and US) but above Western European/OECD countries.

To improve Australia should invest in access to basic rights, as it scores slightly below the average MIPEX country, and in labour market policies, which are still slightly unfavorable.

Australia's comprehensive approach to integration matters because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping this two-way process: not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes and integration outcomes.

For public opinion, granting equal rights, opportunities and security encourages the public to see integration as an opportunity and to treat immigrants as their equals, neighbours and potential citizens. Under inclusive policies like Australia's, immigrants and the public are more likely to interact and feel comfortable with each other as
For immigrants, a country’s approach to integration also shapes how well they think and feel about their new home. Integration policies are integral to the shaping of immigrants' own attitudes, sense of belonging, political participation and even their health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility:** *slightly unfavourable*: While most temporary and permanent residents can work in most sectors under the same conditions as Australian citizens, policies delay newcomers from investing in the right jobs and skills with little general and no targeted support.

- **Family reunification:** *slightly favourable*: Most immigrant residents have favourable chances to secure their family life as the starting point for their integration in Australia. With few exceptions, temporary and permanent migrants who meet an ‘average’ set of conditions can reunite with their full family who then enjoy equal and slightly secure rights. However, family members can be denied or lose their permit based on a few discretionary grounds depending on their sponsor's status.

- **Education:** *slightly favourable*: Ranked in the top 5, all children in Australia have the implicit right to access education. Children from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds (CALD) benefit from specific support to access early childhood education and care (IPSP). Children in Australia also benefit from strong targeted support similar to that of top MIPEX countries.

- **Health:** *slightly favourable*: Ranked in the top 10, immigrants in Australia are entitled and able to access healthcare benefits from a system well-adapted to their specific needs. However, immigrants still face some obstacles in accessing healthcare in Australia depending on their legal status.

- **Political participation:** *slightly favourable*: Immigrants are encouraged to become civically active through civic information and multiculturalism funds in almost all states and major cities, and at federal level (Diversity and Social Cohesion Program, DSCP). However, major obstacles restrict immigrants from being able to fully participate in the democratic process. For example, immigrants have no right to - or face major restrictions in attempting to - vote in both national and local elections.

- **Permanent residence:** *halfway favourable*: Ranked in the bottom 10, Australia's permanent residence policies are less favourable for settlement and integration than most countries. Due to changes introduced in 2018, the required period of continued residence is longer, and the economic requirements are stricter. Permanent residents do not enjoy equal access to social security and assistance.

- **Access to nationality:** *slightly favourable*: Permanent residents and spouses of nationals can naturalise after 4 years. Immigrants are encouraged to become citizens through ceremonies (since 1949) and more favourable conditions and procedures than in most countries, where citizenship policy is an area of weakness for integration.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *slightly favourable*: Australia’s current federal law only partially covers residents from all forms of racial, ethnic, religious and nationality discrimination, which is prominent in a country of immigration. Victims of discrimination enjoy strong enforcement mechanisms and equality bodies.
AUSTRIA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 46

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 59
Family Reunion: 36
Education: 52
Health: 81
Political Participation: 20
Permanent Residence: 50
Access To Nationality: 13
Anti-discrimination: 53

Changes in policy

Over the past five years policies in Austria have changed little for immigrants, leading to no change in its score since 2014. In contrast, the average MIPEX country score increased by +2 points in the last five years, from 2014 to
2019. The only change in MIPEX indicators was in family reunification. Since 2017, family members have to pass mandatory language and integration tests after arrival in the country.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- In-country integration form for family reunification

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Scoring 46 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, Austria’s policies create slightly more obstacles to than opportunities for the full participation of non-EU immigrants in Austrian society. Austria’s integration policies score slightly below the average EU country and below the average Western European/OECD country.

Austria’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “Temporary Integration”. Non-EU citizens can benefit from access to basic rights and support for equal opportunities, but they do not enjoy the long-term security to settle permanently. Austria is one of the most insecure of the “Temporary Integration” countries, with policies most similar to those of Switzerland and Denmark. Major obstacles emerge in family reunion, access to nationality and political participation.

Non-EU citizens are left insecure in Austria, scoring 14/100 on security. It is the most insecure of all 52 MIPEX countries, alongside Switzerland and Denmark. Austria’s approach to equal opportunities is only halfway favourable for integration, with a score of 50/100 on opportunities: below the average Western EU/OECD country. Austria’s “Temporary Integration” approach encourages the Austrian public to see immigrants as foreigners and not as the equals of native citizens. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

A country's integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: halfway favourable: Permanent residents and residents on family reunion permits have equal access to employment as nationals. Limitations apply for access to the public sector and self-employment. Immigrants in Austria continue to benefit from general and targeted support, however non-EU migrant workers do not have the same opportunities for education, training or study grants as Austrian/EU
Family reunification: slightly unfavourable: Austria's family reunion policy still ranks as one of the most restrictive (bottom 5) among MIPEX countries. Non-EU immigrants face restrictive conditions, e.g., on economic resources and in the definition of dependency. Families are expected to live up to standards that many national families could not, without enough support to succeed or exemptions for vulnerable groups.

Education: halfway favourable: All migrant children in Austria benefit from access to compulsory education and general measures for disadvantaged pupils. Additionally, teachers are not required to be trained (in- or pre-service) to work in a multilingual diverse classroom, due to a lack of professional support to implement relevant programmes.

Health: favourable: A strength in Austria, legal immigrants enjoy more favourable healthcare benefits than in nearly all other MIPEX countries. Legal migrants are treated the same as Austrian citizens under the conditions of the insurance-based healthcare system. Legal migrants and asylum-seekers can obtain information on health issues in several languages through websites, brochures, campaigns and individual services, although intercultural mediators are still rare.

Political participation: unfavourable: Immigrants in Austria continue to experience unfavourable policies towards their political participation as they still have no voting rights, few local consultative bodies and weak support for immigrant organisations.

Permanent residence: halfway favourable: Immigrants eligible for permanent residence face some of the most restrictive conditions in becoming permanent residents, including restrictive economic and language requirements. Permanent residents face a rather insecure status but equal socio-economic rights as Austrian citizens.

Access to nationality: unfavourable: Immigrants' eligibility for Austrian citizenship is still unfavourable and remains Austria's weakest point. Among the restrictive and unfavourable naturalisation requirements in Austria are those relating to language, good character, income and costs as well as a citizenship test. Austria is also one of the MIPEX countries resisting the trend towards full acceptance of dual nationality, forcing immigrants to denounce their prior citizenship in order to obtain Austrian nationality.

Anti-discrimination: halfway favourable: Over the past decade, racial, ethnic, religious and, to a limited extent, national discrimination has been prohibited in most areas of life in Austria. However, equality bodies are only halfway favourable for helping victims, with weak quasi-judicial powers and no legal standing to start proceedings on victims' behalf.

Policy Recommendations from Beratungszentrum für Migranten und Migrantinnen

- Increase work placements, bridging courses and effective diversity strategies for both high- and low-educated
- Increase the family reunion rate based on impact evaluation of the high income requirement, 21-year age limit and a review of the best ways to support learning German after reunification in AT
- Allow dual nationality for all citizens
- Guarantee AT citizenship for all 2nd generation at or after birth
- Increase uptake of naturalisation and permanent residence based on impact evaluation of the income and language requirements
- Open equal access to public sector jobs and business licenses for non-EU citizens
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 17 of 52
Score: 59

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 47 of 52
Score: 36

EDUCATION
Rank: 16 of 52
Score: 52

HEALTH
Rank: 5 of 52
Score: 81

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 31 of 52
Score: 20

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 38 of 52
Score: 50

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 51 of 52
Score: 13

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 40 of 52
Score: 53
Rank: Comprehensive (Top10)
MIPEX Score: 69

KEY FINDINGS
Labour Market Mobility: 56
Family Reunion: 48
Education: 74
Health: 73
Political Participation: 65
Permanent Residence: 75
Access To Nationality: 65
Anti-discrimination: 100

Changes in policy
Over the past decade, immigrants to Belgium have seen both improvements and restrictive changes to Belgian
integration policies. These shifts balance each other and, therefore, MIPEX score have not changed. Internationally, the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points from 2014 to 2019.

Belgium has maintained its strong anti-discrimination policies and its slightly favourable systems for the residence and political participation of foreign citizens. But over the past decade, newcomers to Belgium have experienced a slow shift in support and approach to integration at community and federal level. On the one hand, the Flemish and Francophone communities have increased their commitments to equal opportunities, for example in the health system, labour market and language support. On the other hand, over the past decade, immigrants now face greater insecurity about their future in their new home country. Greater obstacles and uncertainty await for non-EU newcomers who want to reunite with their family as well as for settled immigrants who want to become Belgian citizens.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Targeted economic integration measures
- Health information for migrants

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- In-country language requirements for family reunification
- Right to autonomous residence permit for partners and children

Conclusions and recommendations
So far, Belgian community and federal authorities have maintained their comprehensive approach to integration. Belgium ranks towards the bottom of the international MIPEX 'Top Ten', scoring 69 points on the MIPEX 100-point scale. For those countries in the Top Ten, integration works as a two-way process, as citizens and newcomers generally enjoy equal rights, opportunities and security. However, compared to the other Top 10 countries, Belgium only goes halfway to encourage immigrants to settle and invest long-term in their new home country. As a result, Belgian policies encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals and their neighbours, but not necessarily as their fellow citizens. If Belgian authorities continue down this track, they risk abandoning their comprehensive policies for a more ‘temporary approach’ to integration, as in neighbouring France, Germany and The Netherlands.

Belgium’s policies are slightly more advanced than the average Western European/OECD country. Its areas of strength and weakness are most comparable to those of Ireland and Luxembourg: countries with a similarly comprehensive approach and large number of both EU and non-EU citizens. To make improvements in its areas of weakness, Belgium can take inspiration from policies in countries that are more inclusive, such as Canada, New Zealand, the Nordics and Portugal.
Integration policy matters because the way in which a government treats migrants strongly influences how well migrants and the public interact. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policy emerges as one of the most significant factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with migrants, but also migrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

The levels of public acceptance and immigrant participation in public life in Belgium reflect the strengths and weaknesses in the approaches to integration at community and federal level. The main areas of weakness are labour market mobility and family reunification, while the main area of strength is anti-discrimination. Other areas—education, health, political participation, permanent residence and nationality—involves several strengths but also a few underlying weaknesses in Belgian approaches. Any differences in approaches in the Flemish and Francophone community were noted in the comments of each indicator and reflected in the final average score for Belgium.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Belgium’s rigid labour market, combined with delayed access and limited targeted support, leads to poorer employment rates, quality and access to training for both low- and high-educated non-EU citizens in Belgium than in most European countries. While non-EU newcomers can access public employment services, vocational training and recognition procedures, they face greater delays and restrictions to actually access private, public and self-employment and social security in Belgium than most countries. Targeted support for all newcomers has been limited to language courses, information and orientation to these general support services. In response to the 2015/6 large-scale arrivals, targeted training measures were expanded, for example under the Flemish Horizontal Integration Policy Plan 2016-2019.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Separated non-EU families are halfway insecure about their future in Belgium. Belgium’s procedures are no longer favourable for family reunification and integration, following restrictions in 2011 and 2013. Demanding economic resource and accommodation requirements have made the process longer and more discretionary. Since 2016, families must demonstrate ‘reasonable efforts to integrate’ and remain dependent on their sponsor for their permit for 5 years (instead of 3). Scientific studies using MIPEX suggest that facilitating family reunification can have a major impact on whether families reunite, settle down in the country, find jobs, secure a better place to live and age with dignity.

- **Education**: *Slightly favourable*: All pupils, regardless of legal status, can complete pre-primary and compulsory education. The Flemish and, to a lesser extent, French-speaking schools receive information, funding and resources to address school segregation, language needs, teacher training and the appreciation of diversity. There are, however, no systematic measures to help immigrant pupils get into more academic tracks, higher education or the teaching profession. More inclusive general and targeted education policies can serve not only to close achievement gaps for vulnerable groups on different education tracks, but also to encourage a common sense of pride, safety and belonging at school.

- **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: Belgian and non-Belgian citizens enjoy relatively equal entitlements to healthcare, although administrative obstacles can emerge, especially for the undocumented. While migrant patients can benefit from regular health and healthcare information and migrant health research, the Flemish and Francophone community lack comprehensive policies that reach all health providers and systematically involve migrants in these services.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly favourable*: Belgium, like the average Western European country, allows and supports non-EU immigrants to become civically and politically active, though its voting rights and consultative bodies are weaker than on average. Non-EU citizens are supported in different ways and informed of their rights on an ad hoc basis. In the Flemish community, independent immigrant-led organisations, most notably the Minderhedenforum, have traditionally been systematically consulted and supported. Belgium’s policies would be fully favourable for political participation if all three regions provided regular funding, consultation as well as quasi-automatic voter registration for local elections, which is the case in Nordic countries.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: After 5 years’ legal and uninterrupted stay, temporary residents in Belgium can become long-term residents. Favourable conditions treat non-EU and EU citizens equally, only requiring proof of a basic legal income. Long-term residents are generally secure in their status in Belgium, with policies similar to those in several Western European countries. A long-term resident can lose their status...
if they are absent for 12 consecutive months.

- **Access to nationality**: *Slightly favourable*: After 5 years of residence, first-generation immigrants are entitled to become dual nationals through a rights-based procedure, but under comparatively restrictive conditions that may fail to offer many the support they need to succeed. The 2012 Nationality reform maintained the strict good character requirement and introduced a fee, language, integration and economic resource requirement. In contrast, half of the MIPEX countries do not impose an integration or economic resource requirement. Based on the extensive international research on nationality policies and outcomes, Belgium's facilitated naturalisation policy from 2000-2011 was likely a major factor that explains Belgium's traditionally high levels of naturalisation rates, immigrant political participation and common sense of belonging.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: Ranked first alongside several other countries, Belgium's anti-discrimination policies are raising discrimination awareness and reporting. Victims seeking justice can benefit from relatively strong legal protections, enforcement mechanisms, equality body and state measures. Based on over 30 MIPEX studies, the slow expansion of anti-discrimination policies across most MIPEX countries appears to have had a long-term impact on reshaping public attitudes, discrimination awareness, reporting and trust in institutions, society and democracy. For example, the EU-MIDIS 2016 survey found that discriminated immigrants in Belgium were more likely to know their rights than discriminated immigrants in most other EU countries.

### POLICIES - SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY TYPE</th>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labour Market Mobility</strong></td>
<td>21 of 52</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Familial Reunion</strong></td>
<td>36 of 52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>7 of 52</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health</strong></td>
<td>12 of 52</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political Participation</strong></td>
<td>9 of 52</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Permanent Residence</strong></td>
<td>11 of 52</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to Nationality</strong></td>
<td>14 of 52</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-Discrimination</strong></td>
<td>1 of 52</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**BRAZIL**

**Rank:** Comprehensive (Top10)

**MIPEX Score:** 64

**KEY FINDINGS**

Labour Market Mobility: 67

Family Reunion: 94

Education: 14

Health: 31

Political Participation: 35

Permanent Residence: 96

Access To Nationality: 91

Anti-discrimination: 85

**Changes in policy**

Over the past five years, the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points on the 100-point MIPEX scale. In
contrast, Brazil improved by +12 points and experienced the second largest improvement of its integration policies of all MIPEX countries and the largest of all non-European MIPEX countries.

In 2014, Brazil was a country of 'Equality on paper' with only halfway favourable policies, where immigrants enjoyed basic rights and long-term security, but did equal opportunities.

As a result of major reforms mostly introduced in 2017, Brazil adopted a “comprehensive approach” to integration that is slightly favourable for societal integration, scoring 64/100 on MIPEX. Immigrants to Brazil enjoy more equal opportunities, greater long-term security and a few more basic rights.

Immigrants enjoy now more favourable policies in nearly all areas of societal integration: the labour market, education system, health, political participation, permanent residence and access to nationality. For example, thanks to the introduction of the new Migration Law (13.445/2017) and Decree 9199/17, immigrants in Brazil have the right to change employers, equal access to education and the right to join political partie, and unconditional path to permanent residence.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Immediate access to labour market
- Access to compulsory and non-compulsory education
- Membership in political parties
- Required residence period for permanent residence
- Periods of absence allowed for permanent residents
- Naturalisation language level
- Economic resources requirement for naturalisation
- Dual nationality
- Whole organisation approach in the health sector

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Naturalisation language level

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Given Brazil’s new comprehensive approach to integration, Brazil moved into the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’. Brazil scores 64/100, higher than the MIPEX average country (50). Immigrants in Brazil enjoy more opportunities than obstacles for integration. They enjoy long-term security in Brazil and many of the same basic rights as Brazilian citizens. However, compared to the other ‘Top Ten’ countries, Brazil only goes halfway to promote equal opportunities. Brazil’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equals and potential citizens, but not fully as their neighbours.
Although immigrants in Brazil enjoy overall slightly favourable policies, Brazil differs considerably in the degree of development of its policies in the eight MIPEX areas of integration policy. On the one hand, immigrants should be able to find a job, reunite their family, become permanent residents and citizens and be protected from discrimination. On the other hand, immigrants enjoy far less support to access healthcare and enjoy equal opportunities to education and political participation.

A country's approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Brazil is a leading country in Latin America, as its integration policies are more inclusive than in Argentina, Chile and Mexico and in traditional destination country Australia. However, Brazilian policies are less inclusive policies than in the other traditional destination countries (Canada, New Zealand and the US).

- **Labour market mobility:** *Slightly favourable:* Ranking in the Top 10, Brazil's policies provide migrants with access to employment, self-employment and social security. However, immigrants in Brazil receive only general—and no targeted—support to improve their professional skills and career.
- **Family reunification:** *Favourable:* Ranking #1, immigrants in Brazil enjoy 'family-friendly' policies. Immigrants are able to request family reunification upon their arrival, for dependent and non-dependent relatives, and reunited relatives enjoy a secure status.
- **Education:** *Unfavourable:* Since 2017, immigrants enjoy equal access to compulsory and non-compulsory education. However, the Brazilian education system lacks the targeted measures to address the inequalities and diversity related to migration. Migrant education policies in Brazil are some of the least developed among MIPEX countries.
- **Health:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Legal immigrants, asylum seekers and undocumented migrants have access to healthcare but with little-to-no targeted information or support to access health services.
- **Political participation:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Immigrants in Brazil have no right to vote, although they can be members of political parties. Immigrants are informed and consulted ad hoc, able to join political parties since 2017, but not vote in local elections in Brazil, unlike in many South American countries.
- **Permanent residence:** *Favourable:* Ranking #1 together with Finland, immigrants enjoy an unconditional path to become permanent residents and enjoy equal access to social security and assistance.
- **Access to nationality:** *Favourable:* Ranking #3, immigrants in Brazil can become Brazilian citizens after short periods if they have A2-level Portuguese skills and no criminal record. Brazil has followed international trends, as dual citizenship is allowed (since 2016) and Brazilian-born migrant children acquire the Brazilian nationality automatically at birth.
- **Anti-discrimination:** *Favourable:* Immigrants who are victims of discrimination enjoy wide protections against discrimination and strong enforcement mechanisms. Brazil only lacks an effective specialised body with the powers to assist victims to access justice.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 9 of 52
Score: 67

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 1 of 52
Score: 94

EDUCATION
Rank: 39 of 52
Score: 31

HEALTH
Rank: 46 of 52
Score: 14

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 22 of 52
Score: 35

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 1 of 52
Score: 96

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 2 of 52
Score: 91

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 19 of 52
Score: 85
BULGARIA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 40

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 48
Family Reunion: 38
Education: 21
Health: 29
Political Participation: 0
Permanent Residence: 69
Access To Nationality: 13
Anti-discrimination: 100

Changes in policy

Bulgaria’s MIPEX score has improved by +3 points in the last five years, similarly to the average MIPEX country (+2). Immigrants now enjoy more support for equal opportunities, due to improvements in the labour market and...
education. The 2018 amendment of the Labour Migration and Labour Mobility Act established that family members have the same social rights as Bulgarian citizens. Immigrants and their children no longer face impediments to their access to compulsory education, and receive language support at school.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Access to social security and assistance
- Access to compulsory and non-compulsory education
- Language instruction
- Communicative/academic fluency
- Language instruction standards

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Access to self-employment

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Non-EU newcomers to Bulgaria face many obstacles to integration under Bulgaria’s slightly unfavourable policies. Bulgaria scores 40 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, while the average MIPEX country scores 50. Bulgaria’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “equality on paper” only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Bulgaria enjoy basic rights and security but not equal opportunities. Major obstacles emerge in nearly all areas of life, with the exceptions of the labour market, permanent residence and anti-discrimination.

Bulgaria’s approach to integration matters because its policies can influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process in the country. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Bulgaria’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equal but also as strangers. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Restrictive policies like Bulgaria’s can create a ‘vicious circle’ of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see them as threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which contributes to less contact and fewer positive experiences with immigrants.

Bulgaria’s policies are more restrictive than in the average EU country, and like the EU13 average. Its policies are similar to other “equality on paper” countries in Central and Eastern Europe, such as Croatia, Hungary, and Poland. In contrast, policies are slightly more advanced in neighbouring North Macedonia, Greece, Romania, Serbia and Turkey.
• **Labour market mobility**: halfway favourable: General access to the labour market continues to be favourable for long-term residents and open to immigrant entrepreneurs. As of 2018 family members are also equal to Bulgarian citizens, with access to social security and assistance.

• **Family reunification**: slightly unfavourable: Sponsors can be joined by their spouse or their stable long-term partner since 2013. Only basic legal income and standard housing is required for migrants to reunite with their families. However, authorities can deny or withdraw their legal status through discretionary procedures with wide grounds (e.g. family breakup, economic resources, public security), without considering personal circumstances (e.g. violence, existing links with country of origin).

• **Education**: slightly unfavourable: The school system creates barriers to access for certain categories of immigrant pupils and largely ignores the specific needs and benefits they bring to the classroom. Immigrants and their children now face no impediments in their access to compulsory education and receive language support at school. Intercultural education at schools is part of state educational standards but remains critically unfavourable because of the lack of targeted measures in practice.

• **Health**: slightly unfavourable: In Bulgaria, as in most countries, legal migrants and asylum-seekers have basic entitlements to healthcare that may be undermined in practice. Migrants may find it harder to access healthcare entitlements in Bulgaria than in most countries in Europe or the region. Healthcare services are not at all adapted to migrants' specific health needs.

• **Political participation**: critically unfavourable: Political participation is still missing from Bulgaria’s integration strategy and remains a challenge for migrants in Bulgaria. Non-EU residents do not have the local right to vote or stand in elections, excluding them from the democratic process. Consultative bodies to inform and improve the policies that affect migrants daily are not yet part of integration governance at local and national levels in Bulgaria.

• **Permanent residence**: slightly favourable: Non-EU residents must wait 5 years before they can apply for equal opportunities to integrate in the economic and social life of most EU countries. Applicants and long-term residents in Bulgaria are uncertain about their futures as, like in other Central European countries, authorities retain wide discretion.

• **Access to nationality**: unfavourable: Most non-EU residents in Bulgaria are ineligible for citizenship, under some of Europe's most restrictive eligibility criteria. Applicants must also pass demanding income/job requirements compared to other countries.

• **Anti-discrimination**: favourable: The 2004 Protection Against Discrimination Act created favourable definitions protecting residents from all discrimination. Victims can also look for support from one of the strongest equality bodies in Europe: the Protection Against Discrimination Commission.

**Policy Recommendations from the Open Society Institute Sofia**

• Enforce Bulgaria’s strong anti-discrimination laws and body by supporting its implementation through financial resources

• Include foreigners with continuous permits and their families in the National Health Insurance system, with all rights and obligations such as access to health services and payment of monthly contributions

• Improve self-employment opportunities and stimulate entrepreneurship

• Open public sector employment to foreigners with long-term or permanent residency (excluding police and defence)

• Encourage foreigners to become teachers and make intercultural education a reality

• Grant the same residence permit to family members as the sponsor, i.e. family members of foreign nationals with long-term residence should also get long-term residence
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
- Rank: 28 of 52
- Score: 48

FAMILY REUNION
- Rank: 46 of 52
- Score: 38

EDUCATION
- Rank: 40 of 52
- Score: 21

HEALTH
- Rank: 42 of 52
- Score: 29

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
- Rank: 48 of 52
- Score: 69

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
- Rank: 17 of 52
- Score: 13

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
- Rank: 51 of 52
- Score: 100

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
- Rank: 1 of 52
- Score: 100
Canada, 2019

**Rank:** Comprehensive (Top10)

**MIPEX Score:** 80

---

**KEY FINDINGS**

Labour Market Mobility: 76  
Family Reunion: 88  
Education: 86  
Health: 73  
Political Participation: 50  
Permanent Residence: 77  
Access To Nationality: 88  
Anti-discrimination: 100

**Changes in policy**

Since the last edition of MIPEX, Canada returned to its traditional path to citizenship and strengthened its
commitment to equal rights and opportunities. From 2014 to 2019, Canadian integration policies improved by +2 points, like most MIPEX countries – which improved by +2 points on average. Over the past 5 years, Canada improved policies on access to basic rights and equal opportunities. The 2017 Citizenship Act removed recent obstacles for immigrants to prove the residence and language requirements. In addition, Canada improved asylum-seekers’ access to healthcare and the health information and interpreters available to all groups. Compared to other destination countries, Canada have consistently remained strong in the MIPEX Top Ten.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Healthcare conditions for asylum-seekers
- Information on health entitlements and services
- Information for health education and promotion
- Availability of interpreters in healthcare

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

Canada

![MIPEX2020 Score Chart](chart)

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Canada’s comprehensive approach ranks high in the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’, scoring 80 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, above the MIPEX average of 50. A comprehensive approach to integration guarantees equal rights, opportunities and security for newcomers and citizens. Canada leads the other traditional destination countries in the Top Ten, with policies in most areas that are slightly more favourable than policies in Australia, New Zealand and the US. The ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals and invest in integration as an opportunity. In Canada, integration goes both ways, as policies encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

These policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country. Under inclusive policies like Canada’s, both immigrants and the public are more likely to interact together and think of each other as equals.

- **Labour market mobility:** *Slightly favourable:* Permanent residents, families and some temporary workers enjoy better opportunities to progress into stable quality employment than in most other Global Destinations.
- **Family reunification:** *Favourable:* Canada’s policies are traditionally family-friendly, but, despite minor improvements in 2017, adult children, parents and grandparents still face greater obstacles to reunite in
Canada than in other countries in the Top Ten.

- **Education**: Favourable: Canada’s well-developed multicultural education and equity policies help all types of children to achieve and feel safe and at home at school, but better representation is needed across the curriculum, teaching profession and higher education.
- **Health**: Slightly favourable: While obstacles still remain, Canada’s responsive healthcare services are becoming more accessible for immigrant patients. This can have major and direct implications on their physical and mental health.
- **Political participation**: Halfway favourable: While immigrants can become active in local civil society and become full citizens, Canada, unlike other major destinations, does not experiment in local democracy by expanding voting rights or consultative structures.
- **Permanent residence**: Slightly favourable: Canada’s traditional path to permanent residence, citizenship and secure integration outcomes can be long and frustrating for the increasing number of temporary migrant workers.
- **Access to nationality**: Favourable: Canada’s traditional path to citizenship is straightforward and flexible, with its high levels of naturalisation, political participation and belonging to the country.
- **Anti-discrimination**: Favourable: Canada’s world-leading anti-discrimination laws and policies secure high levels of awareness, trust and reporting on discrimination.

### POLICIES - SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labour market mobility</strong></td>
<td>6 of 52</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family reunion</strong></td>
<td>2 of 52</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>3 of 52</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health</strong></td>
<td>12 of 52</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political participation</strong></td>
<td>16 of 52</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Permanent residence</strong></td>
<td>8 of 52</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to nationality</strong></td>
<td>4 of 52</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-discrimination</strong></td>
<td>1 of 52</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changes in policy
Immigrants have benefited from several recent improvements in Chile, which improved by +3 points on MIPEX over the past five years, following the international reform trends of other MIPEX countries (+2 points on
The sector that improved the most is health. To access the health system for free, undocumented migrants only have to sign a document declaring that their resources are insufficient. Furthermore, the government has now invested in making migrant health a priority both for health services and for health research.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Membership in political parties
- Administrative discretion and documentation for undocumented migrants to access the health system
- Support for research on migrant health
- Whole organisation approach in the health system

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

---

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Immigrants face slightly more opportunities than obstacles for societal integration in Chile, which scores 53 on the 100-point MIPEX scale. Chile’s integration policies are similar to other Latin American countries but less advanced than in Argentina and Brazil.

Chile’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘equality on paper’ only. Immigrants in Chile enjoy basic rights and half-way favourable long-term security, but they do not enjoy equal opportunities. Although immigrants in Chile enjoy overall halfway favourable policies, major obstacles emerge for immigrants in the labour market, education and political participation.

A country’s approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Chile’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equals. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants not only as equals, but also as neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

- **Labour market mobility:** Slightly unfavourable: Chile ranks in the bottom 10 as immigrants face several restrictions to enter the labour market and receive little general or targeted support to improve their skills and
job prospects.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Sponsors who can cover the costs of their family can immediately apply to reunite, but face uncertainty due to the highly discretionary process and their family's insecure status, with no right to autonomous residence permit.

- **Education**: *Unfavourable*: Immigrants face major obstacles and little-to-no support in the education system. Well-developed targeted policies help all pupils to feel safe and at home at school and help vulnerable groups to achieve and progress into higher education.

- **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: Chile stands out positively compared to other Latin America countries by providing immigrant patients with health information, support and almost the same healthcare entitlements as national citizens support to access it.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly Unfavourable*: Although foreign citizens in Chile can vote in local elections and join political parties after 5 years, they are not systematically informed, consulted or supported by government.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: Ranking in the top 10, immigrants with sufficient income from work can become permanent residents after only two years, although their status can be withdrawn if they leave the country for a year or more.

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: While Chilean-born children automatically become citizens, the path to naturalisation for their foreign-born parents is relatively favourable for naturalisation, except for the renunciation requirement. Chile has yet to follow international reform trends to full embrace dual nationality for naturalising immigrants, unlike most other MIPEX countries.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: Chile's strongest area, lacking only positive actions towards immigrants in their National Human Rights Plan. Immigrants in Chile are protected and supported in cases of discrimination based on race/ethnicity, religion and nationality.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY</td>
<td>44 of 52</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY REUNION</td>
<td>41 of 52</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
<td>40 of 52</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH</td>
<td>12 of 52</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLITICAL PARTICIPATION</td>
<td>20 of 52</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERMANENT RESIDENCE</td>
<td>7 of 52</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS TO NATIONALITY</td>
<td>20 of 52</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI-DISCRIMINATION</td>
<td>19 of 52</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MIPEX 2020

CHINA

Rank: Integration denied
MIPEX Score: 32

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 44
Family Reunion: 56
Education: 7
Health: 25
Political Participation: 0
Permanent Residence: 54
Access To Nationality: 50
Anti-discrimination: 19

Changes in policy

China has improved by +5 points from 2014 to 2019, more than the average MIPEX country (+2 points on average). In the last five years, international migrants have enjoyed slightly better opportunities and security as China began
to address international diversity in schools and improve the procedures for family reunification and naturalisation.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Duration of the validity of permit for family reunification.
- Measures to address educational situation of migrant groups
- Residence conditions for ordinary naturalisation

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

---

**China**

International migrants in China, who are still a small share of the total population, face many obstacles to integration under the slightly unfavourable policies. Despite these recent improvements, China ranks in Bottom 5 Countries out of the 52 MIPEX countries. China scores 32 on the 100-point MIPEX scale, while the average MIPEX country scored 50. Among MIPEX countries, the obstacles facing international migrants in China are greater than in Japan or Korea but are less than in India and Indonesia.

China's approach to integration is categorised by MIPEX as ‘immigration without integration’ because Chinese policies refuse to recognise China as a country of immigration and integration. Although certain categories of international migrants are able to settle long-term in China, they are denied basic rights and equal opportunities to participate in society. In fact, access to basic rights and equal opportunities are weaker in China than in most MIPEX countries.

China’s approach to integration matters because state policies can influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat international migrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. China's current policies may encourage the public to think of international migrants as potential citizens, but also as their subordinates and as strangers.

Obstacles emerge for international migrants in different areas of life in China. Immigrants have half-way opportunities for labour market mobility, family reunification, permanent residence and access to nationality. Compared to the situation in the other 52 MIPEX countries, international migrants in China are confronted with the most restrictive political participation policies and some of the weakest policies on migrant education, health and anti-discrimination.

- **Labour market mobility:** *Halfway favourable*: Although foreign citizens can access higher education, scholarships and facilitated procedures to recognise their qualifications, they face restrictions on the labour
market (as employed and self-employed workers) and benefit from very limited general and no targeted support.

- **Family reunification:** *Halfway favourable:* Only permanent residents can apply family reunification and their families enjoy fewer and less secure rights than elsewhere, including no right to an autonomous residence permit.

- **Education:** *Unfavourable:* Like other countries with small numbers of foreign pupils, China does relatively little to encourage them across the education system or support diversity at school, although measures have started to bring international migrants into the teacher workforce.

- **Health:** *Slightly Unfavourable:* Only legal immigrants have access to the Chinese health system and they benefit from little-to-no targeted information or support to meet their specific health questions and needs.

- **Political participation:** *Critically Unfavourable:* International migrants are fully denied the opportunity to participate in public life in China, as foreign citizens have no right to vote, support or consultation by policymakers.

- **Permanent residence:** *Halfway favourable:* Only a small group of international migrants like high-skilled workers are able to fulfil the economic requirements to become permanent residents and enjoy more secure and equal rights in key areas of life like social security and assistance.

- **Access to nationality:** *Halfway favourable:* The path to Chinese citizenship is shorter and clearer than the average MIPEX country. However, China has not followed international reform trends to open up dual nationality for foreign citizens or birthright citizenship entitlements for their Chinese-born children.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Unfavourable:* Foreign citizens who are victims of ethnic, racial, religious or nationality discrimination have little chance to access justice, as China lacks an overall antidiscrimination law and dedicated independent equality body.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 35 of 52
Score: 44

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 31 of 52
Score: 56

EDUCATION
Rank: 48 of 52
Score: 7

HEALTH
Rank: 48 of 52
Score: 25

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 48 of 52
Score: 54

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 32 of 52
Score: 50

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 22 of 52
Score: 19

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 49 of 52
Score: 19
CROATIA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 39

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 50
Family Reunion: 48
Education: 33
Health: 27
Political Participation: 10
Permanent Residence: 54
Access To Nationality: 19
Anti-discrimination: 71

Changes in policy
Croatia’s MIPEX score has gone up and down over the past five years, leading to a net +1 increase from 2014 to 2019. Immigrants enjoy slightly better basic rights to health, employment and discrimination protections, but
slightly less security and support for equal opportunities, due to other changes in family reunification and public sector employment. Most positively, refugees can be better informed about health services (among other areas such as employment and social protection), thanks to the ‘Action plan for the integration of persons who have been granted international protection’ (2017-2019). The new Action plan for the period 2020-2022 is designed and will be adopted by the end of 2020. In contrast no reforms took place on political participation and access to nationality, which remain far more restrictive and below-average compared to other MIPEX countries.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Public employment services
- Law covers positive antidiscrimination action measures
- Information for migrants concerning entitlements and use of health services
- Information for migrants concerning health education and promotion

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Access to public sector
- Economic resources for family reunification

Conclusions and recommendations
Non-EU newcomers to Croatia face many obstacles to integration under Croatia’s slightly unfavourable policies. Croatia scores 39 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, while the average MIPEX country scored 50.

The Croatian approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘equality on paper’ only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Croatia enjoy basic rights and security, but not equal opportunities. Croatia still needs to strongly invest in policies on all the three dimensions, especially equal opportunities, as its policies remain below average for MIPEX countries.

Croatia’s approach to integration matters because its policies can influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Many obstacles emerge for immigrants in Croatia in several areas, especially in terms of health policies, political participation and access to nationality. Restrictive policies like Croatia’s can create a ‘vicious circle’ of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see immigrants
as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants.

Croatia's policies are more restrictive than the average EU country, and slightly below the EU13 average. Its policies are similar to other ‘equality on paper’ countries in Central and Eastern Europe, such as Albania, Lithuania and Poland. In contrast, policies are more advanced in neighbouring Slovenia.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Non-EU citizens' opportunities on the Croatian labour market are similar to the average EU28 country and slightly more favourable than in most Central European countries. Long-term residents and family migrants have equal access to the labour market. Immigrants can access general support through public employment services since 2018. However, they still receive no targeted support to find the right job.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Reuniting families enjoy a halfway favourable right to family reunification because Croatia only does the minimum to follow EU standards. However, a non-EU sponsor and nuclear family have to meet restrictive conditions for dependent relatives and economic requirements and the procedure itself can be discretionary in HR as in other Central European countries.

- **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: All legally residing migrant children in Croatia can enroll in compulsory education and pupils receive language support, but schools receive scarce support for the creation of an intercultural environment.

- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Croatia has one of the weakest approaches to migrant health. Immigrants receive now some information on their entitlements and rights to access to the health system, but little is done to support them within the system.

- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: A major area of weakness across EU13 countries, immigrant groups in Croatia have almost no opportunities to be informed, participate (as voters or members of a political party) or be active in public life. Other new countries of immigration have started to include political participation as one area in their integration strategies by removing legal obstacles, expanding voting rights and creating immigrant consultative bodies.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: The security of permanent residence is a relative strength for the integration of most non-EU immigrants in Croatia, though the high requirements may hinder rather than help immigrants who are learning the language or looking for jobs. Permanent residence grants also equal opportunities to integrate in economic and social life.

- **Access to nationality**: *Unfavourable*: Access to nationality represents a major area of weakness across EU13 countries and in particular in Croatia with its restrictive naturalisation and dual nationality requirements for adults and no citizenship entitlement for Croatian-born children.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Slightly favourable*: The new National Plan for Combating Discrimination now addresses positive action measures. Croatia's slightly favourable law but weak equality bodies mean that many potential victims may be too poorly informed and supported to bring forward their case.

**Policy Recommendations from Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies**

- Increase access to vocational training for non-EU citizens, including access to study grants for permanent residents and family migrants
- Ensure re-skilling and training for non-EU citizens with low proficiency in the Croatian language
- Guarantee all pupils' access to intercultural education throughout curricula by developing a systematic national educational framework
- Increase political participation of non-EU citizens by extending local voting rights to permanent residents
- Guarantee equal healthcare entitlements for all categories of migrants
- For permanent residence and naturalisation, make language requirements more attainable for both low-
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 27 of 52
Score: 50

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 36 of 52
Score: 48

EDUCATION
Rank: 32 of 52
Score: 33

HEALTH
Rank: 45 of 52
Score: 27

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 40 of 52
Score: 10

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 32 of 52
Score: 54

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 48 of 52
Score: 19

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 26 of 52
Score: 71

high-educated non-native speakers
Changes in policy
Over the past five years, non-EU immigrants benefited from small improvements in integration policies in Cyprus and in most MIPEX countries. Cyprus, like the average MIPEX country, increased its MIPEX score by +2 points from...
2014 to 2019. Cyprus is starting to address the major areas of weakness in its integration policy, by providing basic rights and opportunities in the education, health and political system. Schools receive basic guidance on how to support immigrant pupils. The conditions to access healthcare are slightly clearer for legal immigrants. Immigrant leaders are consulted ad hoc on integration issues. These improvements concerned some of the most unfavourable policy areas in Cyprus. These changes aimed at improving access to education (e.g., through the publication of general guide on educational opportunities for migrants), political participation (ad-hoc consultation once per year on integration) and health (for legal migrants). However, policies in these areas still have a long way to go to address the major obstacles faced by immigrants in Cyprus.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Educational guidance at all level
- Strength of national consultive body
- Healthcare conditions for legal migrants

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:

- None

Conclusions and recommendations

Non-EU citizens face more obstacles than opportunities for integration in Cyprus, whose policies barely go halfway to promote integration. Cyprus scores 41 on the 100-point MIPEX Scale, 9 points below the international average (50/100).

Cyprus's approach to integration is categorised by MIPEX as “Immigration without Integration” because its policies still do not reflect Cyprus' reality as a country of immigration. Non-EU immigrants are denied many basic rights and opportunities and face some uncertainty about their long-term future in Cyprus. They face significant obstacles to participate in many areas of life, from the labour market to family life, education, health, and politics.

A country's approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Cyprus's current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as their subordinates and as strangers rather than as equals, neighbours or potential citizens.

Cyprus still needs to invest in basic rights, equal opportunities and long-term security, which are below average when compared to most MIPEX countries. In contrast, other new destination countries are following international reform trends and making these improvements (e.g. Czechia and Greece).

Cyprus's integration policies are below average for the EU, although its policies are generally similar to other
Central and Southeastern European countries. In contrast, integration policies are more developed in Greece and in the other countries in the Mediterranean Sea.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly unfavourable*: This is a major weakness in Cyprus, which is one of the most unfavourable MIPEX countries. Cyprus critically restricts non-EU citizens’ access to the labour market, meaning they can almost never change jobs and face major legal and high language barriers to work in other sectors, like self-employment or the public sector. Non-EU residents still lack general and targeted support to improve their situation, and temporary residents do not get any access to social security and assistance.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Separated families are excluded, deterred or rejected under Cyprus’ family reunification policy. Long residence requirements, restrictions for dependent relatives, demanding economic requirements and an insecure process and status make Cyprus’s policies among the most restrictive amongst MIPEX countries.

- **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: All pupils, regardless of status, should be allowed to access all types of schools, receive ongoing language support and more targeted support and trained teachers in schools. In 2017, the Ministry of Education prepared a general guide on migrant education in a number of different languages. However, schools in Cyprus are not used as spaces for social integration for all pupils to learn how to live in a diverse society.

- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Migrant health policies are under-developed in Cyprus, much like other Southeastern European countries. The health system provides migrants with basic health information through various means, but little else, as health services and policies are barely responsive to their specific access/health needs. Despite improvements under the new General National Health System in 2019, legal residents, asylum seekers and the undocumented all face conditions and practical obstacles to access the health system, although attached to specific conditions (e.g., insufficient financial means).

- **Political participation**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Non-EU residents living in Cyprus cannot participate in most parts of public life. Little meaningful dialogue can take place in the absence of voting rights, more regular consultation and structural support for immigrant-led associations.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: Cyprus’ policies are among some of the most restrictive in the EU, with a path to long-term residence that excludes many ‘de facto’ settled residents and deters ordinary immigrants from investing in integration and obtaining the secure and equal status to make Cyprus their home (see instead Italy, Portugal or Spain).

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: While ordinary immigrants can apply for dual nationality after 5 to 7 years, they receive little support to pass the costly and highly discretionary procedure. Their children born or educated in Cyprus are treated like foreigners, without any special entitlement to citizenship (see instead Portugal or Greece).

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Slightly favourable*: Cyprus’ Ombudsman and enforcement mechanisms have traditionally been accessible to the large number of potential ethnic, racial and religious discrimination. Still Cyprus’ anti-discrimination policies are one of the lowest scoring in the EU as its laws may be too weak and poorly defined for victims to find justice.

### Policy Recommendations from CARDET

- Support the creation of Immigrants Civil Society and Youth organizations, which will have an active role in the public dialogue on upcoming migration policies and integration initiatives, and also to have active participation in migrant related civil society organizations.

- Improve the implementation of non-discrimination policies at the workplace by creating specialized observatory bodies and providing training to employers.

- Creation of a media observatory body for public speech and creation of a coordinating body for issue of non-discrimination and media.

- Supporting migrants in their integration path as soon as they arrive; design of a policy that combines language and skills training and professional integration.
- Adopt of an accreditation process to recognize tacit and explicit professional knowledge and expertise of migrants.
- Establish education responses to address segregation and provide equitable paths to professional growth.
- Development of Local Integration plans for migrants; While integration policy is set at the national level, actions are generally implemented at the subnational level. Integration must be addressed at local scale, involving municipalities in establishing plans for the housing, education, employment, well-being and inclusion.
- Local municipalities must be part of the design of policies for the migrants’ integration; they have also provide feedback to the national policy for changes that have been occurred through their experience on the ground.

POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
- Rank: 47 of 52
- Score: 24

FAMILY REUNION
- Rank: 49 of 52
- Score: 35

EDUCATION
- Rank: 27 of 52
- Score: 40

HEALTH
- Rank: 36 of 52
- Score: 36

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
- Rank: 28 of 52
- Score: 25

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
- Rank: 38 of 52
- Score: 50

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
- Rank: 20 of 52
- Score: 53

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
- Rank: 36 of 52
- Score: 62
CZECHIA

**Rank:** Comprehensive  
**MIPEX Score:** 50

### KEY FINDINGS

- **Labour Market Mobility:** 54  
- **Family Reunion:** 63  
- **Education:** 60  
- **Health:** 61  
- **Political Participation:** 10  
- **Permanent Residence:** 50  
- **Access To Nationality:** 36  
- **Anti-discrimination:** 64

### Changes in policy

Czechia is starting to address some of its areas of weakness on equal opportunities for immigrants. Like most MIPEX countries – which improved by +2 points on average –, Czech integration policies increased by +3 points.
from 2014 to 2019 by improving its migrant health and education policies. Immigrants and locals are better able to interact together thanks to interpreters in the health system, better language support to immigrant children and more guidance to their teachers. Czech integration policies have continuously improved on MIPEX since 2007. These significant and constant increases in Czechia's MIPEX score reflect increasing attention to migrant integration, number of actors and cities involved and the number of positive measures becoming standard practices.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Teacher training to reflect diversity.
- Educational guidance at all level.
- Language instruction.

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators

- None

Conclusions and recommendations

Czechia scores 50/100, in line with the average score of MIPEX country. Czech integration policies create as many obstacles as opportunities for integration. Czechia promotes a comprehensive approach to integration, but only goes halfway to actually guarantee equal rights, opportunities and security for immigrants. Czechia is starting to address these three critical dimensions, much like the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries, but its policies still involve many more obstacles and less targeted support. Over the last five years, Czechia has increased its support for equal opportunities, but done little to improve access to rights and long-term settlement for immigrants. Czechia needs to invest more on those two dimensions, as they are weaker than in the average MIPEX country. Without greater support on all three dimensions, immigrants will remain invisible in public life and the Czech public will also continue to see immigrants more as threats than as opportunities. These weaknesses make immigrants and locals less likely to develop relationships and a common sense of belonging, trust and civic participation.

Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society. Under these inclusive policies, both immigrants and the public are more likely to interact together and think of each other as equals.

Czechia is a regional leader. While Czechia's integration policies are average for Europe, they are more advanced than in the other Central and Eastern Europe, such as the other Visegrad countries. For example, compared to Slovakia, Czechia has stronger policies in all policy areas except permanent residence and anti-discrimination. Czechia's policies are similar to policies in Estonia or Malta. In contrast, policies are more advanced in
neighbouring Germany.

- **Labour market mobility.** *Halfway favourable:* Migrant workers may get trapped in lower-quality precarious jobs because, while they have opportunities to work, they face obstacles to access support and targeted trainings to improve their skills and careers.

- **Family reunification.** *Slightly favourable:* Separated families have right to reunite, if they can meet tougher requirements introduced in 2013.

- **Education.** *Slightly favourable:* Czechia leads Central Europe by improving its support to teachers and immigrant pupils since 2015, but more focus is needed on access, segregation and intercultural education.

- **Health.** *Slightly favourable:* Czechia leads Central Europe by taking the 1st steps to improve health information for migrants, but this support is ad hoc and access is limited

- **Political participation.** *Unfavourable:* A major area of weakness across Central Europe, immigrant groups in Czechia receive some funding, but limited opportunities to be informed, consulted or active in public life.

- **Permanent residence.** *Halfway favourable:* Non-EU residents can settle long-term, but would benefit from more flexible requirements and more secure status.

- **Access to nationality.** *Slightly unfavourable:* A major area of weakness across Central Europe, since 2013, restrictive requirements bar many immigrants and Czech-born children from acquiring dual nationality and common sense of belonging.

- **Anti-discrimination.** *Slightly favourable:* Potential victims of discrimination have limited awareness and trust of Czechia’s below-average 2009 Law, which is relatively young and weak, with gaps in law and weak equality body and policies.

**POLICIES - SUMMARY**

**LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 of 52</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FAMILY REUNION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 of 52</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EDUCATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 of 52</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEALTH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 of 52</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POLITICAL PARTICIPATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 of 52</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERMANENT RESIDENCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38 of 52</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACCESS TO NATIONALITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38 of 52</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANTI-DISCRIMINATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33 of 52</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DENMARK**

**Rank:** Temporary  
**MIPEX Score:** 49

**KEY FINDINGS**

Labour Market Mobility: 65  
Family Reunion: 25  
Education: 45  
Health: 56  
Political Participation: 70  
Permanent Residence: 42  
Access To Nationality: 41  
Anti-discrimination: 51

*Denmark, 2019*

**Changes in policy**

While most countries improved their policies over the last five years (on average, by +2 points), Denmark is one of the few countries to significantly backslide on its commitments to integration (-4 points). Compared to 2014,
immigrants in Denmark now face greater insecurity and even greater barriers to accessing rights. New obstacles emerged in labour market participation, education, family reunion, permanent residence, access to nationality and health. For example, requirements for family reunion, permanent residence and Danish citizenship became more restrictive. A particularly negative change was the abolishment of the entitlement to Danish nationality by declaration for young persons born and raised in Denmark.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Measures to address educational situation of migrant groups

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Access to social security and assistance
- In-country language level for family reunification
- Measures to bring migrants into the teacher workforce
- Residence period for permanent residence permit
- Economic resources for permanent residence permit
- Citizenship for immigrant children (birthright and socialisation)
- Cost/availability of interpreters

Conclusions and recommendations
Scoring 49 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, Denmark's policies create almost as many opportunities as obstacles for non-EU immigrants' to full participation in society. Denmark scores below other Western European/OECD countries.

Denmark's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “Temporary Integration”. Foreign citizens can benefit from access to basic rights and some targeted support for equal opportunities, but they do not enjoy the long-term security to settle permanently, invest in integration and participate as full citizens. Denmark is one of the most insecure of these “Temporary Integration” countries, with policies most similar to those of Austria and Switzerland. Non-EU citizens are left insecure in Denmark, scoring 17/100 on security - nearly the most insecure among all 52 MIPEX countries, alongside Austria and Switzerland.

Denmark's “Temporary Integration” approach encourages the Danish public to see immigrants as foreigners and not as the equals of native citizens. Internationally, the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

A country's integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's
willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: *slightly favourable*: Permanent residents, family members and green card holders can apply for jobs in any sector – private, public, and self-employment. Non-EU work-permit holders face delays in access to public employment services and vocational training, unlike Danish citizens and other immigrants. In 2015 a lower integration allowance was established, aimed at giving newly arrived refugees and immigrants greater incentive to work.

- **Family reunification**: *slightly unfavourable*: Non-EU immigrants face the least family-friendly immigration policies among MIPEX countries. Many restrictive eligibility requirements make most families unable to reunite and integrate in Denmark. Applicants can be rejected on many discretionary grounds.

- **Education**: *halfway favourable*: Immigrant pupils are supported to access pre-primary and compulsory education. They can benefit from several targeted measures, similarly to other Nordic countries (i.e., Finland, Norway and Sweden). Immigrant pupils and parents in Denmark can benefit from pilot programmes to make schools into spaces for social integration, though multilingualism and multiculturalism still tend to be overlooked as new opportunities for learning.

- **Health**: *halfway favourable*: Legal migrants are entitled to the same national health insurance system and services as citizens, once they get through the registration process with the DK National Register of Persons. Legal migrants and, to a limited extent, asylum seekers can get information about their entitlements and health issues in various ways and languages. Interpreters are now provided free of charge to patients who have resided in the country for fewer than 3 years.

- **Political participation**: *slightly favourable*: Ranked in the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries, Denmark guarantees immigrants the same basic political liberties as national citizens in Denmark. Non-EU citizens have the right to vote and to stand in local and regional elections after three years of residence. Immigrants and immigrant associations are consulted and funded.

- **Permanent residence**: *halfway favourable*: The path to permanent residence is halfway favourable for integration in the country. Since 2015, non-EU residents are eligible after 6 years for a relatively demanding path to permanent residence and near-equal rights in Denmark, like in the other Nordic countries.

- **Access to nationality**: *halfway favourable*: Immigrants can benefit from dual nationality, but many may be discouraged from applying by several remaining restrictions. Applicants are confronted with a final parliamentary-based decision that is discretionary, without legal time limit or full rights of appeal. Law no. 110 of 8 February 2016 abolished the entitlement to Danish nationality by declaration for young persons born and raised in Denmark.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *halfway favourable*: Potential victims of discrimination continue to benefit from minor improvements in Denmark’s laws and policies to fight discrimination. All people are protected from racial, ethnic and religious discrimination in public life. Victims enjoy average access to redress, such as binding mediation decisions, stronger equality bodies and, since 2014, the Danish government’s first dedicated anti-discrimination unit.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY

Rank: 12 of 52
Score: 65

FAMILY REUNION

Rank: 52 of 52
Score: 25

EDUCATION

Rank: 19 of 52
Score: 45

HEALTH

Rank: 24 of 52
Score: 56

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Rank: 8 of 52
Score: 70

PERMANENT RESIDENCE

Rank: 51 of 52
Score: 42

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY

Rank: 32 of 52
Score: 41

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION

Rank: 41 of 52
Score: 51
ESTONIA

Rank: Comprehensive
MIPEX Score: 50

Estonia, 2019

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 69
Family Reunion: 76
Education: 69
Health: 29
Political Participation: 20
Permanent Residence: 75
Access To Nationality: 16
Anti-discrimination: 48

Changes in policy

Estonia has continuously improved since 2007. From 2014 to 2019 Estonia’s integration policies improved by +5 points, more than in most MIPEX countries (+2 points on average). Immigrants enjoy slightly more equal
opportunities and security across different areas of life, from the labour market to health family reunification and permanent residence. Most significantly, Estonia reduced the obstacles for separated families to reunite and settle long-term, thanks to changes in the residence requirement, permit duration and autonomous permits.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Economic integration measures to support migrant youth and migrant women
- Residence requirement for ordinary legal residents for family reunification
- Duration of the validity of permit for migrants' partners and children
- Right to autonomous residence permit for migrants' partners and children
- Periods of absence allowed for long-term residents
- Administrative discretion and documentation for legal migrants in the health area

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Estonia scores 50/100, in line with the average score of MIPEX country. Estonian integration policies create as many obstacles as opportunities for integration. Estonia promotes a comprehensive approach to integration, but only goes halfway to actually guarantee equal rights, opportunities and security for immigrants. Estonia employs an approach that is similar to the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries, but its policies still involve many more obstacles and less targeted support. Over the last five years, Estonia has increased its support on access to rights, equal opportunities, and long-term settlement for immigrants. Despite this, Estonia needs to invest more on all the three dimensions, especially to guarantee immigrants with the same basic rights as Estonian citizens. Access to basic rights for immigrants is weaker in Estonia than on average in MIPEX.

Estonia’s policies matter because they influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Estonia’s current policies do not encourage the public to see immigrants as their neighbours and their equals. Gaps in Estonia’s health and integration policies can have major and direct implications for immigrants’ physical and mental health. The fact that Estonia denies immigrants the opportunity to be heard by politicians means that they are less likely to not only vote, but also to contribute to improving public life and attitudes. Its restrictive citizenship policies are the main factor behind its low naturalisation rate, the lowest in the EU. All of these weaknesses make newcomers and locals less likely to develop relationships, positive attitudes about each other and a common sense of belonging, trust and civic participation.
Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society. Under these inclusive policies, both immigrants and the public are more likely to interact together and think of each other as equals. Inclusive policies not only reinforce positive attitudes and interactions between the public and immigrants, but also create an overall sense of belonging and well-being and trust.

Estonia’s comprehensive approach to integration is more advanced than policies in the other Baltic states (i.e. Latvia and Lithuania) or in any other country in Central and Eastern Europe. Estonia’s comprehensive but minimum approach is most similar to the policies in Czechia.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly favourable*: Migrant workers face some barriers in the access to employment and self-employment, but they enjoy equal access to higher education and vocational training, targeted measures and equal access to social security and assistance.
- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: Estonia generally guarantees equal treatment for Estonian and non-EU families, especially thanks to improvements introduced since 2016.
- **Education**: *Slightly favourable*: Estonia leads Baltics and Central Europe by responding to the diverse needs and opportunities of pupils speaking different languages.
- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Migrant patients benefit from limited entitlements and some basic information about general health services. These services receive hardly any support to become more responsive to migrant patients’ specific health needs or barriers, a problem across the Baltics and Central Europe.
- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: Non-EU citizens have the local right to vote (with some restrictions) but they are discouraged from broader participation due to limited support and opportunities.
- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: Non-EU citizens enjoy slightly favourable chances to become long-term residents with a secure future and equal rights to participate. Their opportunities for long-term residents provide them some of their best chances at integration in the country.
- **Access to nationality**: *Unfavourable*: Naturalisation is more restrictive in Estonia than in nearly all other developed democracies. A rights-based procedure and dual nationality for Estonian-born and foreigners meeting the requirements would build a common sense of belonging and trust and boost integration outcomes.
- **Anti-discrimination**: *Halfway favourable*: The legal protections and support for victims of discrimination in Estonia are weaker than in any other EU country, which can undermine awareness, reporting and trust among potential victims.
FINLAND

**Rank:** Comprehensive (Top10)

**MIPEX Score:** 85

### KEY FINDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour Market Mobility</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Reunion</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Participation</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access To Nationality</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-discrimination</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Antidiscrimination:** 100

### Changes in policy

Over the past five years, Finland has generally reinforced its comprehensive approach to integration. While the
average MIPEX country improved its MIPEX score by +2 points, Finland improved by +3 points on the MIPEX 100-point scale. Finland improved its support for equal opportunities in labour market and public life and reinforced the basic rights of immigrants to non-discrimination and family life. Newcomer workers enjoy better access to the labour market. Reunited family members should have their personal circumstances taken into account to extend their permit in cases of violence or abuse since 2015, thanks to implementation of the Istanbul Convention. However, the family reunification requirements were restricted for beneficiaries of subsidiary protection. Members of the Advisory Board for Ethnic Relations (ETNO) gained the right to initiative. The Non-discrimination Act (1325/2014) enhanced Finland’s comprehensive approach to improve public awareness, reporting and justice for potential victims of discrimination.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Immediate access to labour market
- Personal circumstances considered for family reunification
- Strength of national consultive body
- Anti-discrimination enforcement mechanisms

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

![Graph showing MIPEX scores for Finland](image)

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Finland’s comprehensive approach ranks high in the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’, within the International Top 3. Finland scores 85 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, while the average MIPEX country only scores 50/100. A comprehensive approach to integration guarantees equal rights, opportunities and long-term security, both for newcomers and citizens.

Finland’s comprehensive approach to integration is most similar to Canada, Sweden and Portugal and more inclusive than the other Nordic countries. Compared to Sweden, Finland’s policies are more inclusive on political participation and permanent residence, but slightly less inclusive on health and access to nationality.

The ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals and invest in integration as an opportunity. In Finland, integration goes both ways, as policies encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

These policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health...
in their new home country. Under inclusive policies like Finland’s, both immigrants and the public enjoy similar levels of positive attitudes, awareness of discrimination, satisfaction with life, trust in society and belonging in their new home country.

**Labour market mobility:** *Favourable:* Ranked #2 alongside Sweden, Finland is tackling the long-term challenge to create a fairer labour market with equal opportunities for newcomers. Non-EU newcomers are more likely in Finland than in most other MIPEX countries to access adult education, professional training and language courses in order to improve their jobs and careers in Finland. Newcomer workers and entrepreneurs can immediately access the labour market, with only a few delays for higher education, study grants and social security. Finland continues to evaluate and improve its labour market policies, qualification recognition procedures and individual integration plans. Since the start of these plans in 2011, newcomer men and women are individually assessed, advised and supported to pursue training and work experience. Based on two dozen independent scientific studies using MIPEX, labour market mobility policies may help working immigrant men and women to improve their language and professional skills, careers and public acceptance.

**Family reunification:** *Slightly favourable:* A slight area of weakness in Finland’s integration policies, the path to family reunification is similar to policies in traditional destination countries and other European countries. To reunite with their immediate family, all non-EU sponsors except refugees must have a basic legal source of income that meets their and their family’s needs based on general social standards in Finland. These requirements were reinforced in 2016, although each family’s personal circumstances should be taken into account. These basic levels may seem comparatively high for a newcomer in Finland or compared to most European countries. The path to autonomous residence for reunited family members is another weakness in Finland as in most countries as well. Based on around 20 scientific studies linking MIPEX to families’ integration outcomes, these policies seem to have a major impact on whether immigrant families reunite, settle down in the country, find jobs and a better place to live and age with dignity.

**Education:** *Favourable:* Ranked #2 behind Sweden, Finland’s targeted policies are reaching immigrant pupils and addressing many of their basic needs and opportunities. From pre-school to university, immigrant pupils have the right to language, mother tongue and additional academic and social support. The education system could do more to address intercultural education and diversity across the curriculum, school day, extracurricular activities and the teaching profession. Around 20 scientific studies have tried to identify the specific role that these policies play. These policies may not only help to close achievement gaps for vulnerable groups on different education tracks but also help all pupils to develop a common sense of pride, safety and belonging at school.

**Health:** *Slightly favourable:* A slight area of weakness in Finland as in most European countries, migrant patients do not benefit from comprehensive migrant health policies. Universal healthcare access is limited by the conditions for legal migrants and by both legal and procedural obstacles for asylum-seekers and undocumented migrants. Providers and patients are generally provided with information and support. But they could benefit from better cooperation, training and targeted services. A comprehensive national migrant health policy could emerge from local practitioners (e.g. Helsinki Global Clinic and standards at Turku University Hospital) as well as international good practices (e.g. Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Ireland, New Zealand). While more research is needed on migrant health policies, around a dozen MIPEX studies, including several reviewed in *The Lancet*, find that inclusive integration policies can help to reduce gaps in health equity in terms of immigrants’ reported health, chronic illnesses, elderly diabetes and frailty and, even, mortality.

**Political participation:** *Favourable:* Ranking #1 alongside Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal and other Nordic countries, Finland’s inclusive approach to democracy encourages immigrant residents to participate in the decisions that concern their daily lives. Newcomers enjoy basic political liberties and democratic inclusion in their town and region. Authorities aim to improve their policies and boost immigrants’ civic and political participation by supporting and consulting immigrant-led civil society. The national Advisory Board for Ethnic Relations (ETNO) provides a favourable model for local/regional authorities in Finland and other countries. Around 30 scientific studies using MIPEX find that inclusive policies help to close the democratic deficit in political participation, engagement, trust and satisfaction between immigrants and the general public.

**Permanent residence:** *Favourable:* Ranked #1 alongside Sweden, Brazil and traditional destination countries,
Finland offers a clear and stable path for most non-EU residents to enjoy long-term security and better socio-economic opportunities to participate in society. The path to permanent residence in Finland has been stable and similar to the paths in several Western European countries. The limited MIPEX research on permanent residence suggests that inclusive policies encourage immigrants to stay long-term, settle down and secure better jobs.

- **Access to nationality:** *Slightly favourable*: Thanks to the 579/2011 Nationality Act, naturalising immigrants enjoy a relatively clear, quick and encouraging path to dual nationality in Finland, slightly above average for Western Europe. Following a 2007 Supreme Court decision recognising applicants’ 'strong ties' to Finland, the 2011 Act made the procedure shorter and more flexible for applicants who can meet the legal requirements after 5 years. Children raised in Finland also benefit from an entitlement to citizenship since 2003. One of the best studied areas of integration policy with over 30 MIPEX studies, nationality policies are the strongest factor driving naturalisation rates and can also boost some immigrants’ acceptance, socio-economic status, political participation, sense of belonging and trust.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Favourable*: Finland’s comprehensive law (December 2014 Non-Discrimination Act, +6 in 2015 in this MIPEX area) scores in the international Top 10, alongside traditional destination countries and several European countries (+6 2015). Potential victims of discrimination on all grounds are equally protected in all areas of life by the new non-discrimination law, ombudsman and tribunal. Based on over 30 MIPEX studies, the slow expansion of anti-discrimination policies across most MIPEX countries appears to have had a long-term impact on reshaping public attitudes, discrimination awareness, reporting and trust in institutions, society and democracy. For example, the EU-MIDIS 2016 survey found that discriminated immigrants in Finland were more likely to know their rights and report their case to authorities than discriminated immigrants in most EU countries.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

**Labour Market Mobility**
- Rank: 2 of 52
- Score: 91

**Family Reunion**
- Rank: 13 of 52
- Score: 67

**Education**
- Rank: 2 of 52
- Score: 88

**Health**
- Rank: 16 of 52
- Score: 67

**Political Participation**
- Rank: 1 of 52
- Score: 95

**Permanent Residence**
- Rank: 1 of 52
- Score: 96

**Access to Nationality**
- Rank: 12 of 52
- Score: 74

**Anti-Discrimination**
- Rank: 1 of 52
- Score: 100
MIPEX2020
FRANCE
Rank: Temporary
MIPEX Score: 56

KEY FINDINGS
Labour Market Mobility: 52
Family Reunion: 43
Education: 36
Health: 65
Political Participation: 45
Permanent Residence: 58
Access To Nationality: 70
Anti-discrimination: 79

Changes in policy
France improved by +3 points on MIPEX from 2014 to 2019, slightly ahead of the international reform trends in the other MIPEX countries (+2 points on average). Over the past five years, non-EU citizens in France should
benefit from greater opportunities and greater security in several areas of integration policy. Since 2015, more targeted programmes have helped migrants and refugees access higher education. In terms of the obstacles facing separated non-EU families, ineffective language and integration requirements abroad were replaced in 2016 with greater support upon arrival for reunited families. Since 2018, more refugee groups are being consulted thanks to the Inter-ministerial Delegation for the Reception and Integration of Refugees. And more research has informed government policies on migrant health.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Pre-entry language requirements for family reunification
- Pre-entry integration requirements for family reunification
- Measures to access to higher education
- National consultive body
- Support for research on migrant health

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- None

Conclusions and recommendations
Scoring 56 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, France’s integration policies go halfway to promote societal integration. Non-EU newcomers to France enjoy more opportunities than obstacles to integration and these opportunities have improved since 2015. As a result, France’s integration policies are comparable to other major Western European/OECD countries.

However, France’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “Temporary Integration”, like Italy, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. While non-EU citizens can benefit from basic rights and some support for equal opportunities, but not the long-term security they need to settle permanently, invest in integration and participate as full citizens. France’s ‘temporary Integration’ approach encourages the French public to see immigrants as their equals, but also as foreigners. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

A country’s integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: Halfway favourable: Slightly below average, France delays and discourages the labour
market mobility of non-EU immigrants more than most Western European/OECD countries. While permanent residents and reuniting non-EU families can access the labour market, but are denied legal access to more regulated professions than in all other countries. Non-EU newcomers can access general employment services, training, and skill validations, but may not access procedures, study grants or a formal recognition of their non-EU degree. MIPEX analyses suggest that weak labour market mobility policies like France's can undermine immigrant men and women's access to training, education and quality employment.

- **Family reunification:** *Halfway favourable:* Separated non-EU families still face more restrictive and discretionary requirements to reunite in France than in most Western European/OECD countries. The economic and accommodation requirements are demanding, while the process can be discretionary and potentially long. Once reunited, families can benefit from France's support for integration and gender by granting spouses and children the equal socio-economic rights and a path to independent residence. Since 2016, France has removed its ineffective pre-departure language and integration requirements. From March 2019, reunited family members can also benefit from better post-arrival integration support, as the language hours offered to all newcomers have increased from 200 to maximum 400 hours and 600 hours for illiterate people.

- **Education:** *Slightly Unfavourable:* Slightly below average for Western European/OECD countries, France has been slow to respond to the needs and opportunities brought by its sizeable number of 1st and 2nd generation pupils. All pupils, whatever their legal status is, have an equal right to compulsory and non-compulsory education and to general support for pupils from disadvantaged areas in France. The appreciation of diversity is missing from citizenship education. France's relatively weak targeted support has slightly improved over the past decade. Since 2015, more targeted programmes have helped migrants and refugees access higher education. Studies comparing MIPEX to education outcomes suggest that weak targeted education policies like France’s may explain not only why achievement gaps persist for vulnerable learners, but also why not all students feel safe and at home in their school.

- **Health:** *Slightly favourable:* Similar to most Western European countries, France makes health services inclusive and accessible, but does relatively little to address migrant patients' specific health needs. Under France's inclusive health system, most immigrant patients can access healthcare entitlements, information and orientation to the appropriate health services, enjoying same rights legal residents and citizens in France. While targeted research on migrant health is improving, a more comprehensive national policy could better inform and support all health services on these needs.

- **Political participation:** *Halfway favourable:* Most other established destination countries like France tend to facilitate both access to nationality and political rights for foreign residents. Slightly below average for Western Europe, newcomers and foreign citizens in France are not regularly informed and consulted by authorities in order to effectively access their political rights and contribute to public life. France is also one of the few major destination countries without the political will to extend local voting rights. Traditionally, immigrant associations have been supported and sometimes consulted by the local authorities most active on integration. Since 2018, more refugee groups are being consulted at national level, thanks to the Inter-ministerial Delegation for the Reception and Integration of Refugees.

- **Permanent residence:** *Halfway favourable:* After 3-5 years, eligible temporary residents must be able to meet highly restrictive language, integration and – in some cases - economic requirements in order to benefit from the secure 10-year status and near-equal socio-economic rights. While this status is more equal and secure than in most other countries, the requirements are some of the most restrictive.

- **Access to nationality:** *Slightly favourable:* Immigrants undertake a similar path to citizenship in FR as in the US and most Western European countries: naturalisation after five years, citizenship entitlements for children and dual nationality. MIPEX analyses find that nationality policies are the strongest factor driving naturalisation rates and can also boost some immigrants’ acceptance, socio-economic status, political participation, sense of belonging and trust. But in France, over the past decade, access to nationality has been increasingly politicised and undermined as a tool for integration. Compared to other countries, France’s discretionary procedure does not treat all applicants the same or encourage them to apply, while its comparatively demanding requirements do not provide all with enough support to succeed. For example, becoming a French citizen is conditional upon a person’s employment/financial situation. Immigrants must also demonstrate one of the highest standards
for fluency in Europe (B1) and pass a discretionary ‘assimilation interview’.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Slightly favourable:* French laws and policies to promote equality remain the country’s greatest strength for integration. Anti-discrimination policies are also a major area of strength across Western Europe and in traditional destination countries. France’s rather strong anti-discrimination law and body (Défenseur des Droits/Ombudsman) are helping the general public to learn about their rights and potential victims to seek justice. Strong anti-discrimination policies like France’s appear to have had long-term impacts across Europe on reshaping public attitudes, discrimination awareness, reporting and trust in institutions, society and democracy.

**Policy Recommendations from France terre d’asile**

- Promote non-EU newcomers’ labour market integration by ensuring that they can all benefit from a formal recognition of their foreign diplomas, qualifications and/or skills - and by reviewing the list of regulated professions that are prohibited to them.
- Further develop work-related language training and increase the language level to be reached by non-EU nationals within the framework of publicly funded language courses.
- Facilitate access to citizenship for immigrants by making requirements criteria clear and legally transparent - including for examining the “assimilation requirement” - in order to avoid discretionary decisions.
- Comply with the requirement of reasonable time limit for processing family reunion applications and broaden the definition of eligible family members to include dependant adult children and members of the ascending line.
- Increase foreign residents’ civic and participation to public life by extending the right to vote to local elections and by encouraging initiatives that promote their participation in the design and implementation of policies affecting them.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY

- Rank: 24 of 52
- Score: 52

FAMILY REUNION

- Rank: 42 of 52
- Score: 43

EDUCATION

- Rank: 30 of 52
- Score: 36

HEALTH

- Rank: 17 of 52
- Score: 65

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

- Rank: 18 of 52
- Score: 45

PERMANENT RESIDENCE

- Rank: 27 of 52
- Score: 58

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY

- Rank: 13 of 52
- Score: 70

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION

- Rank: 23 of 52
- Score: 79
MIPEX 2020

GERMANY

Rank: Temporary
MIPEX Score: 58

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 81
Family Reunion: 42
Education: 55
Health: 63
Political Participation: 60
Permanent Residence: 54
Access To Nationality: 42
Anti-discrimination: 70

Changes in policy

MIPEX shows that Germany has been slowly improving its policies over the past decade. From 2014 to 2019, Germany, like most MIPEX countries, improved its integration policies by +1 point on the 100-point MIPEX scale. In
response to the 2015/6 large-scale arrivals, Germany did not fundamentally change its existing approach to integration, but rather improved its implementation, with packages of measures and funding. The government’s priority was greater support for equal socio-economic opportunities for newcomers. Germany reinforced its areas of strength on integration—employment and vocational training and started to address one slight area of weakness—education—where the federal and state governments provided greater educational guidance and materials like ‘Reading for Beginners’ (‘Lesestart’) and the app ‘Starting German’ (‘Einstieg Deutsch’). Other areas of weakness for newcomers’ long-term security in Germany—family reunification, permanent residence and access to nationality—remained largely unchanged, despite a few restrictions and reversals over the past few years.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Measures to address educational situation of migrant groups

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- None

Conclusions and recommendations
As MIPEX expanded from its fourth edition (2015) to fifth edition (2020), Germany is no longer ranked in the International Top Ten because more MIPEX countries have a more inclusive and comprehensive approach to integration than Germany, particularly to provide newcomers with a sense of long-term security.

Firstly, Germany was overtaken by a few newer destination countries (Ireland, Luxembourg and Spain) which made greater improvements in recent years and adopted a more comprehensive approach than Germany. Secondly, MIPEX 2020 has expanded 52 countries worldwide, including Argentina and Brazil, which outrank Germany in providing greater discrimination protections and greater security for reuniting families, permanent residents and naturalising citizens. As other countries have learned from international best practice and caught up with Germany, German integration policies are now relatively average for Western European/OECD countries.

Lastly, the new MIPEX 2020 looks more equally at the three key dimensions underlying a country’s approach to integration: equal rights, equal opportunities and equal security for immigrants and national citizens. While Germany’s support for equal opportunities is similar to the average Western European/OECD country, its policies on family reunification, permanent residence, access to nationality and anti-discrimination leave non-EU immigrants unfavourably insecure about their future in the country and only go halfway to provide them with equal basic rights.

As a result, with a score of 58/100, Germany’s integration policies are ranked by the 2020 MIPEX core indicators as nearly ‘slightly favourable’, but only for ‘temporary integration.’ Germany’s ‘temporary integration’ approach is similar to its neighbouring Western European countries. Among these, Germany offers greater rights and support
for equal opportunities than neighbouring Austria, Denmark or Switzerland.

The main weakness in Germany’s ‘temporary integration’ approach is that non-EU immigrants face greater delays, uncertainty and obstacles to secure their future in Germany than in nearly all MIPEX countries, similar only to neighbouring Austria, Denmark and Switzerland. For example, immigrants face greater obstacles to reunite their families or access justice as victims of discrimination in Germany than in most Western European/OECD countries. Germany is also now one of the few Western European countries that still restricts dual nationality.

This sense of insecurity partly explains Germany’s below-average levels of nationality acquisition and differences in political participation and sense of belonging between people in Germany with and without a migration background. In terms of public opinion, Germany’s ‘Temporary Integration’ approach encourages the public to see immigrants as their neighbours, but also as foreigners and not as the equals of native German citizens.

A country’s integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries with comprehensive policies treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society. Germany’s policies are less comprehensive when compared to other Nordic countries, neighbouring Belgium and Luxembourg or the traditional destination countries. Compared to countries with comprehensive policies, Germany’s policies are most similar to Norway. More broadly, Germany can learn from all its neighbours: from Nordic countries’ approaches to residence policies, education and political participation, from France and Benelux countries on access to nationality and anti-discrimination and from Austria and Switzerland on migrant health policies.

- **Labour market mobility: Favourable**: Ranked in the international Top Ten in this area, Germany reinforced its support for equal opportunities for non-EU immigrants to progress into stable quality employment. One international area of strength are Germany’s targeted support measures as well as its improving procedures to recognise foreign qualifications and skills. In terms of weaknesses, not all temporary residents enjoy immediate access to the labour market, vocational training or public sector jobs. Based on two dozen independent scientific studies using MIPEX, strong policies like these may help working immigrant men and women to improve their language and professional skills, careers and public acceptance.

- **Family reunification: Halfway favourable**: Ranking in the international Bottom Ten in this area, Germany’s family reunification policies are more restrictive than most Western European/OECD countries in terms of the delays, eligibility restrictions for sponsors and the language test abroad. Besides those major differences, the requirements are largely the same as most countries and reunited non-EU families enjoy only a slightly secure status. Based on around 20 scientific studies linking MIPEX to families’ integration outcomes, these policies may have a significant impact on whether immigrant families reunite, settle down in the country, find jobs and have a better place to live and age with dignity.

- **Education: Halfway favourable**: Since the 2015/6 large-scale arrivals, education policies have slightly improved as a priority for integration policies in Germany, with slightly above-average policies for Western European/OECD countries. Through greater federal and state standards and guidance, Germany has gone halfway to address immigrant pupils’ specific needs and opportunities at all school levels. Compared to the International Top Ten (e.g. Nordics and traditional destination countries) German states do slightly less to require that schools guarantee equal access to levels of the education system and target immigrant pupils’ needs through comprehensive orientation, language support and teacher trainings. Around 20 scientific studies have tried to identify the specific role that these policies play. These policies may not only help to close achievement gaps for vulnerable groups on different education tracks but also help all pupils to develop a common sense of pride, safety and belonging at school.

- **Health: Slightly favourable**: Germany’s approach to migrant health changed little from 2014 to 2019 and remains average for Western European/OECD countries. While Germany’s healthcare services continue to improve their ability to respond to migrant patients’ specific needs, state and federal policies still lack a comprehensive approach and limit entitlements and access for undocumented migrants and asylum-seekers.
Inclusive integration policies can help to reduce gaps in health equity in terms of immigrants' reported health, chronic illnesses, elderly diabetes and frailty and, even, mortality.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly favourable:* With an approach similar to most Western European countries, Germany's policies to consult and support immigrant civil society may not be sufficient to close the gaps in political participation, unless greater action is taken for ongoing information, immigrant-led structures, local voting rights and/or naturalisation. More inclusive policies could help to close the democratic deficit in political participation, engagement, trust and satisfaction between immigrants and the general public.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable:* Like most Western European/OECD countries, Germany only goes halfway to facilitate the path to permanent residence and secure socio-economic rights. Due to EU law, Germany and other EU countries implemented many of the same eligibility rules, procedures and rights for national and EU long-term residents. The major difference is that Germany demands that non-EU citizens be more fluent and more economically self-sufficient than on average. Income and language requirements could be more realistic and flexible based on immigrants' individual progress and efforts. The limited MIPEX research on permanent residence suggests that inclusive policies encourage immigrants to stay long-term, settle down and secure better jobs.

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable:* Since 1999, permanent residents face a clear but demanding path to German citizenship. They also receive the support they need to succeed as new citizens through affordable courses and promotional materials. However, Germany is the last major destination country still enforcing a general ban on dual nationality (see recent governmental reviews and reforms in Denmark, Norway, Czechia and Poland). Germany, like half the MIPEX countries, also makes citizenship conditional upon an applicant's income/economic situation. These core requirements are major factors behind Germany's below-average naturalisation rates. More inclusive policies may boost not only some immigrants' naturalisation rates, but also their public acceptance, socio-economic status, political participation, sense of belonging and trust.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Slightly favourable:* Germany's anti-discrimination policies are slightly weaker than the average European country. While the legal framework has continued to improve over time across the EU, including in DE in 2008, its laws may be ineffective against discrimination because potential victims do not get the support they need from one of the weakest set of enforcement mechanisms, equality bodies and policies among MIPEX countries. Stronger policies can help to improve public attitudes, discrimination awareness, reporting and trust in institutions, society and democracy. For example, the EU-MIDIS 2016 survey found that discriminated immigrants in Germany were less likely to know report their case to authorities than discriminated immigrants in EU countries with stronger anti-discrimination policies on MIPEX.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 5 of 52
Score: 81

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 44 of 52
Score: 42

EDUCATION
Rank: 15 of 52
Score: 55

HEALTH
Rank: 21 of 52
Score: 63

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 13 of 52
Score: 60

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 32 of 52
Score: 54

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 30 of 52
Score: 42

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 27 of 52
Score: 70
Changes in policy
Over the past five years, newcomers to Greece have benefited from a few more basic rights and equal opportunities in the labour market, healthcare system and access to Greek citizenship. Targeted measures have
started to emerge to access the labour market integration and healthcare. While immigrant children legally residing in Greece can acquire citizenship on education-related grounds, their parents still need to reside in Greece for 12 years before naturalisation. As a result, Greece's integration policies improved by +3 point in 2019 on the MIPEX 100-point-scale. In contrast, other MIPEX countries improved by +2 points on average.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Economic integration measures
- Citizenship for immigrant children (birthright and socialisation)
- Information for migrants concerning health education and promotion
- Cost/availability of healthcare interpreters
- Involvement of migrants in information provision, service design and delivery of health services

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Residence conditions for ordinary naturalisation

Conclusions and recommendations

Despite the small improvements over the past five years, non-EU citizens still face more obstacles than opportunities for integration in Greece, whose policies only go halfway to promote societal integration. Greece scores 46 on the 100-point MIPEX scale, which is 4 points below the international average (50/100). Major obstacles emerge for immigrants' education, political participation and access to nationality.

Greece's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘Equality on Paper’. Greece only goes halfway to guarantee basic rights and long-term protection for immigrants, while support for equal opportunities is weak, especially compared to countries with a comprehensive approach. Immigrants to Greece enjoy fewer rights and fewer opportunities to integrate than in most MIPEX countries. Greece's current 'Equality on Paper' approach encourages the Greek public to see immigrants as foreigners and not as equals.

A country's integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country. Internationally, immigrants and citizens in the MIPEX 'Top Ten' enjoy equal rights, opportunities and security and the public is encouraged to treat immigrants as their equals, neighbours and fellow citizens.

Compared to other destinations in the Mediterranean, Greece's integration policies are weaker than Italy, Portugal
and Spain's, most similar to Malta's and slightly more developed than Cyprus and Turkey's.

- **Labour market mobility: Slightly favourable:** Non-EU legal residents in Greece have legal access to the labour market and general support measures, but little-to-no targeted support to improve their skills or their work situation.

- **Family reunification: Halfway favourable:** Non-EU legal residents in Greece continue to face much greater difficulties to reunite their families than in most countries. In addition to the economic resource requirements, non-EU residents face delays and restrictions for their family's eligibility. If families are reunited, their status is as secure as their sponsor and their children have the right to an autonomous residence permit.

- **Education: Slightly unfavourable:** The Greek education system does not guarantee equal access for immigrant pupils to all types of schools, while little is done to address the diverse needs of pupils, teachers and schools.

- **Health: Halfway favourable:** Immigrants in Greece continue to face obstacles to fully access healthcare and health services. While greater health information and support is provided, healthcare entitlements and services are still uneven for different categories of immigrants.

- **Political participation: Unfavourable:** Immigrants in Greece have no rights to vote. One major area of weakness, Greece is becoming one of the most politically exclusive democracies in the developed world, excluding foreign citizens from the democratic process. Immigrants are not regularly informed of political opportunities, consulted on a structural basis or allowed to vote in local elections.

- **Permanent residence: Halfway favourable:** Many eligible non-EU citizens are likely deterred from becoming long-term or permanent residents by Greece's restrictive language and economic requirements and its relatively insecure status.

- **Access to nationality: Slightly unfavourable:** The first generation in Greece faces slightly unfavourable policies to become Greek citizens, given the increasingly demanding requirements. However, since 2015, Greece has taken a first step towards citizenship entitlements for children born or educated in Greece. Children of immigrants are eligible to become Greek citizens after the 1st grade if both of their parents lived legally and continuously in Greece for at least 5 years before their birth.

- **Anti-discrimination: Slightly favourable:** Non-EU citizens are poorly protected from nationality discrimination in all areas of life under Greece's young and weak anti-discrimination laws. MIPEX identifies clear gaps in Greece's laws, procedures and policies based on international trends and best practice (e.g. nationality discrimination, racial profiling, class actions and equality body powers).
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 16 of 52
Score: 61

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 34 of 52
Score: 52

EDUCATION
Rank: 30 of 52
Score: 36

HEALTH
Rank: 28 of 52
Score: 48

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 31 of 52
Score: 20

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 44 of 52
Score: 46

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 33 of 52
Score: 40

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 29 of 52
Score: 67
HUNGARY

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 43

KEY FINDINGS

- Labour Market Mobility: 37
- Family Reunion: 58
- Education: 0
- Health: 29
- Political Participation: 15
- Permanent Residence: 81
- Access To Nationality: 25
- Anti-discrimination: 96

Changes in policy

Integration policies have changed little for legal residents in Hungary. Policies have improved by +1 point from 2014 to 2019, less than the average MIPEX country (+2 points on average). Since 2014, the basic right to access the...
labour market has been extended to categories of temporary workers like employees with temporary job agencies and non-EU citizens from neighbouring countries. However, Hungary's integration policies have also been undermined by greater bureaucratic and administrative procedures for asylum-seekers to access to health care.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Immediate access to labour market

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Healthcare administrative discretion and documentation for asylum-seekers

---

**Hungary**

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Non-EU citizens face many obstacles to integration under the halfway favourable policies in Hungary, which scores 43/100. Hungary's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as 'equality on paper' only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Hungary enjoy some basic rights and security, but not equal opportunities. Many obstacles emerge for immigrants in Hungary in several areas, especially in education, health, political participation and access to nationality. Policies are particularly restrictive and unfavourable on education. Hungary still needs to strongly invest in long-term security and, foremost, equal opportunities for immigrants, which are below-average in Hungary when compared to most MIPEX countries. In contrast, other new destination countries are following international reform trends and continuing to make improvements (e.g. Czechia and Greece).

A country's approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Hungary's current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equals but also as strangers. Internationally, the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Restrictive policies like Hungary's can create a 'vicious circle' of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants.

Hungary's integration policies are below average for the EU. Compared to the other Visegrad countries, Hungary generally appears to adopt similar policies to Slovakia and Poland. In contrast, integration policies are more developed in neighbouring Czechia.
• **Labour market mobility:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Since 2014, some categories of temporary workers can immediately access the labour market. However, Hungary has not yet created effective targeted programmes and creates longer delays to equal access to jobs and training for non-EU legal residents.

• **Family reunification:** *Halfway favourable:* Based on Hungary’s inclusive national definition of the family, its family reunification policy sets only basic economic and housing requirements, but families are only somewhat secure in their status in Hungary and kept more dependent on their sponsor than in nearly all other countries.

• **Education:** *Critically unfavourable:* Migrant education polices in Hungary remain critically weak, ranking last among MIPEX countries (together with Indonesia). There are restrictions in law for certain categories of migrants to access compulsory and non-compulsory education. Furthermore, schools receive some of the least support to address the new needs and opportunities of immigrant pupils.

• **Health:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Immigrants have only limited access to healthcare and little targeted information about entitlements and health issues. Typical of most Central European countries, health policies do relatively little to make services more accessible and support promising practices responding to specific health needs.

• **Political participation:** *Unfavourable:* A major area of weakness across Central Europe, immigrants are denied the opportunity to participate in public life in Hungary, as foreign citizens have a limited right to vote, and they receive no support by policymakers.

• **Permanent residence:** *Favourable:* Leading in Central Europe, settled non-EU residents experience a favourable path to secure their status and equal rights as permanent residents. However, the status of permanent residents is not fully secure, given, for example, the short period of absence allowed.

• **Access to nationality:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Even though dual nationality is allowed, Hungary has more restrictive ordinary naturalisation policies than most countries.

• **Anti-discrimination:** *Favourable:* Ranked top-10, Hungary leads Central Europe on anti-discrimination through broad laws, a strong equality body and strong possibilities for enforcement. Victims can also turn to the Equal Treatment Authority, one of the strongest equality bodies in Europe.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 37 of 52
Score: 37

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 25 of 52
Score: 58

EDUCATION
Score:

HEALTH
Rank: 42 of 52
Score: 29

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 37 of 52
Score: 15

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 6 of 52
Score: 81

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 43 of 52
Score: 25

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 9 of 52
Score: 96
ICELAND

Rank: Comprehensive
MIPEX Score: 56

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 33
Family Reunion: 62
Education: 45
Health: 54
Political Participation: 65
Permanent Residence: 77
Access To Nationality: 55
Anti-discrimination: 57

Changes in policy

Over the past five years, the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points on the 100-point MIPEX scale. In contrast, Iceland is one of the countries whose integration policies improved the most —up by +7 points from...
2014 to 2019. Before, Iceland’s approach to integration was classified by MIPEX as “immigration without integration” because immigrants to Iceland were denied so many basic rights to participate as equals in Icelandic society. Now, immigrants benefit from a “comprehensive approach” to integration, with more secure basic rights and support for equal opportunities. This shift can be seen as a major recognition of Iceland as a country of immigration, similar to all other Western European countries.

All legal residents of Iceland now enjoy the right to protection from discrimination. Act no. 85/2018 and Act no. 86/2018 prohibit discrimination on grounds of race/ethnicity and religion/belief in nearly all the areas of public life from employment to education. These Acts transformed Iceland’s antidiscrimination policy by strengthening its laws, enforcement mechanisms and equality body (i.e. the Directorate of Equality). In addition, starting from January 2019, foreign citizens can access jobs in the public sector.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Access to public sector
- Accommodation requirement for family reunification
- Anti-discrimination: Employment & vocational training
- Anti-discrimination on Education
- Anti-discrimination on access to and supply of public goods and services, including housing
- Anti-discrimination enforcement mechanisms
- Mandate of specialised equality body
- Powers of equality bodies
- Positive action measures

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:

- None

Conclusions and recommendations

As a result of these major reforms, Iceland scores 56/100, higher than the MIPEX average country (50). Despite Iceland’s significant shift in direction, its new “comprehensive” approach to integration is yet not yet fully favourable for integration. Favourably, immigrants to Iceland can secure their future and settle long-term in the country. Still, Iceland only goes halfway to secure basic rights and equal opportunities for national and foreign citizens. These policies encourage the public to see immigrants as their possible fellow citizens, but not necessarily as their equals or neighbours.

Iceland has started to address these dimensions, much like the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a
two-way process for society. These policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Iceland has more restrictive policies than other Nordic countries (Finland, Norway and Sweden), with the exception of Denmark.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Non-EU migrants continue to face obstacles to the labour market in Iceland. Only permanent residents, spouses of Icelandic citizens and TCN spouses of EEA citizens have immediate access to the labour market. However, non-Icelandic citizens can access self-employment and, as of 2019, public sector employment. Non-EU newcomers also continue to have few options to improve their skills and careers, unlike in Western European or other Nordic countries.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: Non-EU families are eligible to reunite and settle in Iceland if they can overcome the demanding income requirement, discretionary procedure and restrictions on their rights.

- **Education**: *Halfway favourable*: Iceland's basic support for its small number of immigrant pupils may be insufficient to overcome language and social obstacles to equal opportunities in education.

- **Health**: *Halfway favourable*: Even though migrants in Iceland have better information and services than in most MIPEX countries, healthcare entitlements and gaps in general health policies may mean that immigrants do not enjoy the same health access as Icelandic citizens.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly favourable*: Foreign citizens in Iceland are relatively well included in the inclusive Nordic model of local democracy. EU and non-EU citizens in Iceland are able and encouraged to be local voters and candidates as well as be organised and consulted at local level.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: Foreign citizens must wait four years before they can become permanent residents, with a secure status and the same socio-economic rights as Icelandic citizens. The requirement for applicants to prove their economic resources is potentially demanding, complicated and contrary to EU standards (social assistance excluded, except for temporary financial difficulties).

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: Permanent residents in Iceland benefit from a basic path to citizenship, similar to policies in other Nordic countries and the average EU country. Immigrants need to wait for an average period of 7 years before face demanding naturalisation requirements about their language skills, economic resources and criminal records.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Halfway favourable*: Halfway favourable and significantly improved since 2014, but still below the EU average country, residents in Iceland should be protected from racial, ethnic, religious discrimination thanks to a strong equality body and enforcement mechanisms. Immigrants are still not fully protected from discrimination on the ground of citizenship and in the area of social protection.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 40 of 52
Score: 33

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 19 of 52
Score: 62

EDUCATION
Rank: 19 of 52
Score: 45

HEALTH
Rank: 26 of 52
Score: 54

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 9 of 52
Score: 65

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 8 of 52
Score: 77

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 18 of 52
Score: 55

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 38 of 52
Score: 57
India, 2019

**Rank:** Integration denied  
**MIPEX Score:** 24

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 17  
- Family Reunion: 75  
- Education: 19  
- Health: 12  
- Political Participation: 0  
- Permanent Residence: 46  
- Access To Nationality: 16  
- Anti-discrimination: 9

**Changes in policy**

While most countries, including China and Indonesia, have improved their integration policies over the past five years, India has not yet developed immigrant integration policies. India did not follow the international reform
Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- None

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- None

Conclusions and recommendations

International migrants in India face many obstacles to integration under the slightly unfavourable policies in India, which ranked last out of 52 MIPEX countries. India scores 24 on the 100-point MIPEX scale, while the average MIPEX scored 50/100. Among MIPEX countries, Indian policies are most similar to Indonesia's. The obstacles facing migrants in India are greater than in the other Asian MIPEX countries.

India's approach to integration is categorised by MIPEX as ‘immigration without integration' because Indian policies refuse to recognise India as a country of immigration. Although immigrants are able to settle long-term in India, they are denied basic rights and equal opportunities to participate in society. In fact, access to basic rights and equal opportunities are weaker in India than in nearly all MIPEX countries.

India's approach to integration matters because its policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. India's current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as subordinates and foreigners.

Furthermore, many obstacles emerge for immigrants in nearly all areas of life in India, with the exception of family reunification and permanent residence policies. Anti-discrimination policies, health and political participation policies emerged as particularly unfavourable for integration. Compared to the situation in the other 52 MIPEX countries, international migrants in India are confronted with the weakest anti-discrimination policies and migrant health policies and some of the most unfavourable migrant education, nationality and political participation policies.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Unfavourable*: Immigrants with the legal right to work face major obstacles to access the labour market, with no general and targeted support to improve their professional skills or opportunities.
- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: Although many foreign citizens are favourably eligible to apply for their close family members, these reunited families are made entirely dependent on the sponsor for their
Integration.

- **Education: Unfavourable:** Like other countries with small numbers of foreign pupils, India does relatively little to encourage them across the education system or support diversity at school, although basic targeted support is available.

- **Health: Unfavourable:** Legal migrants and asylum seekers face additional requirements to access the Indian health system and enjoy little information or support targeted to meet their specific health needs.

- **Political participation: Unfavourable:** Immigrants are fully denied the opportunity to participate in public life in India, as foreign citizens have no right to vote, support or consultation by policymakers.

- ** Permanent residence: Halfway favourable:** The path to permanent residence for newcomers in India is mainly linked to their ability to fulfil its economic requirements, but even permanent residents are denied equal treatment with Indian nationals in key areas of life like social security and assistance.

- **Access to nationality: Unfavourable:** The path to Indian citizenship is long (>10 years) and burdensome, as India has not followed international reform trends to open up dual nationality for foreign citizens or birthright citizenship entitlements or their Indian-born children.

- **Anti-discrimination: Unfavourable:** Foreign citizens who are victims of ethnic, racial, religious or nationality discrimination have little chance to access justice in India, as they are not covered by anti-discrimination laws or a dedicated independent equality body.

### POLICIES - SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labour market mobility</strong></td>
<td>50 of 52</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family reunion</strong></td>
<td>5 of 52</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>44 of 52</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health</strong></td>
<td>52 of 52</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political participation</strong></td>
<td>48 of 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Permanent residence</strong></td>
<td>44 of 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to nationality</strong></td>
<td>49 of 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-discrimination</strong></td>
<td>52 of 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDONESIA

Rank: Integration denied  
MIPEX Score: 26

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 17  
Family Reunion: 75  
Education: 0  
Health: 13  
Political Participation: 0  
Permanent Residence: 58  
Access To Nationality: 34  
Anti-discrimination: 13

Changes in policy

Indonesia has slightly improved its integration approach over the last five years, due to health policy improvements (asylum seekers are now entitled - subject to some conditions - to receive health care). Such
Development is in keeping with the reform trends of other MIPEX countries (+2 points on average).

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Conditions for asylum-seekers to access healthcare
- Administrative discretion and documentation for asylum-seekers

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:

- None

Conclusions and recommendations

Despite some small improvements, Indonesia's policies place it in the bottom three of 52 MIPEX countries. It scored 26 on the 100-point MIPEX scale, while the average country scored 50/100. Along with India, it has the most unfavourable policies for migrants of all the Asian countries surveyed.

Indonesia's approach is categorised by MIPEX as “immigration without integration”, because its policies do not recognise Indonesia as a country of immigration and integration. Although immigrants can settle long-term in the country, they are denied basic rights and equal opportunity to participate in society. In fact, access to basic rights and equal opportunities is weaker in Indonesia than in almost all other MIPEX countries.

A country's approach to integration matters because its policies influence whether or not integration in the country works as a two-way process. The way in which governments treat immigrants affects how well immigrants and the public interact, and Indonesia's current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as subordinates and foreigners rather than as equals.

Furthermore, immigrants face obstacles in nearly all areas of integration in Indonesia, with the exception of family reunification and permanent residence policies. Education and political participation policies are particularly unfavourable. Migrants in Indonesia must endure the weakest labour market, education, health, political participation and anti-discrimination policies of all the MIPEX countries.

- **Labour market mobility**: Unfavourable: Immigrants face major obstacles in labour market access, with neither general nor targeted support available. Migrant workers do not have equal access to state-provided social security.
- **Family reunification**: Slightly favourable: Although many foreign citizens in Indonesia are immediately eligible for family reunification, family members who arrive are left entirely dependent upon their sponsor.
- **Education**: Unfavourable: The education system restricts access for TCNs and offers migrant pupils no general or specific support.
- **Health**: Unfavourable: Legal migrants and asylum seekers must meet additional requirements to access the
healthcare system, and receive no targeted information or support for their specific health needs.

- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: Immigrants are denied the opportunity to participate in public life in Indonesia. Foreign citizens have no right to vote and are not consulted by policymakers.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: The path to permanent residence for newcomers in Indonesia is mainly determined by their ability to fulfil certain economic requirements. Permanent residents have an insecure status and are denied treatment equal to that received by Indonesian nationals in key areas of life, such as social security and assistance.

- **Access to nationality**: *Slightly unfavourable*: The path to Indonesian citizenship is short (five years) but burdensome for migrants, as Indonesia imposes strict language and economic requirements. It has not followed international reform trends to allow dual nationality for foreign citizens, or birth right citizenship entitlements.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Unfavourable*: Indonesia does not have any overarching anti-discrimination law. Instead, a patchwork of laws and sector-specific regulations prohibit ethnic, racial and religious discrimination. Victims of discrimination have little hope of securing justice, as the country has no specific enforcement mechanisms or independent equality body to ensure that these laws are upheld.
IRELAND

**Rank:** Comprehensive (Top10)

**MIPEX Score:** 64

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 22
- Family Reunion: 48
- Education: 45
- Health: 85
- Political Participation: 85
- Permanent Residence: 50
- Access To Nationality: 79
- Anti-discrimination: 94

**Changes in policy**

Over the past decade, immigrants to Ireland have seen more improvements to Irish integration policies than
immigrants have in most MIPEX countries. Since 2017’s Migrant Integration Strategy, Ireland has increased +5 points on the 100-point MIPEX scale. Internationally, the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points from 2014 to 2019. Within the English-speaking world, Ireland, like Canada, is becoming a more attractive global destination, alongside New Zealand, taking the place of Australia, the UK and US as they go down in the MIPEX rankings.

Ireland has developed a more comprehensive approach to integration by securing more basic rights and equal opportunities for foreign and Irish citizens. While many challenges remain, rights and opportunities improved across several areas of life. Immigrants have more opportunities to be informed and consulted, while, on the whole, the health and education system are improving their responses to the specific needs of migrant patients and pupils. Thanks to these recent efforts, immigrants now benefit from more favourable policies on anti-discrimination, health and political participation.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Measures to bring migrants into the teacher workforce
- Support for research on migrant health
- Strength of national consultative body (Consultation of foreign residents)
- Active information policy on political participation targeted towards migrants by civil society
- Anti-discrimination policies in education
- Positive action measures

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

![Graph showing MIPEX scores for Ireland from 2007 to 2019](image)

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Thanks to the focus provided by the 2017-2020 Migrant Integration Strategy, Ireland made it into the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’, scoring 64 out of the MIPEX 100-point-scale. Over the past few years, immigrants to Ireland have enjoyed improved access to health services, citizenship, political opportunities and justice, as Ireland has made advancements in policies of health, political participation, access to nationality and anti-discrimination. These recent efforts are likely to have long-term impacts, both for immigrant integration and for positive public attitudes and awareness on issues of immigration and discrimination.

However, it must be noted that issues remain as regards all of the above areas, which must be prioritized by legislators and policy makers if Ireland's positive approach is to be embedded and sustained. Similarly, the momentum and focus encouraged by the National Migrant Integration Strategy must be further invested in and expanded upon in the next iteration of that strategy, with improved mechanisms for cross-departmental actions and monitoring, and clear and measurable targets and indicators of success. It is also advisable that the
evaluation of the next iteration of the Migrant Integration Strategy be carried out independently.

A country's integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Ireland's approach to integration is classified as, on the whole, increasingly more "comprehensive" but only "slightly" favourable for integration. While immigrants benefit from Ireland's areas of strength on integration, they do not enjoy equal rights and opportunities in all areas of life, particularly in terms of employment, education and family life. More broadly, non-EU immigrants can only feel halfway secure about their future in Ireland. The Irish immigration system makes it harder for non-EU newcomers to secure their career, family life and residence in Ireland than it is in most MIPEX countries. These policies encourage the public to see immigrants as their neighbours and their equals, but not yet as full citizens.

Non-EU residents regularly face problems of administrative discretion, bureaucracy and uncertainty about their permits and legal status. This major area of integration undermines immigrants' willingness and ability to invest and settle in Ireland as their future home. These problems in the Irish immigration system have gone unresolved and even exacerbated during the COVID19 pandemic. Immigrants feel insecure in their family life and future in Ireland, even as Ireland depends on immigrants as 26% of its key workers during COVID19 according to a 2020 Study by the European Commission's Joint Research Centre. With a few changes inspired by EU law and common practices across Europe, Ireland could pilot temporary arrangements during these COVID19 times that could become permanent solutions in legislation from the new government.

Similarly, while on the whole policies addressing anti-discrimination and access to citizenship are seen as positive when compared internationally, significant issues remain within those areas. In the area of anti-discrimination, the lack of comprehensive Hate Crime and Hate Speech legislation, a National Action Plan Against Racism and well-resourced and accessible victim support services are seen as significant barriers to providing appropriate responses to victims of racism. As regards access to citizenship, while Ministerial discretion can be utilised positively in the determination of an application, it can also lead to a lack of both clarity and transparency in decision making. This lack of transparency is exacerbated by the lack of an appeals mechanism to challenge negative decisions.

Should the challenges described above be further addressed, Ireland can serve as a model for many newer destination countries in Europe and around the world. Ireland's current policies are slightly above-average for Western Europe (EU15). Its areas of strength and weakness are most similar to Belgium, Luxembourg, countries with a comprehensive approach and large number of both EU and non-EU citizens. To improve its areas of weakness, Ireland can take inspiration from the standards set in EU law as well as policies in more inclusive countries like Canada, New Zealand, the Nordics and Portugal.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Scoring far below average, Ireland offers much less support than any other EU country to secure equal opportunities on the labour market. Non-EU citizens with the right to work do not enjoy equal access to all types of jobs, education, training or social protection. Newcomers also lack sufficient support to get their foreign qualifications recognised or gain new professional and language skills. In contrast, most MIPEX countries grant equal access to long-term residents, family and some work migrants, while continuing to improve their recognition and targeted support.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Scoring slightly below-average, Ireland's policy is more discretionary and insecure than most MIPEX countries. Although the 2013 INIS Policy Document improved the clarity and security for separated non-EU families, Ireland's policy is still far below the standards in EU and other English-speaking countries. In most MIPEX countries, sponsors with a basic legal income have the statutory right to reunite with at least their spouse/partner and minor children who enjoy the same security and basic rights, including the right to live independently from their sponsor after 5 years.

- **Education**: *Halfway favourable*: In Ireland, as in other newer destination countries, schools are slowly starting to respond to the needs and opportunities brought by the growing number of immigrant pupils. Ireland has
developed guides for parents, trainings for teachers and ad hoc support for schools, including a new Migrant Teacher Project. However, all schools need systematic academic and financial support to guarantee equal opportunities for immigrant pupils and to integrate diversity into the school curriculum and activities.

- **Health:** *Favourable*: Ranked #1 alongside New Zealand, Switzerland and Sweden, Ireland addresses migrant health outcomes thanks to its 2nd National Intercultural Health Strategy 2018-2023. Although both legal and administrative obstacles exist for immigrants to be eligible for a medical card, immigrant patients are generally well informed and supported by responsive health services and the HSE National Social Inclusion Office.

- **Political participation:** *Favourable*: Ranked #2 alongside Finland, Luxembourg and New Zealand, Ireland is boosting political participation through inclusive voting rights, support for immigrant-run organisations, and, since the 2017 Migrant Integration Strategy, more regular information and consultation, although these structures and policies could be more immigrant-led.

- **Permanent residence:** *Halfway favourable*: Just 1% of non-EU residents are able to settle as long-term residents in Ireland, under some of the most restrictive and discretionary policies in the EU. Unless they become Irish citizens, non-EU citizens only have two options to secure their future and basic rights in Ireland (long-term residency and WCATT), but neither is a real solution; behind the rather favourable requirements on paper lies a highly discretionary and uncertain procedure. Ireland’s Migrant Integration Strategy has yet to deliver on the promised statutory scheme for Long-Term Residency, which exists in nearly all other MIPEX countries.

- **Access to nationality:** *Slightly favourable*: Ireland has positive approaches and practices regarding access to citizenship, similar to traditional destination countries, Portugal and Sweden. The Irish government encourages immigrants to become citizens through streamlined requirements, shorter processing times, acceptance of dual citizenship and citizenship ceremonies. The continued best practice of ‘Citizenship Ceremonies’, where persons who have newly been granted Irish citizenship swear their oath of fidelity to the State together in a group celebration, is a model which many other countries can learn from. However, the absolute use of Ministerial discretion, the lack of an appeals process, the cost of applications and the issue of processing time for some applications remain areas for considerable improvement.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Favourable*: Immigrants benefit from greater discrimination protections and equality duties, thanks to the 2018 Education (Admissions to School) Act and the Actions under the 2017 Migrant Integration Strategy. These policies are similar to most Western European and traditional destination countries. Ireland’s favourable laws and Human Rights and Equality Commission are helping to raise discrimination awareness and reporting, though mechanisms could be stronger to enforce the law and equality in practice. Appropriate hate crime and hate speech legislation in Ireland, coupled with more comprehensive support for victims of racism and an overall National Action Plan Against Racism, are seen as a key area in need of development.

**Policy Recommendations from Immigrant Council of Ireland**

- Recognise the permanent nature of migration by concretely improving the social, economic and legal situation of settled residents through the current National Migrant Integration Strategy and its successors, with a focus on improved cross-departmental communication and firm indicators and evaluation.
- Increase IE’s very low levels of family reunion and long-term residence among the many eligible families and settled residents by comprehensively reforming Immigration and Residence legislation, including a clear entitlement to both and an independent appeals mechanism.
- Maintain IE’s efforts to catch up on naturalisation rates by further promoting and reforming the citizenship process, including lowering the high costs where possible.
- Introduce appropriate Hate Crime and Hate Speech legislation to provide protection to those who experience racism and racial harassment, as well as funding the development of victim support networks in civil society and elsewhere.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 48 of 52
Score: 22

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 36 of 52
Score: 48

EDUCATION
Rank: 19 of 52
Score: 45

HEALTH
Rank: 1 of 52
Score: 85

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 2 of 52
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PERMANENT RESIDENCE
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Rank: 8 of 52
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ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 11 of 52
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ISRAEL

**Rank:** Comprehensive  
**MIPEX Score:** 49

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 52  
- Family Reunion: 58  
- Education: 31  
- Health: 63  
- Political Participation: 20  
- Permanent Residence: 46  
- Access To Nationality: 63  
- Anti-discrimination: 56

**Changes in policy**

While most countries have improved their policies over the last five years (by +2 points on average), Israel is one of the few countries that did not change its commitments to integration. The legislation on integration of non-
ethnic migrants has not develop much since 2014, while non-Jewish groups of Israeli citizens face slightly greater barriers to equal rights, due to a new law passed in 2018. The law is declarative (meaning that no policy was derived from it), but clearly favours the Jewish ethnic and religious group and disregards other groups living in the country (e.g., Israeli Arabs, non-Jewish Israelis and non-ethnic migrants). Due to this change, Israel's score dropped by -1 point on the MIPEX scale.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Law covers direct/indirect discrimination, harassment, instruction

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

International, non-ethnic migrants in Israel experience halfway favourable integration policies. Israel scores 49/100 on the MIPEX integration scale, close to the average country score of 50/100. This means that non-ethnic immigrants encounter as many obstacles as opportunities when it comes to integration. Israel has slightly more advanced policies than other countries in the area (Cyprus, Greece and Turkey) and more restrictive polices than the average OECD country (56/100).

MIPEX analysis focused only on non-ethnic migrants. Ethnic migrants, known as repatriates, are descendants of Jews up to the fourth generation (grandchildren) and their non-Jewish family members who enter the country under the regulations of the Law of Return. Since the creation of the state, more than 3.3 million people have moved there. Only a quarter of the elderly Israeli population (aged 65+) was born in the country. Ethnic migrants resemble the descendants of European emigrants that return to the country of origin of their ancestors, so for this reason integration policies for ethnic migrants were not assessed on the MIPEX scale.

Policies for ethnic migrants in Israel are more favourable than those for non-ethnic migrants, offering a set of tools for social, economic, political and cultural integration. Ethnic immigrants are granted full citizenship upon arrival, and can vote for and be elected to local and national elective bodies (including the Knesset). They receive financial support for their first 6 months in the country, as well as numerous other types of economic support that facilitate their successful integration.

Israel promotes a comprehensive approach to integration, with policies deemed at least halfway favorable on the three main dimensions (basic rights, equal opportunities, and secure future). However, its approach is yet not yet fully favourable. Immigrants can secure their future and settle long-term in the country, but policies only go halfway towards securing them basic rights and equal opportunities.

Israel is beginning to address these three dimensions in the same way as the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries, but its
policies still provide little targeted support. Integration policy matters because the way in which a government treats immigrants strongly influences the way in which immigrants and the public interact. Integration policies shape not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Most foreign residents have immediate access to the labour market but under less favourable conditions than nationals. They receive little general or targeted support to improve their professional skills or opportunities.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: Non-ethnic migrants (usually married to an Israeli, or asylum seekers) can become sponsors only after their legal status in Israel is settled. This usually takes more than a year but has no additional requirements attached.

- **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants can access compulsory education. There is some disparity across the country, though, because migrants’ individual access to education is at the discretion of schools and municipal authorities. Pupils can access language courses but receive no other targeted support.

- **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: Legal immigrants can access healthcare under some conditions. Although they face administrative barriers, immigrants receive information and some targeted support.

- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: Only those non-ethnic immigrants with permanent resident status have the right to vote in municipal elections in Israel. They receive some information on their political and social rights, and are consulted by policymakers on an ad-hoc basis.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: The path to permanent residence for newcomers in Israel is long (seven years, on average) but subject only to language requirements. The status of permanent residents remains insecure.

- **Access to nationality**: *Slightly favourable*: The path to Israeli citizenship is relatively short (five years) and dual citizenship is an option, based on a discretionary interview. The process does not give citizenship at birth to the children of immigrants.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Halfway favourable*: Sectoral laws in Israel cover all types of discrimination, but the basic law of 2018 favours the Jewish religious and ethnic group over other groups. Victims of discrimination have access to strong enforcement mechanisms but no equality body.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
- Rank: 24 of 52
- Score: 52

FAMILY REUNION
- Rank: 25 of 52
- Score: 58

EDUCATION
- Rank: 36 of 52
- Score: 31

HEALTH
- Rank: 21 of 52
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POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
- Rank: 31 of 52
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PERMANENT RESIDENCE
- Rank: 44 of 52
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ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
- Rank: 15 of 52
- Score: 63

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
- Rank: 39 of 52
- Score: 56
ITALY

Rank: Temporary
MIPEX Score: 58

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 67
Family Reunion: 64
Education: 43
Health: 79
Political Participation: 25
Permanent Residence: 67
Access To Nationality: 40
Anti-discrimination: 78

Changes in policy
Policies in Italy have changed little for immigrants. The country has seen a decrease of -1 point in its score, due to restrictive changes to naturalisation and health policies. The Decree Law no. 113/2018 sets a B1 language requirement for new citizens. However, the law also strengthens the right to family reunification and education opportunities for children, making the score slightly more favourable in these areas.
standard as requirement for naturalisation. The law of December 1st 2018, which converted the Law Decree n.113, reformatted the system of international protection (abrogation of humanitarian protection and in alternative, it has introduced special residence permits). As a result, since 2018 access to health care for asylum seekers and refugees is more complex and discretionary. In contrast, the average MIPEX country increased its score by +2 points in the last five years, from 2014 to 2019.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Language requirement for naturalisation
- Administrative discretion and documentation for asylum-seekers

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Italy scores 58/100, higher than the average MIPEX country (50) and slightly above-average among EU and Western European (EU15) / OECD countries. Immigrants in Italy enjoy more opportunities than obstacles for integration. Major obstacles tend to emerge in political participation and access to nationality, as immigrants in Italy face slightly unfavourable policies in these two areas of integration.

Italy's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as "Temporary Integration", like France, the Netherlands, Germany and the United Kingdom. Italy has more developed policies than Austria, Denmark and Switzerland, which have a similar approach but go only halfway towards providing immigrants with equal opportunities. Although it has a similar score to Spain, Italy differs from Spain due to the more comprehensive Spanish integration approach.

Foreign citizens in Italy can benefit from access to basic rights and halfway favourable policies on equal opportunities, but they do not enjoy the long-term security to settle permanently, invest in integration and participate as full citizens. The Italian 'Temporary Integration' approach encourages the public to see immigrants as equals but as foreigners. Internationally, the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

These policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.
• **Labour market mobility:** *slightly favourable*: Under Italy's slightly favourable policies, non-EU citizens have access to (basic) employment and self-employment. A lack of targeted support may make it less likely that non-EU residents find secure jobs in line with their qualifications and skills.

• **Family reunification:** *slightly favourable*: Non-EU families have slightly favourable opportunities to reunite and integrate in Italy. Close family members can quickly apply to reunite with their sponsor and secure stable status with near-equal rights. Nevertheless, the restrictive language and economic requirements may keep families separated given current economic and local realities in Italy.

• **Education:** *halfway favourable*: Even though immigrants under the age of 18 have access to education in Italy, newcomer pupils receive little help in accessing all types of school (e.g. higher education). Italy still needs to invest in its growing diversity of pupils and make equal access and intercultural education a reality in schools across the country. Furthermore, there is a lack of support for teachers, which could create additional barriers for immigrant pupils.

• **Health:** *slightly favourable*: Healthcare services are generally accessible for immigrant patients due to a combination of national and regional policies. All legal migrants and asylum-seekers have the right and duty to enrol in the National Health Service (SSN). However, the documentation required to access healthcare can be complicated for legal migrants and asylum seekers.

• **Political participation:** *slightly unfavourable*: Migrants in Italy continue to face obstacles to their political participation, as they are neither allowed to vote nor supported to be politically engaged. In addition they are consulted only through weak consultative bodies across Italy.

• **Permanent residence:** *slightly favourable*: 5 years’ residence, with limited time abroad, is required for most temporary residents including, as of 2014, all beneficiaries of international protection and their families. Long-term residents are relatively secure in their status in Italy. However, long-term residents can still lose their status on several grounds, including committing a serious crime or being absent from the EU for >1 year.

• **Access to nationality:** *slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants in Italy face a long and highly discretionary procedure to become secure Italian citizens with dual nationality. Immigrants’ children born in Italy are treated as foreigners for their entire childhood. Applicants continue to face one of the most discretionary and bureaucratic procedures among MIPEX countries for becoming a citizen.

• **Anti-discrimination:** *slightly favourable*: Victims of ethnic, racial, religious and nationality-based discrimination are protected in all areas of life. Despite strong enforcement mechanisms, the weak equality body in Italy could prove to be a challenge for victims of discrimination.

**Policy Recommendations from ISMU, Institute for the Study of Multi-ethnicity**

• Support immigrants' labour market integration through on-the-job training and support, specifically for youth and in light of the challenges posed by the current Covid-19 pandemic

• Remedy IT’s widespread problem of ‘over-qualification’ so that educated immigrant workers find jobs matching their expectations and avoiding the unproductive waste of their skills and expertise

• Combat early school leaving through early prevention: target support at pupils from disadvantaged families, support intercultural education and provide training and professional support to school teachers and staff

• Build a sense of trust among non-EU residents’ towards Italian public authorities, who must do more to counter racial/ethnic and religious discrimination
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 9 of 52
Score: 67

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 17 of 52
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EDUCATION
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**JAPAN**

**Rank:** Integration denied  
**MIPEX Score:** 47  

**KEY FINDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour Market Mobility</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Reunion</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Participation</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access To Nationality</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-discrimination</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Changes in policy**

Despite Japan's initial steps towards developing an integration policy in 2006 and 2009/10, little has improved since 2010. Japanese integration policies improved by +1 point in 2018 with the establishment of a one-stop-shop system.
comprehensive consultation centers for multicultural coexistence”. These centers in over 100 locations across Japan provide foreign nationals with quick information and advice in many areas of life, from residence procedures to employment, health, social security and education.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Active information policy

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

### Conclusions and recommendations

Japan scores 47/100, slightly below the average MIPEX country (50/100) because Japanese policies still refuse to recognise that Japan is a country of immigration. This denial leads to contradictory policies that create as many obstacles as opportunities for foreign nationals. Japan's approach to integration is categorised as “Immigration without Integration”. While Japan is a leader far ahead of the other countries in this category, its policies still deny basic rights and equal opportunities to newcomers. Foreign nationals can find some ways to settle long-term in Japan. However, Japanese policies only go halfway to guarantee them equal opportunities, (e.g., on health and education), while also denying them several basic rights, most notably protections from discrimination.

Japan needs to invest more on all the three dimensions, especially to guarantee immigrants with the same basic rights as Japanese citizens. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Japan's current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as subordinates and not their neighbours.

Foreign residents in Japan enjoy relatively favourable access to family reunification, permanent residence and the health system. However, foreign nationals and their children still face major obstacles to education, political participation and non-discrimination. Immigrants' children receive little targeted support in the education system in Japan, similar to the situation of other countries with low number of migrant pupils. Furthermore, potential victims of ethnic, racial, religious or nationality discrimination have little chance to access justice in Japan. Japan is one of the only MIPEX countries still without a dedicated anti-discrimination law and body. Japan is the among bottom three countries for anti-discrimination policies, together with other ‘immigration without integration’ countries.

Japan's approach is slightly ahead of poorer Central European countries with equally small and new immigrant populations, but far behind other developed countries, including Korea. In comparison to neighbouring Korea, foreign nationals in Japan face weaker integration policies in the labour market, education, political participation, and anti-discrimination. Besides Korea, Japan's policies are most similar on MIPEX to Israel and stronger than the
other MIPEX Asian countries (China, India and Indonesia).

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Japanese policies treat permanent residents equally with citizens and allow temporary workers to find basic subordinate jobs, but overlook many of their specific obstacles and needs for labour market integration. In comparison, countries with comprehensive integration strategies often provide all legal workers with better access to both general and targeted support.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: While many foreigners are eligible to apply for their close family members, these families have fewer and less secure rights, including no right to an autonomous residence permit.

- **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: As in other countries with few foreign pupils, mainstream teachers, pupils and parents receive limited support to target their needs, seize new opportunities for learning and implement an intercultural education throughout the curriculum and school day (see instead Korea, Western Europe and traditional destination countries).

- **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: Japan's migrant health policies are more favourable than in the average MIPEX country, as the Japanese health system includes legal migrants and asylum seekers and provide them with information and support.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Political participation policies, which are increasingly part of integration strategies in both traditional and new countries of immigration (e.g. Korea), remain slightly weak in Japan. Foreign nationals do not have the local right to vote and they are discouraged from broader participation due to limited support and opportunities.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: Most newcomers in traditional destination countries and in European countries take a shorter path to become permanent residents than in Japan. The path to permanent residence for newcomers in Japan is long (10 years) and mainly linked to their ability to fulfil economic requirements. As in most countries, permanent residents in Japan enjoy a relatively secure status and equal rights in several key areas.

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: While foreign nationals face naturalisation requirements similar to the average MIPEX country, Japan has yet to open up to international reform trends towards dual nationality for all naturalizing adults and citizenship entitlements for their children.
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KOREA

Rank: Comprehensive
MIPEX Score: 56

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 65
Family Reunion: 54
Education: 72
Health: 40
Political Participation: 65
Permanent Residence: 60
Access To Nationality: 44
Anti-discrimination: 51

Changes in policy

While most countries improved their policies over the past five years (on average, by +2 points), Korea is one of the few countries to backslide on its commitments to integration (-2 points). While classroom teachers since 2015
are being better trained about multiculturalism, immigrants face greater obstacles since 2018 to secure their future in Korea as permanent residents.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Teacher training to reflect diversity

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Language requirement for permanent residence
- Renewable permanent residence permit

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Korea scores 56/100, higher than the MIPEX average country (50). Immigrants in Korea face slightly more opportunities than obstacles for societal integration. Korea promotes a comprehensive approach to integration similar to the 'Top 10' MIPEX countries. But Korea falls short of the 'Top 10' because its policies only go halfway to actually guarantee equal rights, opportunities and security for immigrants. Korea would need to remove key obstacles and offer more targeted support across different areas of life.

These policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country. Korea's comprehensive approach can create a 'virtuous cycle' to continue to improve positive public attitudes towards immigrants. Internationally, the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

Korea is a leader in Asia. Immigrants in Korea enjoy more favourable policies than any other Asian countries included in MIPEX. Korea's policies are similar to the average OECD country, but less well-developed than the policies in the traditional destination countries (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the US).

- **Labour market mobility:** *Slightly favourable:* While most legal residents can access self-employment, public sector jobs, and some general and targeted support, obstacles still exist for temporary workers and some family migrants to improve their skills and job status.
- **Family reunification:** *Halfway favourable:* Reuniting multicultural families in Korea benefit from a halfway favourable legal framework for family's reunion and integration. Sponsors can immediately apply to reunite with the nuclear family and, under certain conditions, with their dependent adult children and parents.
- **Education:** *Slightly favourable:* Korea leads most new countries of immigration in helping immigrant pupils enrol and succeed in all types of schools. All immigrant children in Korea have access to education. Under the
Multicultural Family Support Act, multicultural families have access to language instruction and extra targeted support at every stage of their educational career.

- **Health:** *Slightly unfavourable:* The weakest area of integration policy in Korea is migrant health. While immigrants can be informed of healthcare access and services, their healthcare entitlements are weaker than in most countries. In contrast, under more inclusive policies in other countries, immigrants and non-immigrants end up with similar health outcomes in terms of their reported health, chronic illnesses, elderly diabetes and frailty and even mortality. Under restrictive policies, immigrants are much more likely than non-immigrants to suffer from these poor health outcomes.

- **Political Participation:** *Slightly favourable:* Korea is ahead of most new destinations in promoting the democratic participation of immigrants. Immigrants are informed nationally-funded immigrant associations and one-stop-shop services, consulted by Foreigners' Policy Committees and able to vote, but not stand, in local and regional elections. Korea is one of the MIPEX countries denying foreign citizens the right to join political parties.

- **Permanent residence:** *Slightly favourable:* Eligible immigrants can become permanent residents after 5 years, as in most European countries. As of 2018, immigrants in Korea must be able to complete the social integration program or pass the comprehensive evaluation as part of their application for permanent residence.

- **Access to nationality:** *Halfway favourable:* Korea's halfway favourable policies are slightly out-of-touch and inconsistent with its new reality as a country of immigration. Unlike traditional destination countries and the average EU country, Korea have not yet followed international reform trends in new countries of immigration to open up citizenship entitlements for children and dual nationality for all naturalising foreigners.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Halfway favourable:* Discrimination protections in Korea are still rather weakly defined and enforced. Compared to Japan, Korea's definition of discrimination is stronger; however, the mechanisms to enforce the law are just as weak in Japan and Korea, far below the standards in most countries.
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Latvia, 2019

**Rank:** Equality on paper  
**MIPEX Score:** 37

### KEY FINDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour Market Mobility</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Reunion</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Participation</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access To Nationality</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-discrimination</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Changes in policy

Over the past five years, Latvia has improved its integration policies by granting more equal opportunities and basic rights to health and citizenship. In 2019, a law on citizenship for non-citizens immigrant children was
approved. The children of non-citizens immigrants will automatically be entitled to Latvian citizenship by birth. More research and language facilities should be available in the health system, while the asylum seekers should be eligible for minimum health care support. Similarly to most MIPEX countries – which improved by +2 points on average –, Latvian integration policies improved by +3 points from 2014 to 2019. Latvian integration policies have continuously improved on MIPEX since 2007.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Citizenship for immigrant children (birthright and socialisation).
- Conditions for asylum-seekers to access healthcare.
- Administrative discretion and documentation for asylum-seekers to access healthcare.
- Cost/availability of interpreters for healthcare
- Support for research on migrant health

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

![Graph showing MIPEX scores for Latvia from 2007 to 2019.](image)

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Despite this recent progress, Latvia scores 37/100, which means that Latvia integration policies create more obstacles than opportunities for integration. Latvia's score is lower than the average score of MIPEX country (50). Latvia employs an approach to integration that promotes equality on paper, as it focuses mainly on access to rights and long-term settlement. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Latvia enjoy basic rights and protection, but not equal opportunities. Despite the fact that Latvia has invested in access to rights and opportunities over the last five years, Latvia is weaker than the average in MIPEX on all the three dimensions. Policies in Latvia are far to offer equal opportunities to migrants.

Without greater support on all three dimensions (rights, opportunities and long-term security), immigrants will remain invisible in public life and the Latvian public will also continue to see immigrants more as threats than as opportunities. Almost half of the population in Latvia thinks that immigration and immigrants are a problem for the society. The weak education policies may also explain the low number of migrants with tertiary education, one of the lowest in the EU. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society. Under these inclusive policies, both immigrants and the public are more likely to interact together and think of each other as equals.

Latvia’s integration policies are below the average for Europe, and they are less advanced than in other countries in Central and Eastern Europe (e.g., Czechia and Estonia) and in countries employing a similar approach to integration (e.g., Slovenia and Hungary). Latvia’s policies are ranked lower than the other new EU member states
(EU13) and similar to policies in Croatia, Lithuania and Slovakia. In contrast, policies are more advanced in Estonia and Poland.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Migrant workers can improve their skills and job prospects with equal access to education, training and study grants, but they have only partial equal access to employment.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Latvia’s family reunion policies are more discretionary than in most countries, with relatively few non-EU families able to reunite in the country.

- **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Latvian schools lack much of the basic infrastructure to welcome newcomer pupils in terms of their access, needs, new opportunities and a broader approach to intercultural education.

- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Basic healthcare entitlements are missing for temporary residents and undocumented migrants, while permanent residents and, since 2018, asylum seekers get access to them. Migrant patients benefit from a limited support, although interpretation services are now available free of charge.

- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: A major area of weakness across Central Europe, immigrant groups in Latvia has no right to vote (including in local elections) and no chance to be consulted through a national integration forum.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: Non-EU residents can settle long-term, but would benefit from more flexible requirements and more secure status.

- **Access to nationality**: *Slightly unfavourable*: The restrictive requirements bar many immigrants from acquiring the nationality. However, the new law in 2019 improved the situation for Latvian-born children by establishing that non-citizens Latvian-born residents are automatically entitled to Latvian citizenship.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Slightly favourable*: Potential victims of discrimination benefit from the enforcement mechanisms and the mandate of the Latvian equality body that are quite well developed. However, citizenship as a ground of discrimination is not explicitly mentioned.

### Top 5 Policy Recommendations from Providus

- Improve migrant labor market mobility by providing institutionalized, systematic and targeted services to all migrants, also migrants with temporary residence permits, and develop employment support services for migrant women and youth.

- Improve the family reunification system by awarding family members the same type of residence permit as their sponsors.

- Improve migrant education by developing institutionalized, systematic and targeted support for Latvian language acquisition and the assessment of the needs of migrant pupils, providing Latvian language training to university students and developing intercultural competencies of teachers.

- Improve migrant access to health care by engaging migrants in service evaluation and design, and by providing health care services to undocumented migrants.

- Make permanent residence more secure by lifting the requirement to register one’s permanent residence permit every five years, instead renewing it automatically if no changes or offences, and by allowing any income source as legitimate for acquiring permanent residence.

- Improve migrant political participation by allowing third country nationals to vote in local elections, and by implementing regular, formal consultations with migrants to take into account their needs and interests.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 40 of 52
Score: 33

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 39 of 52
Score: 47

EDUCATION
Rank: 38 of 52
Score: 26

HEALTH
Rank: 39 of 52
Score: 31

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 31 of 52
Score: 20

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 44 of 52
Score: 46

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 44 of 52
Score: 24

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 29 of 52
Score: 67
LITHUANIA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 37

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 52
Family Reunion: 43
Education: 43
Health: 31
Political Participation: 5
Permanent Residence: 52
Access To Nationality: 22
Anti-discrimination: 51

Changes in policy
Over the past five years, newcomers to Lithuania can benefit from a few more opportunities for integration and a slightly more secure future in the country. These opportunities emerged in the labour market, education and
health system. The 2018-2020 Action Plan on Integration pays more attention to the needs of migrant women (e.g., training on the rights of women and children in Lithuania; possibilities for reconciling work and studies with family needs, and violence in the family and their rights and support to victims). Within the health system, several projects over the past five years have gotten migrants more involved in providing information and services. Thanks to these changes, Lithuania’s integration policies improved by +4 points from 2014 to 2019, compared to only +2 points on average for the 52 MIPEX countries.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Recognition of academic qualifications
- Economic integration measures of youth and women
- Educational guidance at all level
- Measures to address educational situation of migrant groups
- Administrative discretion and documentation for asylum-seekers to access the health system
- Involvement of migrants in information provision, service design and delivery

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

### Conclusions and recommendations

Despite this recent progress, Lithuania still scores only 37/100, which means that Lithuania’s integration policies create more obstacles than opportunities for integration. Lithuania’s score is lower than the average MIPEX country score of 50/100.

Lithuania’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “Equality on Paper”. While immigrants enjoy basic rights and protection in Lithuania, they do not enjoy equal opportunities to participate in society. Lithuania’s approach is similar to most Central and Eastern European countries. Despite the fact that Lithuania has improved the opportunities and security for immigrants over the last five years, Lithuania’s integration policies are weaker on all three dimensions than the average MIPEX country.

A country’s approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Lithuania’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as strangers instead of as their equals. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Many obstacles emerge for immigrants in Lithuania in several areas, especially in areas like health, political participation and access to nationality. Without greater support, immigrants will remain invisible in public life and
the Lithuanian public will also continue to see immigrants more as threats than as opportunities. Restrictive policies like Lithuania’s can create a ‘vicious circle’ of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants.

Lithuania’s integration policies are below average in Europe and even slightly below average compared to other Central and Eastern European countries. For example, its policies are less advanced than Central and Eastern European countries with a more comprehensive approach (Czechia and Estonia). Lithuania’s policies seem most similar to policies in Croatia, Latvia and Slovakia.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Newcomers looking to improve their skills and job prospects face several obstacles to access employment, education, training and study grants.
- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Under Lithuania combines inclusive definitions with conditions for family reunification with highly discretionary procedures, a typical problem across Central Europe.
- **Education**: *Halfway favourable*: While foreign pupils are starting to benefit from targeted support, they still face difficulties in accessing different levels and tracks in the education system.
- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: While recent projects have helped more migrants get involved in providing information and services, entitlements and information for migrant patients are still more limited in Lithuania than in most countries.
- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: A major area of weakness across Central Europe, political participation is limited in Lithuania to local voting rights for permanent residents, as more structural policies are required to inform, consult and support immigrants in civil society.
- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: One of Lithuania’s few areas of strength due to EU law, non-EU citizens in Lithuania may still be uncertain about their chances to pass the language/integration requirement and the discretionary procedure, more so than in most countries.
- **Access to nationality**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Ordinary immigrants must wait a long time (10 years) and prepare on their own to become citizens in Lithuania, given the restrictive naturalisation requirements. Lithuania has yet to follow the international reform trends to facilitate the residence requirement (5-7 years), full dual nationality and citizenship entitlements for all Lithuanian-born or educated children.
- **Anti-discrimination**: *Halfway favourable*: Despite a strong equality body, discrimination awareness and reporting are depressed by Lithuania’s relatively weak and uneven laws and enforcement mechanisms to access justice for victims of racial, ethnic, religious or nationality discrimination.

**Policy Recommendations from the Diversity Development Group**

- Improve mobility of migrant workers within the local labour market. Systematic support for migrant workers should be provided by taking into account their specific needs and by ensuring equal access to public employment services and support measures for all migrants without regard to their legal status.
- Increase family reunion rate for non-EU citizens, particularly migrant workers and other migrants who hold temporary residence permit. Ensure autonomous residence permit for partners and children in case of family breakups.
- Improve migrant civic and political participation by implementing regular and formal consultations with migrants on local and national level to take into account their needs and interests.
- Follow the international reform trends to facilitate the residence requirement (5-7 years), full dual nationality and citizenship entitlements for all Lithuanian-born or educated children whose parents are not Lithuanian citizens.
- Expand healthcare coverage entitlements for non-EU residents by providing information for migrant patients about their entitlements in various languages and by adapting healthcare services to the needs of migrants (e.g., regularly inform healthcare providers about these entitlements; apply various interpretation methods, etc.).
To improve basic infrastructure to welcome newcomer pupils in schools across the country by providing resources to address their specific needs beyond basic language learning.

**POLICIES - SUMMARY**

**LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY**
- Rank: 24 of 52
- Score: 52

**FAMILY REUNION**
- Rank: 42 of 52
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**EDUCATION**
- Rank: 22 of 52
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**POLITICAL PARTICIPATION**
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Luxembourg, 2019

**Rank:** Comprehensive  
**MIPEX Score:** 64

**KEY FINDINGS**

Labour Market Mobility: 35  
Family Reunion: 52  
Education: 64  
Health: 46  
Political Participation: 85  
Permanent Residence: 58  
Access To Nationality: 79  
Anti-discrimination: 89

**Changes in policy**

Over the past five years, the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points on the 100-point MIPEX scale. In contrast, Luxembourg led the European Union with the greatest improvements in its integration policies, with +10
points. Luxembourg developed a much more comprehensive approach to integration by securing basic rights for foreign and national citizens. All legal residents of Luxembourg now enjoy the right to protection from discrimination based on nationality and the right to birth-right citizenship (jus soli) for the second generation. In addition, immigrant adults should feel slightly more secure in their right to family life and their path to naturalisation, while their children should benefit from greater support to access higher education opportunities. These new policies build on decades-long reform trends which MIPEX has followed as Luxembourg recognises itself as a permanent country of immigration. The previous MIPEX edition was published after the failed 2015 national voting rights referendum and several of its recommendations were taken up: to reform the Nationality Law to recognise long-settled residents and reward efforts at learning Luxembourgish, expand anti-discrimination laws to prohibit nationality discrimination and to mainstream equal rights in different areas of life.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Residence period for family reunification
- Access to higher education
- Residence conditions for ordinary naturalisation
- Citizenship for immigrant children
- Naturalisation language requirement
- Definitions of discrimination
- Fields of discrimination law
- Discrimination protection in employment
- Discrimination protection in education
- Discrimination protection in social protection
- Discrimination protection in goods & services
- Mandate of specialised body

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:

- None

Conclusions and recommendations

As a result of these major reforms, Luxembourg's integration policies shifted from halfway favourable (54/100) to slightly favourable (64/100) for societal integration. Traditionally, Luxembourg suffered from one of lowest naturalisation rates in Europe and the largest democratic deficit of any developed democracy, comparable only to Singapore. These reforms are likely to have long-term positive impacts on public attitudes and awareness about immigration and discrimination as well as Luxembourg's levels of naturalisation, political participation, common
sense of belonging and trust.

Integration is in many ways the reality for the many long-settled immigrants in this small, wealthy, multilingual country, with many positive attitudes, interactions and integration outcomes reported for immigrants and Luxembourg citizens. Still, a few inequalities do persist. The greatest gaps emerge in employment (under-representation in public sector and gaps in income, poverty and skills in Luxembourgish compared to French and German), education (school concentration of immigrant pupils, languages and education pathways), long-term security (permanent residence or naturalisation) and discrimination awareness and reporting. These inequalities can be partly explained by gaps and obstacles in Luxembourg’s integration policies in areas like labour market mobility, education, family reunification and permanent residence.

Luxembourg’s comprehensive approach is not yet fully favourable for integration. Favourably, all residents of Luxembourg, regardless of their nationality, now enjoy largely the same basic rights. Still, Luxembourg only goes halfway to secure equal opportunities and long-term security for both foreign and Luxembourg citizens. These policies encourage the public to see immigrants as their equals, but not necessarily as their neighbours and their fellow citizens.

Luxembourg’s current policies are slightly above-average for the EU and for Western Europe (EU15). Its areas of strength and weakness are most similar to neighbouring Belgium and to Ireland, both countries with a comprehensive approach and large number of both EU and non-EU citizens. To improve its areas of weakness, Luxembourg can look within Europe to good practices from Belgium, the Nordics and Portugal. With a few improvements, Luxembourg could enter the MIPEX International ‘Top Ten’ on integration, where immigrants and citizens enjoy equal rights, opportunities and security and the public is encouraged to treat immigrants as their equals, neighbours and fellow citizens.

A country’s integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Non-EU newcomers enjoy less access and less support to improve their job prospects, professional and language skills in Luxembourg than in most EU or Western European countries.
- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Luxembourg has become slightly ‘family-friendly’ for non-EU families, removing the 1-year waiting period, in line with EU trends. However, obstacles to integration still emerge in the procedures, security and rights for reuniting families.
- **Education**: *Slightly favourable*: Slightly above-average for Western Europe, Luxembourg offers targets immigrant pupils’ specific needs and advocates an intercultural approach for all pupils. But with the largest number of 1st/2nd generation pupils of all developed democracies, Luxembourg has an especially large task ahead to promote equal opportunities at all levels, encourage mixed schools, language learning, multilingualism and diversity within the teaching sector.
- **Health**: *Halfway favourable*: While immigrant patients benefit from inclusive healthcare entitlements and intercultural interpreters, Luxembourg’s average policies could benefit from greater involvement of immigrants in service design and delivery and greater mainstreaming in all health policies.
- **Political participation**: *Favourable*: With foreign citizens constituting a near-majority of its population, Luxembourg does more than most countries to facilitate their political participation through local voting rights, ad hoc campaigns, strong consultative bodies and funding for immigrant associations. These policies are ranked #2 on MIPEX, alongside Ireland and New Zealand, and score 85/100. Luxembourg’s policies would be fully favourable with small changes in the voter registration procedure. Turnout among foreign citizens could be as high as in Nordic countries if voter registration was quasi-automatic and ongoing, from a newcomer’s first day in Luxembourg up until a few days before the election. These changes can be compatible with EU law and Luxembourg’s obligatory voting system.
- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: The path to permanent residence in Luxembourg is average for Western Europe but more complicated than in countries like Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Spain and Nordics. The
way Luxembourg transposed its EU obligations in 2008 provided fewer groups with greater rights but still limited security.

- **Access to nationality:** Slightly favourable: Immigrants’ access to nationality improved from halfway to slightly favourable, which may start to raise Luxembourg's traditionally low naturalisation and political participation rates. While the 2008 reform secured the path to dual nationality, the 8 March 2017 Nationality Law followed MIPEX recommendations and international trends. The wait for the first-generation is lowered from 7-to-5 years and their efforts are rewarded for learning Luxembourgish. The right to citizenship was regained by spouses and extended from the third- to the second-generation. Luxembourg's policies are now comparable to many Western European countries and only more restrictive on a few points than the traditional destination countries (the Americas, Australia, New Zealand), Ireland, Portugal or Sweden.

- **Anti-discrimination:** Favourable: The greatest improvement to Luxembourg's integration policies was its stronger non-discrimination approach thanks to the 7 November 2017 law. Luxembourg's anti-discrimination policies improved from slightly to fully favourable because protection now extends to all victims of nationality discrimination – whether Luxembourg, mobile EU or non-EU citizens. These improvements to Luxembourg's laws and enforcement mechanisms may help to improve Luxembourg's traditionally low levels to discrimination awareness and reporting on nationality, racial, ethnic and religious discrimination. Its policies are now comparable to Western European and traditional destination countries, although practitioners could still learn from their more extensive experiences, practices and positive actions.

**Policy Recommendations from ASTI**

- Concerning access to social security, it would be crucial to have a standard and to define whether it is compulsory to have a residence permit or if a proof of living in Luxembourg is enough to apply for social security.
- Introduction of a temporary residence permit for the purpose of seeking work; Luxembourg should be inspired by the recent example of Germany, which amended its legislation to allow skilled workers (persons with a higher education diploma or a qualified vocational training of at least two years) to obtain a temporary residence permit to enable them to seek work.
- Offering the possibility for people legally residing for a long period in another EU Member State to obtain a residence and work permit in Luxembourg, without having to pass the market test.
- For non-EU citizens, the 12 months residency and work delay is too long for a family reunification demand, as well as the waiting period of 9 months for the answer. The housing criteria for the family have to be better specified: the number of bedrooms, the size of the house, etc.
- For both non-EU and EU citizens the definition of “dependency” concerning parents or children above 21 in relation to family reunification, is not clear, since it is difficult to evaluate the exact amounts of money the person in Luxembourg has to have sent to his family member in order to prove it.
- ASTI supports the demand by several Luxembourg civil society organisations for the creation of an universal health coverage. This would pursue three interrelated objectives of universal coverage: Equitable access to health services - all those who need health services, whatever their financial means, should be able to access them; quality - health services must be of sufficient quality to improve the health of those who receive them;; financial protection - the cost of care must not expose users to financial hardship.
- There is a need to promote access to all types of participation in a country where 48% of residents are foreigners - voting in legislative elections, according to the criterion of residence, should be possible for all migrants in Luxembourg in order to allow real democratic participation of all residents.
- To obtain a long-term residency permit, the non-EU citizen has to prove 5 years residency and work in Luxembourg before he can apply. If he stopped working, even for a short period, the long-term residency permit can be denied (except for some specific reasons like health, pregnancy or studies).
- The waiting period of 6 months to obtain an answer from the authorities is too long.
- The law having been reformed in 2017 allows wider access to Luxembourg nationality by introducing, among other things, jus soli for the second generation. Nevertheless, Luxembourg is struggling to enshrine the pure
and simple jus solis.

- The Equal Treatment Centre CET should have the possibility to take legal action in cases of discrimination. Its resources should be strengthened in order to improve the work against all forms of discrimination. Luxembourg should also set up a monitoring body, e.g. an observatory on racism, antisemitism and xenophobia.

**POLICIES - SUMMARY**

**LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY**

- Rank: 39 of 52
- Score: 35

**FAMILY REUNION**

- Rank: 34 of 52
- Score: 52

**EDUCATION**

- Rank: 12 of 52
- Score: 64

**HEALTH**

- Rank: 29 of 52
- Score: 46

**POLITICAL PARTICIPATION**

- Rank: 2 of 52
- Score: 85

**PERMANENT RESIDENCE**

- Rank: 27 of 52
- Score: 58

**ACCESS TO NATIONALITY**

- Rank: 8 of 52
- Score: 79

**ANTI-DISCRIMINATION**

- Rank: 16 of 52
- Score: 89
From 2014 to 2019, immigrants witnessed major improvements in Malta’s integration policies, which improved by +5 points, more than in most MIPEX countries (+2 points on average). Malta started to address its main weakness...
on equal opportunities and security for immigrants across different areas of life, from the labour market to education and political participation. Most significantly, Malta started to inform immigrants about their rights, consult them to make integration policies (as part of the Integration Strategy and Action Plan which runs up until the end of 2020) and improved the support for immigrant children at school.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Economic integration measures of TCNs
- Educational guidance at all level
- Measures to address educational situation of migrant groups
- Strength of national consultive body
- Active information policy

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Malta scores 48 on the 100-point MIPEX scale, similar to the average MIPEX country (50). As Malta only recently started to address integration, Malta's integration policies still create as many obstacles as opportunities for integration. Malta is trying to promote a comprehensive approach to integration, but only goes halfway to actually guarantee equal rights, opportunities and security for immigrants. Immigrants have greater obstacles to access basic rights, opportunities and security in Malta than in other countries with comprehensive policies.

Malta's policies matter because they influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Malta’s current policies do not encourage the public to see immigrants as their neighbours, equals and fellow citizens.

Many obstacles emerge for immigrants in Malta to reunite with their families, settle long-term, achieve at school and participate in public life. Malta needs family reunification and permanent residence policies in line with EU trends that would allow legal residents to reunite their families and settle long-term. A more comprehensive policy and support for migrant education can help immigrant children to achieve, feel safe at school and progress on to higher education.

The fact that Malta denies immigrants the opportunity to be heard by politicians means that they are not able to vote, but also to contribute to improving public life and attitudes. Its bureaucratic and discretionary path to citizenship is the main factor depressing its naturalisation rate. All of these weaknesses make newcomers and
locals less likely to develop relationships, positive attitudes about each other and a common sense of belonging, trust and civic participation.

Compared to other destinations in the Mediterranean, Malta’s integration policies are weaker than Italy, Portugal and Spain’s but more advanced than Cyprus and Turkey’s. Malta’s comprehensive but minimum approach is similar to Czechia and Estonia.

- **Labour market mobility:** *Halfway favourable:* The labour market regulations are only halfway favourable for non-EU residents to contribute to the economy. Non-EU nationals in Malta cannot quickly or easily change jobs or benefit from the same general support and benefits that Maltese citizens use to pursue jobs and training.

- **Family reunification:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Non-EU citizens were less likely to reunite with family in Malta than in most European countries, because of its long-delayed, restrictive and discretionary policy. Only Cyprus, Denmark, the Netherlands and UK are more restrictive.

- **Education:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Maltese education policies improved over the last years thanks to increased support for migrant children at school. But more could be done to promote intercultural education and diversity at school and remove obstacles to higher education.

- **Health:** *Halfway favourable:* For migrant groups eligible for ‘free’ healthcare or who are able to pay for healthcare, some services are slowly becoming more accessible and responsive to their specific health needs. But for the rest, healthcare entitlements are more unclear and discretionary in Malta than almost anywhere else.

- **Political participation:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Following other Mediterranean countries, Malta has now started to inform and consult immigrant communities. However, non-Maltese citizens have still no right to vote.

- **Permanent residence:** *Halfway favourable:* Immigrants have greater obstacles to settle long-term in Malta than in most other MIPEX countries, because of Malta’s restrictive language and economic requirements, discretionary procedures and unsecure status (e.g., in terms of duration and renewal).

- **Access to nationality:** *Slightly favourable:* Malta has not updated its citizenship policy to reflect its transformation from a country of emigration to immigration. Malta’s short and simple naturalisation requirements on paper are highly discretionary in practice, without citizenship entitlements for children born or raised in Malta.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Slightly favourable:* Catching up with EU-wide trends, Malta adopted more comprehensive laws since 2012. Residents can better challenge discrimination, but not nationality discrimination, unlike in the majority of MIPEX countries. Stronger equality bodies and policies are needed to better inform and target immigrant victims of discrimination.

**Policy Recommendations from People for Change**

- Ensure effective evaluation of the current Integration Strategy and Action Plan, and launch a new policy cover 2021 and beyond.

- Ensure the sustainability of existing measures and Programmes such as the I Belong Programme.

- Address specific needs of vulnerable groups to access and integration and residence policies.

- Improve access to higher education for third country nationals, (including particular measures to support those with limited financial means), as well as improving the recognition of existing qualifications and skills.

- Increase civic and political participation and visibility of non-EU citizens through greater support for migrant community organisation

- Increase immigrants’ and mainstream service providers’ awareness of immigrants’ rights to access services and access to justice.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 28 of 52
Score: 48

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 47 of 52
Score: 36

EDUCATION
Rank: 27 of 52
Score: 40

HEALTH
Rank: 24 of 52
Score: 56

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 22 of 52
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PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 44 of 52
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ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 15 of 52
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ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 34 of 52
Score: 63
**MEXICO**

**Rank:** Equality on paper  
**MIPEX Score:** 51

**KEY FINDINGS**

Labour Market Mobility: 54  
Family Reunion: 66  
Education: 29  
Health: 42  
Political Participation: 25  
Permanent Residence: 90  
Access To Nationality: 38  
Anti-discrimination: 67

**Changes in policy**

While most countries, including Brazil and Chile, have improved their integration policies over the past five years, Mexico did not follow these international reform trends. Instead, Mexico lost -1 point overall because of increased
administrative obstacles for immigrants to access healthcare.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Administrative discretion and documentation for legal migrants
- Administrative discretion and documentation for asylum-seekers
- Administrative discretion and documentation for undocumented migrants

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Immigrants to Mexico experience halfway favourable integration policies, typical of the average MIPEX country. Mexico scores 51/100, like the MIPEX average country (50). Immigrants in Mexico encounter as many obstacles as opportunities to integrate.

Mexico's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘equality on paper’ only. As in Argentina and Chile, immigrants in Mexico enjoy basic rights and long-term security, but they do not enjoy equal opportunities. Although immigrants in Mexico enjoy overall halfway favourable policies, major obstacles emerge for immigrants in education and political participation.

A country's approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Mexico's halfway favourable ‘Equality on Paper’ policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equals and potential citizens, but also to see them as strangers. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

Compared to the other MIPEX countries, Mexico's integration policies are most similar to Chile's. Interestingly, public attitudes are much more positive towards immigrants under the more inclusive policies in the other higher-scoring MIPEX countries in the Americas (Argentina, Brazil, Canada and the US).

- **Labour market mobility:** *Halfway favourable*: Labour market participation and employment issues emerge for immigrants in Mexico. Immigrants benefit from little general and no targeted support, while those on
temporary work permits do not enjoy full and immediate access to the labour market.

- **Family reunification:** *Slightly favourable:* Immigrants face few legal but several administrative obstacles to reunite and settle with their family, with many vague grounds for rejection and no right to autonomous residence.

- **Education:** *Slightly unfavourable:* One of Mexico's weaknesses, the Mexican education system does not offer support to schools to function as a motor for the integration of immigrant pupils, without targeted measures for immigrant pupils, intercultural education or support to access higher education or intercultural curriculum.

- **Health:** *Halfway favourable:* Immigrants face additional administrative burdens and limited support that undermine their access to health services.

- **Political participation:** *Slightly unfavourable:* While immigrant organisations are funded and consulted ad-hoc, ordinary immigrants are not able to vote, join political parties or be informed about opportunities to participate. Political participation policies are more developed in most MIPEX countries, including those in the Americas.

- **Permanent residence:** *Favourable:* Ranking #5, immigrants with basic economic resources can become permanent residents after four years and enjoy a relatively secure status and equal rights with national citizens.

- **Access to nationality:** *Slightly unfavourable:* While their Mexican-born children automatically become citizens, their foreign-born parents face discretionary language, integration and dual nationality requirements. The path to naturalisation is more complicated in Mexico than in most MIPEX countries, including those in the Americas.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Slightly favourable:* With protections weaker than most countries in the Americas or the European Union potential victims in Mexico are explicitly protected and supported in cases of racial/ethnic, religious but not nationality discrimination and immigrants are not specifically targeted by the existing awareness and positive action measures against discrimination.
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MOLDOVA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 47

Moldova, 2019

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 48
Family Reunion: 61
Education: 19
Health: 36
Political Participation: 15
Permanent Residence: 69
Access To Nationality: 42
Anti-discrimination: 84

Changes in policy
From 2014 to 2019, the average country increased its score by +2 points on the MIPEX integration scale. By contrast, Moldova saw an increase of +8 points. While its conditions for integration were defined as “slightly
unfavourable” in 2014, Moldova now has halfway favourable integration policies. Immigrants in Moldova now enjoy greater opportunity and face a more secure future, but endure a slightly higher number of obstacles when it comes to accessing basic rights. Moldova has introduced changes to policies relating to family reunification, political participation, permanent residence and access to nationality. Immigrants enjoy increased opportunity for political participation, with more access to information as well as consultation at the national level. Permanent residents now have equal access to social security and assistance, and can also stay outside the country for longer than a year. As far as access to nationality is concerned, while naturalised immigrants can keep their previous nationality there have been changes to the rules for children. Those born in Moldova to non-Moldovan citizens will now only acquire nationality if at least one parent is a legal resident at the moment of the child’s birth.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Right to autonomous residence permit for partners and children
- Active policy of information on political participation
- Strength of national consultive body
- Periods of absence allowed
- Access to social security and assistance
- Dual citizenship

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Citizenship for immigrant children (birthright and socialisation)

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Immigrants face slightly more obstacles than opportunities for societal integration in Moldova, which scores 47 on the 100-point MIPEX scale. Moldova’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “equality on paper” only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Moldova enjoy basic rights and halfway favourable long-term security, but do not enjoy equal opportunities. Major obstacles emerge in relation to their education, health and political participation.

A country’s approach to integration matters because integration policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The ways in which governments treat immigrants affect the ways in which immigrants and the public interact with each other. Integration policy is one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Moldova’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equals. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX...
countries treat immigrants not only as equals, but also as neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

Moldova’s integration policies score slightly below EU countries but above new European countries (EU13, 41/100). Moldova adopts policies similar to those of Bulgaria and Hungary, although overall these two countries score less favourably. The Moldovan approach is also similar to that of Romania, which has slightly more favourable policies.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Permanent residents and those with family reunion permits in Moldova have immediate, equal access to employment, and all immigrants can access self-employment. However, immigrant workers receive little general and no targeted support in the improvement of their professional skills or opportunities.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: Sponsors can request family reunification for their close family members with few additional requirements, and have the possibility of being granted autonomous residence permits in fewer than 5 years.

- **Education**: *Unfavourable*: Immigrant pupils have implicit access to education but receive little support and no targeted measures to meet their specific needs.

- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants in Moldova can access the healthcare system under some conditions, and this access is subject to administrative discretion. Immigrants do receive information on healthcare but in general there is little support available for specific health needs.

- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: Most immigrants are denied the opportunity to participate in public life in Moldova, as foreign citizens have no right to vote. However, since 2015, immigrants receive more information on their political and social rights and are consulted at the national level.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: Certain residency, language and economic conditions must be met by foreign nationals before they can be given a permanent residence permit, which grants them a secure status and equal access to social security and other social rights.

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: The path to Moldovan citizenship is long and burdensome, with restrictive language and economic requirements. Moldova has followed international trends on dual nationality in terms of the naturalisation of adults and citizenship entitlements for children.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: Victims of ethnicity/race, religion or nationality-based discrimination in Moldova are supported by the law in all areas of social life, with strong enforcement mechanisms but a still weak equality body.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET
MOBILITY
Rank: 28 of 52
Score: 48

FAMILY
REUNION
Rank: 22 of 52
Score: 61

EDUCATION
Rank: 44 of 52
Score: 19

HEALTH
Rank: 36 of 52
Score: 36

POLITICAL
PARTICIPATION
Rank: 37 of 52
Score: 15

PERMANENT
RESIDENCE
Rank: 17 of 52
Score: 69

ACCESS TO
NATIONALITY
Rank: 30 of 52
Score: 42

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 22 of 52
Score: 84
NETHERLANDS

Rank: Temporary
MIPEX Score: 57

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 65
Family Reunion: 31
Education: 57
Health: 65
Political Participation: 50
Permanent Residence: 52
Access To Nationality: 55
Anti-discrimination: 85

Changes in policy
Over the past five years policies in the Netherlands have changed little for immigrants, leading to no change in the score since 2014. In contrast, the average MIPEX country increased its score by +2 points from 2014 to 2019. In
2019 the national government started the programme ‘Verdere integratie op de arbeidsmarkt’, which aims to promote labour market positioning of migrant youth (especially 2nd generation immigrants). Furthermore, as of December 2019, access to care for adult asylum seekers during the first two months of reception is limited to care that is medically necessary and cannot be postponed.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Economic integration measures of youth and women

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Conditions for asylum-seekers to access health care

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Scoring 57 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, immigrants in the Netherlands enjoy more opportunities than obstacles in their integration, under halfway favourable policies. Dutch integration policies score above the average EU country and similarly to Western European (EU15)/OECD countries.

The Netherlands’ approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “Temporary Integration”, like France, Italy, Germany and the United Kingdom. The Netherlands has more developed policies than Austria, Denmark and Switzerland, which have a similar approach but go only halfway towards providing immigrants with equal opportunities.

Foreign citizens in the Netherlands can benefit from access to basic rights and halfway favourable policies on equal opportunities, but do not enjoy the long-term security to settle permanently, invest in integration and participate as full citizens. The Dutch “Temporary Integration” approach encourages the public to see immigrants as equals but as foreigners as well. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

A country’s integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility: slightly favourable:** Non-EU newcomers can work in all public and private sector jobs. Long-term residents and family migrants enjoy equal access to education, training and study grants. Most recently, a national programme was initiated aiming to promote labour market positioning of migrant youth. However, migrants in the Netherlands still face some obstacles when it comes to receiving targeted support.
Family reunification: slightly unfavourable: Immigrants in the Netherlands continue to face obstacles in attempting to reunite with their families, due to slightly unfavourable policies that have persisted over the years. Families meeting the legal requirements are only slightly secure in their future in the country.

Education: halfway favourable: Immigrants pupils can access compulsory and non-compulsory education in the Netherlands, regardless of legal status. Schools still receive basic funding and training to target immigrant pupils’ specific learning needs though standards vary across schools and cities.

Health: slightly favourable: Immigrants enjoy slightly inclusive healthcare entitlements but only average policies to help them access these entitlements, as well as to help mainstream providers become more responsive to their specific needs. Legal migrants and asylum-seekers receive basic information to entitlements through many means. However, relevant information may not reach all patients or staff, especially regarding entitlements for undocumented migrants. This may discourage access to entitlements in practice.

Political participation: halfway favourable: Non-EU citizens in the Netherlands can vote and stand in local elections. With little to no support from consultive bodies, conditions for dialogue are unfavourable and immigrants have limited opportunities to inform and improve the policies that affect them most.

Permanent residence: halfway favourable: Immigrants becoming long-term residents are halfway secure in their future in the Netherlands, with some difficulties that make the process strenuous. After 5 years, immigrants are allowed to apply for long-term residence. A path to long-term residence is denied for several categories of temporary residents, such as seasonal workers and those with medical permits, study/exchange permits and certain family permits.

Access to nationality: halfway favourable: Immigrants wanting to become Dutch citizens face a relatively clear path to citizenship similar to most countries of immigration, but dual nationality is allowed as an exception, unlike in most other countries. The language and integration requirements may discourage immigrants from naturalising rather than encourage them to learn the language and the country’s core civic values.

Anti-discrimination: favourable: Everyone in the Netherlands is protected against ethnic, racial, religious and nationality discrimination in all areas of life except social protection, where gaps emerge in the Dutch law. Additionally, the mechanisms in place to enforce the law are some of the strongest among developed democracies.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 12 of 52
Score: 65

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 50 of 52
Score: 31

EDUCATION
Rank: 14 of 52
Score: 57

HEALTH
Rank: 17 of 52
Score: 65

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 16 of 52
Score: 50

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 36 of 52
Score: 52

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 18 of 52
Score: 55

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 19 of 52
Score: 85
**NEW ZEALAND**

**Rank:** Comprehensive (Top10)  
**MIPEX Score:** 77

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 59  
- Family Reunion: 74  
- Education: 76  
- Health: 83  
- Political Participation: 85  
- Permanent Residence: 63  
- Access To Nationality: 92  
- Anti-discrimination: 88

**Changes in policy**

Newcomers continue to enjoy New Zealand's comprehensive and slightly favourable approach to settlement, with
no major changes over the past five years. The government has yet to undo the restrictive definition of the family that led New Zealand to drop 6 points on family reunification policies in 2012. As a result of these restrictions on adult children and parents, MIPEX observed that New Zealand no longer provided a favourable basis for the long-term settlement of newcomers living in extended families.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- None

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- None

New Zealand benefits from its well-developed comprehensive approach to integration. New Zealand is one of the leading countries in the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’, scoring 77 on the MIPEX 100-point scale. In the Top Ten MIPEX countries, integration works well as a two-way process, as citizens and newcomers generally enjoy equal rights, opportunities and security.

Among the traditional destination countries, New Zealand leads alongside Canada and ahead of Australia and the US. Compared to all other developed countries, New Zealand’s integration policies are above average and slightly or full favourable in nearly all areas of life.

For example, newcomers to New Zealand benefit from a clear and favourable path to political participation, citizenship, non-discrimination and health equity. Many immigrants and their families are eligible to arrive as or later become permanent residents and then full citizens. Already after one year of permanent residence, they can also vote in all elections in this inclusive democracy and confident country of immigration. Newcomers and immigrant communities receive support in many areas of life from language learning to education, health, citizenship and voting. New Zealand’s policies are one of the main factors driving its traditionally high levels of political participation, naturalisation, belonging and public acceptance.

To improve, New Zealand can still be more inclusive of newcomers, more ambitious on multiculturalism and more effective in access to services. Newcomer migrants, especially temporary residents, face delays to access general job, training and social support. New Zealand’s standards on multiculturalism and non-discrimination could be better targeted to the needs of immigrant communities.

New Zealand’s comprehensive approach to integration matters because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping this two-way process: not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also
immigrants' own attitudes and integration outcomes.

For public opinion, granting equal rights, opportunities and security encourages the public to see integration as an opportunity and to treat immigrants as their equals, neighbours and potential citizens. Under inclusive policies like New Zealand's, both immigrants and the public are more likely to interact together and feel comfortable with each other as equals.

For immigrants, a country's approach to integration also shapes how well immigrants think and feel about their new home country. Integration policies are also one of strongest factors shaping immigrants' own attitudes, sense of belonging, political participation and even their health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Halfway favourable*: Immigrant workers and their families who move to New Zealand do not all immediately enjoy the same access, general support, and rights as native workers. Newcomers looking for jobs or training can benefit from targeted support, but limited general support and benefits, which may delay their full integration on the labour market in New Zealand.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly favourable*: Immigrants' chances to start their life in New Zealand with their family are only slightly favourable and less attractive than in Canada. Reunited families in New Zealand enjoy equal rights as their sponsor and a relatively short and secure path to permanent residence (two years). Since 2012, sponsors who need to reunite with their dependent adult children or parents are expected to live up to standards that many national families could not, such as higher incomes and no need for social benefits.

- **Education**: *Slightly favourable*: New Zealand goes a long way to assist immigrant pupils with specific learning needs and teach all children to live in a multicultural society. Immigrant pupils are increasingly benefiting from new initiatives to ensure equal access throughout their school career and to seize the new opportunities for learning that they bring to the classroom.

- **Health**: *Favourable*: New Zealand ranks in the Top 5 on migrant health policies, immigrants and asylum-seekers enjoy relatively inclusive entitlements and support to access healthcare in New Zealand, whose services and policies are some of the best equipped to serve the needs of a diverse population.

- **Political participation**: *Favourable*: Ranking #2, New Zealand is a world leader in granting equal opportunities for political participation to recent immigrants. New Zealand grants the right to vote in all elections to citizens and permanent residents after 1 year's residence.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: New Zealand's path to permanent residence is similar to other traditional destination countries and a slight boost to the settlement process. Like Canada, New Zealand traditionally grants permanent residence upon arrival or after just a few years, so that migrant workers, families and refugees can start their settlement process with secure and near-equal rights. New Zealand's policies provide immigrants with a slightly favourable chance at a rather secure future.

- **Access to nationality**: *Favourable*: Ranked #1 on citizenship, nearly all permanent residents can quickly become citizens and fully participate in New Zealand. Immigrants in New Zealand enjoy a short residence requirement, favourable naturalisation requirements, dual nationality and some form of citizenship entitlement for children.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: All residents of New Zealand enjoy some of the strongest anti-discrimination laws and equality policies. Thanks to New Zealand's comprehensive legislation, all residents can turn to strong bodies and mechanisms to enforce laws prohibiting racial/ethnic, religious and nationality discrimination in all areas of life.
## POLICY SUMMARY

### Labour Market Mobility
- **Rank:** 17 of 52
- **Score:** 59

### Family Reunion
- **Rank:** 7 of 52
- **Score:** 74

### Education
- **Rank:** 6 of 52
- **Score:** 76

### Health
- **Rank:** 2 of 52
- **Score:** 83

### Political Participation
- **Rank:** 2 of 52
- **Score:** 85

### Permanent Residence
- **Rank:** 22 of 52
- **Score:** 63

### Access to Nationality
- **Rank:** 1 of 52
- **Score:** 92

### Anti-Discrimination
- **Rank:** 17 of 52
- **Score:** 88
NORTH MACEDONIA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 42

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 31
Family Reunion: 58
Education: 21
Health: 38
Political Participation: 0
Permanent Residence: 69
Access To Nationality: 22
Anti-discrimination: 100

Changes in policy

Little has changed in North Macedonia over the last five years. The only major improvement to its integration policies was limited to right to autonomous residence for reuniting families after four years. In contrast,
Immigrants to other Western Balkan countries saw integration policies improve in Albania (+1), Croatia (+1) and Serbia (+5). Internationally, other MIPEX countries improved by +2 points on average.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Right to autonomous residence permit for partners and children

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Immigrants face slightly more obstacles than opportunities for societal integration in North Macedonia, which scores 42 on the 100-point MIPEX scale. North Macedonia's score is lower than the average MIPEX country score of 50/100. Major obstacles emerge on the labour market, education (like Albania and Croatia), political participation, health (like in Albania, Croatia, and Serbia), and access to nationality (like Croatia and Serbia).

North Macedonia's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as 'equality on paper' only. Immigrants in North Macedonia enjoy basic rights and some security, but do not enjoy equal opportunities.

A country's approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

North Macedonia's current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equals. Internationally, the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries treat immigrants not only as equals, but also as neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

North Macedonia's integration policies are below average in Europe. North Macedonia's policies seem similar to policies in neighbouring Albania.

- **Labour market mobility:** Slightly unfavourable: North Macedonia ranks in the bottom 10 as immigrants face several restrictions to enter the labour market and receive little general or targeted support to improve their skills and job prospects in the country.
- **Family reunification:** Halfway favourable: Foreign citizens who can meet the economic requirements can immediately apply for some but not all dependent family members, who are then insecure for their first four years, until they can become autonomous residents.
• **Education**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants in North Macedonia have access to compulsory education, but schools receive little-to-no support to address diversity or immigrant pupils’ academic, language and other learning needs.

• **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Only documented migrants and asylum seekers have unconditional access to health services and even they enjoy little-to-no targeted information or support to access health services.

• **Political participation**: *Critically unfavourable*: Together with Bulgaria, China, Indonesia, and India, North Macedonia provides the most unfavourable conditions for political participation. Foreign citizens are not informed, consulted, supported or allowed to vote or join political parties.

• **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: After five years, immigrants who can meet the economic requirements can become permanent residents with full access to social security and assistance.

• **Access to nationality**: *Slightly unfavourable*: North Macedonia ranks in the international bottom 10, as immigrants who want to naturalise as citizens face a 13-year-wait, and demanding language and economic resource requirements.

• **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: North Macedonia’s strongest area for integration, immigrants are protected by laws that cover positive action measures and all forms of discrimination on all grounds and fields of applications. Victims have access to strong enforcement mechanisms and support from the equality body.
Changes in policy

While most countries improved their integration policies overall over the past five years (on average, by +2 points), Norway is one of the few countries to backslide on its commitments to equality. Positively, naturalising citizens...
can, thanks to the new Law, become dual nationals in Norway, as in most developed destination countries. But for non-EU newcomers, their future in Norway has been made more insecure. Following earlier restrictions on family migration, Norway’s flexible path to permanent residence and citizenship was replaced in 2017 by language, integration and income tests, which may exclude some immigrants who are putting in the effort to learn the language and participate as much as they can. These restrictions could have long-term consequences on Norway’s high levels of naturalisation, political participation, common sense of belonging and trust. As a result, Norway’s world-leading integration policies lost -3 points overall, slipping from 72-to-69 points on the 100-point MIPEX scale. This change in direction in Norway was greater than in other Nordic or leading countries.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Dual nationality for naturalising immigrants

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Economic resources requirement for permanent residence
- Language requirement for permanent residence
- Language requirement for naturalisation
- Integration requirement for naturalisation

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Given the more insecure future facing newcomers in the country, Norway fell out of the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’ into the second-class of leading countries. Norway leads this second category and still has a comprehensive approach to integration, but lacks one or two key dimensions of equality. Immigrants and Norwegian citizens favourably enjoy equal opportunities in Norway, but not all immigrants enjoy the same basic rights or long-term security. Norway’s current approach encourages the public to treat immigrants as their neighbours, but not necessary as their equals or fellow citizens. Equal rights, opportunities and security could be guaranteed in Norway through small changes in the path to permanent residence or citizenship and in access to health or other policy areas.

These policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Norway has stayed on its middle-of-the-way approach within the Nordics, ahead of more restrictive Denmark and Iceland but behind more inclusive Finland and Sweden. Norway is more similar to Finland and Sweden in their commitment to equal opportunities in economic, social, political and health spheres. In contrast, Norway is more
similar to Iceland and, to some extent, Denmark in its insecurity about the long-term and its denial of a few basic rights. Norway's overall integration policies are also similar to Germany's.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Favourable*: Ranked #4 alongside Canada, Germany and other Nordic countries, Norway offers effective support and opportunities for many non-EU immigrants to progress into stable quality employment. However, not all temporary workers enjoy immediate access to all types of employment, study grants and social assistance.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Norway's contradictory policies are less restrictive than Denmark's policy but more than those in Sweden, Finland and traditional destination countries. As in many MIPEX countries, Norway provides support and equal rights to reunited families, but imposes major obstacles for separated families that can undermine the well-being and integration.

- **Education**: *Slightly favourable*: In the international Top Ten on education, Norway's well-developed equity policies help all types of children to achieve and feel safe and at home at school. Schools are targeting pupils' individual needs, teaching Norwegian at all levels, providing mother tongue support and diversifying their teaching staff. Intercultural and diversity education could be better reflected in the curriculum, extracurricular activities and postsecondary education.

- **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: In the international Top Ten on health, Norway's well-coordinated and responsive policy could include all migrants, regardless of their status, in healthcare access and information, and better involve migrants in designing and delivering services. These gaps could have major implications for immigrants' physical and mental health.

- **Political participation**: *Favourable*: Norway continues its tradition as an inclusive Nordic democracy. Most non-EU immigrants become politically active and enfranchised as local voters or national citizens, although they could be better consulted and heard in policymaking.

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: Immigrants' integration may no longer quickly benefit from the relative security and equal rights as permanent residents, as Norway's 2017 language, integration and income tests are more demanding than most countries.

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: While naturalising citizens can now become dual nationals in Norway, as in most countries, Norway's flexible path to citizenship was replaced in 2017 by language, integration and income tests, which may exclude some immigrants who are putting in the effort to learn the language and participate as much as they can.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Slightly favourable*: Potential discrimination victims can benefit from a strong law, policy, Ombud and enforcement mechanisms, except on nationality discrimination, where Norway has weaker protections than most developed countries.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 4 of 52
Score: 85

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 25 of 52
Score: 58

EDUCATION
Rank: 9 of 52
Score: 71

HEALTH
Rank: 10 of 52
Score: 75

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 5 of 52
Score: 80

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 14 of 52
Score: 71

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 22 of 52
Score: 50

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 32 of 52
Score: 65
POLAND

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 40

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 31
Family Reunion: 58
Education: 33
Health: 27
Political Participation: 10
Permanent Residence: 50
Access To Nationality: 50
Anti-discrimination: 63

Changes in policy

Poland's MIPEX score has gone both up and down over the last five years, decreasing by -1 point in the period 2014-2019. Since 2014, immigrants benefit from a few more opportunities within the education and health...
system. Intercultural training for teachers and free language courses for immigrant pupils have been introduced. Furthermore, a new website for promoting health education has been started. Immigrants in Poland also face greater insecurity in their path to settle as permanent residents. New languages and economic requirements have been introduced in 2018. Applicants are obliged to certify their knowledge of Polish language at B1 level they have a source of stable and regular income to cover living expenses for themselves and any dependent family members.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Teacher training to reflect diversity
- Language support: Communicative and academic fluency
- Information for migrants concerning health education and promotion

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:
- Economic resources requirement for permanent residence
- Language requirement for permanent residence

Conclusions and recommendations
Non-EU citizens face many obstacles to integration under the slightly unfavourable policies in Poland, which scores 40/100. Poland's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as 'equality on paper' only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Poland enjoy some basic rights and security (to settle long-term, but not equal opportunities. Poland still needs to strongly invest in equal rights and equal opportunities for immigrants, which are below-average in Poland when compared to most MIPEX countries.

A country's approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Poland's current policies encourage the public to see immigrants not as their equals, but instead as strangers. Internationally, the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Many obstacles emerge for immigrants in Poland in several areas, especially in areas like the labour market, education, health and political participation. Restrictive policies like Poland's can create a 'vicious circle' of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants.

Polish integration policies are below average for the EU but similar to the average EU13 country. Compared to the
other Visegrad countries, Poland generally appears to adopt similar policies to Slovakia and Hungary. In contrast, integration policies are more developed in neighbouring Czechia.

- **Labour market mobility:** *Slightly unfavourable*: As Poland has opened to labour migrants, non-EU newcomers can increasingly find jobs and start businesses, but without targeted support or the same general support and benefits as Polish citizens to improve their skills and careers.

- **Family reunification:** *Halfway favourable*: The law in Poland slightly encourages non-EU families to reunite and integrate in society.

- **Education:** *Slightly unfavourable*: Like most Central European countries with relatively small and new immigrant communities, education policies in Poland remain weak. Schools are not equipped to address intercultural education and the specific needs of immigrant children. However, Poland recently improved its policies on language support and teacher training to reflect diversity.

- **Health:** *Slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants have only limited access to healthcare and little targeted information about entitlements and health issues. Health services and policies have yet to address immigrant patients’ specific access/health needs.

- **Political participation:** *Unfavourable*: A major area of weakness across Central Europe, immigrants are denied the opportunity to participate in public life in Poland, as foreign citizens have no right to vote, support or consultation by policymakers.

- **Permanent residence:** *Halfway favourable*: Applicants face more restrictive economic and language requirements since 2018, but permanent residents then receive a certain degree of security and equal access to social security and assistance.

- **Access to nationality:** *Halfway favourable*: Since 2012, Poland’s path to citizenship is ‘halfway’ favourable and ‘average’ compared to other EU/OECD countries, as immigrants in Poland must fulfill the residence, language and economic requirements in order to become dual nationals.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Slightly favourable*: Immigrant residents benefit from strong mechanisms to enforce the law and more equal protections in all areas of life. However, victims are not only confronted with a young law still weak in a few areas, they also receive less help in Poland than in most countries from its weak equality body and weak equality policies.
PORTUGAL

**Rank:** Comprehensive (Top10)

**MIPEX Score:** 81

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 94
- Family Reunion: 87
- Education: 69
- Health: 65
- Political Participation: 80
- Permanent Residence: 71
- Access To Nationality: 86
- Anti-discrimination: 100

**Changes in policy**

Portugal has consistently improved since the first MIPEX edition and specifically improved by +3 points overall.
from 2014 to 2019. Portuguese integration policies slightly improved on all dimensions of equal rights, opportunities and security for immigrants. Its world-leading Citizenship Model was strengthened both for immigrants and for their Portuguese-born descendants. Portugal also started to address its slight areas of weakness on migrant health and education: the healthcare system is improving access to healthcare and health information, while the education system is better supporting cultural diversity at school. Future improvements could further improve the level of information and interaction among immigrants and the public.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- School curriculum on cultural diversity
- Healthcare access for asylum-seekers
- Involvement of migrants in health information
- Residence requirement for ordinary naturalisation

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Portugal’s comprehensive integration policies rank high in the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’, scoring 81 on the MIPEX 100-point scale. In the Top Ten MIPEX countries, integration works well as a two-way process, as citizens and newcomers generally enjoy equal rights, opportunities and security.

Portugal is one of the leading ‘Top Ten’ countries, along leading Nordics and traditional destination countries. Portugal specifically leads among the ‘newer’ destination countries, far ahead of countries like Italy and Spain. Compared to all other developed countries, Portugal’s integration policies in 2019 were above average in all policy areas except migrant health.

Portugal’s comprehensive approach to integration matters because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping this two-way process: not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes and integration outcomes.

For public opinion, granting equal rights, opportunities and security encourages the public to see integration as an opportunity and to treat immigrants as their equals, neighbours and potential citizens. Under inclusive policies like Portugal’s, both immigrants and the public are more likely to interact together and feel comfortable with each other as equals.

For immigrants, a country’s approach to integration also shapes how well immigrants think and feel about their
new home country. Integration policies are also one of strongest factors shaping immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, political participation and even their health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Favourable*: Ranked #1 in labour market policies, alongside Germany and Nordics, Portugal guarantees equal treatment and targeted support both for Portuguese and non-EU citizens. Over the long-term, these policies are associated with fairer labour market outcomes, as immigrants benefit from better jobs, skills and public acceptance.

- **Family reunification**: *Favourable*: Portugal enjoys some of the most ‘family-friendly’ policies in the developed world, ranked #3 on family reunification alongside Canada and Brazil. Many non-EU families are able to reunite together and treated equally as Portuguese families.

- **Education**: *Slightly favourable*: Portugal's approach to intercultural education is improving, but still behind the leading Nordics and traditional destination countries. Pupils benefit from equal opportunities in many respects and, since 2016, greater attention to cultural diversity at school. Greater focus is needed on school quality and diversity in higher education, the teaching profession and across the curriculum.

- **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: Like half of the MIPEX countries, Portugal has slowly improved healthcare access and information, with slightly favourable policies by 2019. Portugal could secure better health outcomes by enshrining recent COVID-related practices into long-term legislation and policies to mainstream migrant health in all health departments and services.

- **Political participation**: *Favourable*: As a leader in Europe, Portugal is promoting non-EU immigrants' political participation in policy and practice: Portugal supports immigrant civil society and consultative bodies, although voting rights remain uneven and limited

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: While the path is relatively clear for non-EU immigrants to become long-term residents, most prefer to become full Portuguese citizens

- **Access to nationality**: *Favourable*: Ranking alongside traditional destination countries, Portugal continued to improve on its world-class Citizenship Model in 2018, with a clearer path for the first generation after 5 years and for the Portuguese-born second generation. These policies matter to boost immigrants' naturalisation rates, integration outcomes and sense of belonging and trust.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: With relatively young and under-resourced policies compared to traditional destination countries, Portugal's strong anti-discrimination laws and enforcement mechanisms are slowly raising the levels of public awareness and discrimination reporting.

**Policy Recommendations from the Centre for Geographical Studies, University of Lisbon**

- Invest in the intercultural competencies of public service providers, in particular educators, to improve access to and quality of services
- Improve access to early years education for immigrant and low income families (focusing on bettering quality, language training and development services)
- Promote dialogue with and participation of families in education with the goal of reinforcing cultural diversity teaching in schools, improving parental support, and increasing the social inclusion of families
- Increase opportunities and the uptake of adult education and training with particular emphasis on providing work experience and professional placements for all skill levels, recovering and improving some good experiences from the past
- Sensitize health service providers to improve responsiveness to the specific health and access needs of migrants
### POLICIES - SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour Market Mobility</td>
<td>1 of 52</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Reunion</td>
<td>3 of 52</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>10 of 52</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>17 of 52</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Participation</td>
<td>5 of 52</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence</td>
<td>14 of 52</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Nationality</td>
<td>6 of 52</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Discrimination</td>
<td>1 of 52</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROMANIA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 49

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 46
Family Reunion: 67
Education: 41
Health: 46
Political Participation: 5
Permanent Residence: 56
Access To Nationality: 38
Anti-discrimination: 96

Changes in policy

After some small improvements from 2010-2014, Romania has not introduced any changes over the past five years. It did not follow the trend of other MIPEX countries, which improved their integration policies between 2014
and 2019 by +2 points on average. Newcomers continue to enjoy a halfway favourable approach to integration in Romania, as it was in 2014.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

---

### Conclusions and recommendations

Immigrants face as many obstacles as opportunities for social integration in Romania, which scores 49 on the 100-point MIPEX scale. Romania’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “equality on paper” only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Romania enjoy basic rights and halfway favourable long-term security, but do not have equal opportunities. Although policies are halfway favourable overall, major obstacles emerge for immigrants in political participation and access to nationality.

A country’s approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Romania’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants as equals. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants not only as equals but also as neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

Romania’s integration policies are in line with those of other EU countries, but score above those of new EU countries (EU13, 41/100). Romania generally appears to adopt similar policies to Bulgaria, Hungary, and Moldova, although policies in those countries are slightly less favourable.

- **Labour market mobility:** *halfway favourable*: Access to the labour market is halfway favourable for non-EU newcomers. Newcomers to Romania can get basic information about jobs, services and recognition procedures, and non-EU and Romanian citizens alike enjoy the same access to education, training and social security. However, there is little general or targeted support for immigrants in the development of skills and job prospects.

- **Family reunification:** *slightly favourable*: Under Romania’s slightly inclusive rules, residents eligible to settle
long-term can reunite with traditional dependent family members. Most types of temporary resident can sponsor family immediately upon arrival. Families who qualify have a slightly secure status (e.g., permits for family members are as long and renewable as those of their sponsors).

- **Education: halfway favourable**: Education in Romania for immigrant pupils remains halfway favourable, although there are weak frameworks in place without explicit entitlements. For example, undocumented migrants face restricted access to the education system in Romania. All pupils in compulsory education are entitled to targeted support above-average for Central Europe, including standardised language assistance, trained teachers and ongoing guidance.

- **Health: halfway favourable**: The rather inclusive entitlements for asylum-seekers and undocumented migrants take into account integration and health concerns, although documentation and discretion may create some problems in practice. Migrants can access basic information on these entitlements through initiatives run by the Immigration Inspectorate (GII) and National Healthcare Insurance House (NHIH).

- **Political participation: unfavourable**: Ranked in the bottom 10, Romanian policies create major impediments to immigrants' integration in terms of political participation. The lack of political rights for immigrants and support for immigrant leaders continues to prevent the political integration of immigrants. Additionally, immigrants are not structurally consulted in order to inform and improve the policies that affect them daily.

- **Permanent residence: halfway favourable**: Long-term residence in Romania guarantees non-EU citizens basic security and equal opportunities that can boost their integration outcomes in various areas of life. Refugees can apply to become permanent residents after 4 years, while nearly all other temporary residents can apply after 5 years (apart from seasonal workers and diplomatic and short-stay visa-holders). However, long-term residents still face obstacles such as vague language requirements.

- **Access to nationality: slightly unfavourable**: The usual waiting time to become a citizen of Romania is relatively average for Europe (5 years for spouses of RO citizens and 8 years for permanent residents, counting all years of legal stay). However, conditions to become a citizen are some of the most vague and discretionary in Europe. Romania has yet to follow international reform trends to open up birthright citizenship entitlements for immigrants' Romanian-born children.

- **Anti-discrimination: favourable**: Anti-discrimination laws in Romania provide protection on all grounds (race/ethnicity, religion/belief and nationality) in all areas of life. Potential victims in Romania can bring a case for alternative dispute resolution, to civil courts or for administrative proceedings. Victims with claims of discrimination can receive help from the country's strong but under-resourced equality body.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 32 of 52
Score: 46

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 13 of 52
Score: 67

EDUCATION
Rank: 26 of 52
Score: 41

HEALTH
Rank: 29 of 52
Score: 46

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 44 of 52
Score: 5

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 31 of 52
Score: 56

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 35 of 52
Score: 38

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 9 of 52
Score: 96
Russia, 2019

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 28
- Family Reunion: 46
- Education: 12
- Health: 23
- Political Participation: 30
- Permanent Residence: 46
- Access To Nationality: 44
- Anti-discrimination: 22

**Changes in policy**

As in most MIPEX countries, foreign citizens in Russia have benefitted from a few small improvements over the past five years. From 2014 to 2019, Russia’s MIPEX score improved by +2 points, similar to the average MIPEX
country (+2 points on average). These changes are starting to acknowledge the issue of equal opportunities for foreign and Russian citizens, a critical area of weakness in Russia's integration policies. Political participation is one of those weaknesses that recent policies have started to address. Immigrant leaders of national immigrant associations have been offered some state funding and ad hoc opportunities to consult national policymakers through national commissions and councils. Another area of slight improvement is permanent residence. Those migrants able to qualify for permanent residence under Federal Law 115 of 2019 should be slightly more secure when renewing their permit. However, these changes are quite small that indicates only minor improvements in Russian integration policy.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Duration of the validity of permit for permanent residence
- Consultation of immigrant associations at national level
- Public funding for immigrant associations at national level

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Russia's foreign-born population, one of the world's largest in raw numbers, face many obstacles and slightly unfavourable prospects for their long-term integration, because Russia's integration policies are some of the weakest of all 52 MIPEX countries. Overall, Russia scores 31 on the 100-point MIPEX scale, while the average MIPEX country scores 50/100. Russia ranks 3rd from the bottom, similar to China and slightly more advanced than Indonesia and India. The obstacles facing foreign citizens in Russia are greater than in neighbouring Moldova, Ukraine or any of EU or Central European country.

Russia's approach to integration is categorised by MIPEX as ‘immigration without integration’ because because little is done for migrant integration by Russian policies. While foreign citizens may find some way to settle long-term and feel slightly secure in Russia, access to basic rights and equal opportunities are weaker in Russia than in most MIPEX countries.

Russia's approach to integration matters because state policies can influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat international migrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Under Russia's current approach, the Russian public receives contradictory messages that immigrants are potential Russian citizens, but also are their subordinates and strangers.

According to global public opinion data, Russia has high level of negative feelings and uncertainty towards
immigrants. International research suggests that restrictive policies like Russia's create a 'vicious circle' of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. The public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants.

Obstacles emerge for foreign citizens across many areas of life in Russia. Compared to the policies in most of the 52 MIPEX countries, foreign citizens in Russia are left more exposed to poorer labour market conditions and healthcare and potential discrimination in all areas of life. Ad hoc opportunities and support for immigrant leaders are improving but still slightly unfavourable for full political participation in Russia, as in many European countries. Russia has halfway favourable policies for family reunification, permanent residence and access to nationality.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Although foreign citizens can study, work and access public employment services, they may end up in poorer quality jobs because they are denied equal access to all sectors of the labour market, self-employment, public sector, social security and recognition of their qualifications. Russia ranks in the bottom 10 of the 52 MIPEX countries on labour market mobility, similar to Latvia and Poland but far below Moldova, Ukraine or the average EU or Central European country.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Russia's approach to migrant families is only halfway favourable because their rights to reunite and settle in Russia differ dramatically depending on their sponsor. For example, highly-skilled workers and “visa-free” foreign citizens may be able to reunite all dependent family members, while other migrant workers may have no opportunity to reunite their family. Policies are also more inclusive in neighbouring Moldova, Ukraine and the EU. For example, in EU countries, all legal residents who can meet the minimum requirements are entitled to reunite with at least their spouse and minor children, who can live there as long as their sponsor or become independent residents themselves after 5 years.

- **Education**: *Unfavourable*: Ranked in the international bottom 10 on education, Russian schools do not function as a motor for the integration of immigrant children. While programmes exist for select foreign citizens in higher education, the compulsory education system does not systematically offer additional funding, training and support to schools with large numbers of immigrant children. Not all foreign children may even be able to access compulsory education, because of administrative obstacles due to their parents’ documentation or legal status.

- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: 4th from the bottom on migrant health, all legal residents must fulfil certain conditions and discretionary decisions to access healthcare, but then receive little targeted support or information to access these services. These obstacles are also common in Central Europe, the Baltics, Moldova and Ukraine.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Political participation is an area of weakness not only in Russia, but across Central Europe. Foreign citizens in Russia enjoy relatively few opportunities to participate. While associations of foreign citizens can benefit from ad hoc information, funding and consultations with government commissions and councils, political parties are closed to foreign citizens and the local right to vote is open to only permanent residents from Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: A foreign citizen’s chances to settle permanently in Russia are only halfway favourable because the rules are demanding and different depending on their immigration permit. Those who can obtain the right permit or pass the demanding economic, language and integration checks can settle permanently in Russia, but they cannot access travel freely or social services outside of their region. While the procedures were simplified under Federal Law 115 of 2019, access to permanent residence is still much more restrictive and discretionary than most MIPEX countries, including EU countries, Moldova or Ukraine.

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: The obstacles to Russian nationality are similar to many ‘newer’ destination countries in the region. Access to Russian nationality is only halfway favourable for integration because Russia, like its neighbours, has yet to follow international reform trends to fully open up to dual nationality for all foreign citizens or birthright citizenship entitlements for their Russian-born children.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Slightly unfavourable*: On anti-discrimination, Russia is ranked 5th from the bottom, far below Moldova, Ukraine, Turkey or the average EU or Central European country on anti-discrimination. In most
areas of life, victims of ethnic, racial, religious and nationality discrimination have little chance to access justice in Russia, as they can rely on only vague wording in a few laws, no direct enforcement mechanisms and no independent specialised equality body.

### POLICIES - SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour Market Mobility</td>
<td>45 of 52</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Reunion</td>
<td>40 of 52</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>47 of 52</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>49 of 52</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Participation</td>
<td>24 of 52</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence</td>
<td>44 of 52</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Nationality</td>
<td>28 of 52</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Discrimination</td>
<td>48 of 52</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SERBIA

Rank: Equality on paper  
MIPEX Score: 50  

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 57  
Family Reunion: 65  
Education: 43  
Health: 40  
Political Participation: 10  
Permanent Residence: 60  
Access To Nationality: 38  
Anti-discrimination: 90

Changes in policy  
Over the past five years, non-EU workers and families in Serbia have benefitted from several improvements in integration policies in several areas of life, such as in the labour market, family reunification, education and
health. Serbia improved by +5 points on MIPEX from 2014 to 2019, following the international reform trends of other MIPEX countries (+2 points on average). In fact, Serbia is the country that improved the most among Western Balkan countries.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Recognition of academic qualifications
- Personal circumstances considered before refusal or withdrawal of family reunification permit
- Right to autonomous residence permit for partners and children
- Educational guidance at all level
- Language instruction in education
- Communicative/academic fluency in education
- Language instruction standard in education
- Conditions for inclusion for undocumented migrants in the health system

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Non-EU immigrants who can access a legal status in Serbia experience halfway favourable integration policies, typical of the average MIPEX country. Serbia scores 50/100, like the MIPEX average country. This means that immigrants in Serbia encounter as many obstacles as opportunities to integrate. Obstacles seem to emerge in political participation and health, similar to the obstacles in other Western Balkan countries. Obstacles also emerge for immigrants to access Serbian nationality, similar to the problems in Croatia and North Macedonia. Serbia’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘equality on paper’ only. As in the other Western Balkan countries (Albania, Croatia, and North Macedonia), immigrants in Serbia enjoy basic rights and long-term security, but they do not enjoy equal opportunities.

A country’s approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Serbia’s is a regional leader, as its policies are more developed than in Albania, Croatia and North Macedonia. Serbia’s policies seem most similar to policies in neighboring Romania.
• **Labour market mobility:** *Halfway favourable:* Permanent residents and reuniting families enjoy equal access to the labour market, including self-employment. However, these newcomers only receive general and no targeted support to improve their professional skills and career.

• **Family reunification:** *Slightly favourable:* While immigrants can apply for their close relatives, the policy is more discretionary than in most countries, as authorities have several vague grounds for rejection. Reunited families can feel more secure under the new Law on Foreigners (2018), which gave them the opportunity to become autonomous residents after four years.

• **Education:** *Halfway favourable:* Immigrant pupils have the same rights to education as nationals and, since 2017, additional guidance from the Education Ministry has been issued in order to facilitate organization of language support in primary and secondary schools to migrant children (referring to only children—third country nationals from current mixed migration flaws). More systematic support could help all pupils learn to live with diversity and specifically help immigrant pupils progress into full academic fluency and higher education.

• **Health:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Migrants’ inclusion into the Serbian health system is unconditional for legal immigrants and asylum seekers, but conditional and discretionary for undocumented patients. Immigrants who are accommodated in asylum and reception centers can access basic information and cultural mediators regarding entitlements and use of health services, but health services are generally not prepared to respond to specific information and health needs of migrants.

• **Political participation:** *Unfavourable:* Foreign legal residents are informed from time to time about local opportunities to participate in public life, but they are not consulted, supported or allowed to vote or join political parties.

• **Permanent residence:** *Slightly favourable:* After five years of stay on granted temporary residence (or three years on the grounds of temporary residence for family reunification), migrants who can meet the legal requirements (including economic requirements) can become permanent residents, although practical obstacles may emerge all along the way.

• **Access to nationality:** *Slightly unfavourable:* After eight years, foreign citizens can become Serbian citizens, but they have to renounce their previous nationality, which is a major obstacle to integration. The children born in Serbia from non-Serbian-national parents are only entitled to become Serbian citizens if their parents are stateless or unknown. Serbia has not yet followed international trends on dual nationality for all naturalising adults and citizenship entitlements for children.

• **Anti-discrimination:** *Favourable:* Serbia’s area of strength on integration is anti-discrimination. In the legal framework strong laws and enforcement mechanisms have been on force but stronger equality body and policy could help raise discrimination awareness and reporting.
MIPEX 2020
Serbia

POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY

Rank: 20 of 52
Score: 57

FAMILY REUNION

Rank: 16 of 52
Score: 65

EDUCATION

Rank: 22 of 52
Score: 43

HEALTH

Rank: 33 of 52
Score: 40

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Rank: 40 of 52
Score: 10

PERMANENT RESIDENCE

Rank: 25 of 52
Score: 60

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY

Rank: 35 of 52
Score: 38

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION

Rank: 14 of 52
Score: 90
**SLOVAKIA**

**Rank:** Equality on paper  
**MIPEX Score:** 39

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Labour Market Mobility: 17  
- Family Reunion: 59  
- Education: 7  
- Health: 50  
- Political Participation: 5  
- Permanent Residence: 65  
- Access To Nationality: 28  
- Anti-discrimination: 79

**Changes in policy**

Slovakia’s MIPEX score improved by +2 points from 2014 to 2019, like the average MIPEX country. Immigrants enjoy slightly more support for equal opportunities and long-term security, due to changes in recognition of
academic qualifications and increased support in accessing health care (for asylum seekers).

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Recognition of academic qualifications
- Information for migrants concerning entitlements and use of health services
- Involvement of migrants in information provision, service design and delivery

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

Slovakia

![Graph showing MIPEX scores from 2007 to 2019.]

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Non-EU newcomers to Slovakia face many obstacles to integration under Slovakia’s slightly unfavourable policies. Slovakia scored 39 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, while the average MIPEX country scored 50.

The Slovak approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “equality on paper” only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Slovakia enjoy basic rights and security, but not equal opportunities. Slovakia still needs to strongly invest in policies on equal opportunities and security, as its policies remain below average for MIPEX countries.

Slovakia’s approach to integration matters because its policies can influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Slovakia’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants not as potential citizens, but as strangers. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens.

Many obstacles emerge for immigrants in Slovakia across several areas, especially in the labour market, education, political participation and access to nationality. Restrictive policies like Slovakia’s can create a ‘vicious circle’ of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to have less contact and fewer positive experiences with immigrants.

Slovakia’s policies are more restrictive than those of the average EU country, and slightly below the EU13 average (41/100). Its policies are similar to other “equality on paper” countries in Central and Eastern Europe, such as Croatia, Hungary, and Poland. In contrast, policies are more advanced in Czechia and Austria.

- **Labour market mobility: unfavourable:** Immigrants face unfavourable policies in Slovakia, which ranks last
among MIPEX countries. Even with the introduction of a slight change in the procedure of diploma recognition of TCNs, some categories of immigrants continue to face obstacles in their integration into the labour market. Non-EU citizens - third country nationals, in Slovakia receive little or no targeted support towards their employment needs.

- **Family reunification: halfway favourable**: Newcomers in Slovakia have a basic legal right to reunite with their families thanks to EU standards, which Slovakia only follows to a minimum. Most non-EU sponsors can apply through a typically discretionary procedure with more demanding conditions than in most countries. Slovakia limits the opportunities for the social and economic integration of these family members, treating them as temporary dependents of their sponsor.

- **Education: unfavourable**: Ranking in the bottom 5, integration strategies and support are missing for immigrant pupils in Slovakia, a weakness across Central Europe (except Czechia). Other than the multicultural education curriculum announced in 2008, schools receive no support to promote social integration and only weak support to help immigrant pupils participate and catch up academically. Only migrant children with permitted residence can access full schooling and general support for disadvantaged students.

- **Health: halfway favourable**: Migrant patients in Slovakia continue to face obstacles to their full and uninhibited access to the healthcare system. Slovakia's health system is not strong at responding to migrant patients, which is a problem common to Central European countries. Its policies have gone halfway towards making coverage and services more accessible. Despite recent improvements, for example in the provision of information to asylum seekers concerning their entitlements, services remain unresponsive to migrants' specific health needs.

- **Political participation: unfavourable**: Ranking in the bottom 10, political participation is still missing from integration strategies in Slovakia, which has not made any progress in this area since 2007. Under an incoherent policy, non-EU immigrants with permanent residence in Slovakia are allowed to vote and stand as candidates in local elections, but do not have the right to join political parties, to form political associations or to be consulted. These policies are unfavourable for promoting political participation among immigrants.

- **Permanent residence: slightly favourable**: Non-EU immigrants looking for equal rights in integration must pass a relatively discretionary procedure to become permanent residents. Immigrants are confronted with some of the most restrictive conditions in Europe (e.g. concerning accommodation, income, criminal record, and fees).

- **Access to nationality: slightly unfavourable**: Immigrants' access to naturalisation in Slovakia continues to be slightly unfavourable due to restrictive requirements. The few eligible must meet some of the most subjective requirements in Europe and can be rejected by authorities on vague grounds. The 2-year-long procedure and the fee of EUR 700 (only if a positive decision is reached) are among the longest period of time and highest fees in Europe.

- **Anti-discrimination: slightly favourable**: Discrimination on national, religious and ethnic/racial grounds is prohibited. Though Slovakia's strength lies in its slightly favourable anti-discrimination policies, there remains much work to be done in ensuring the implementation of its equality policies.
POLICIES - SUMMARY

LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY
Rank: 50 of 52
Score: 17

FAMILY REUNION
Rank: 24 of 52
Score: 59

EDUCATION
Rank: 48 of 52
Score: 7

HEALTH
Rank: 27 of 52
Score: 50

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rank: 44 of 52
Score: 5

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
Rank: 21 of 52
Score: 65

ACCESS TO NATIONALITY
Rank: 41 of 52
Score: 28

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
Rank: 23 of 52
Score: 79
SLOVENIA

Rank: Equality on paper
MIPEX Score: 48

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 26
Family Reunion: 72
Education: 33
Health: 33
Political Participation: 30
Permanent Residence: 77
Access To Nationality: 22
Anti-discrimination: 90

Changes in policy
Over the past five years, non-EU workers and families in Slovenia have benefitted from improvements in integration policies in several areas of life, i.e., the labour market, education, political participation and anti-
Slovenia improved by +3 points on MIPEX from 2014 to 2019, following the international reform trends of other MIPEX countries (+2 points on average). For example, the Self-employment and Work of Foreigners Act (2015) established that non-EU nationals with permanent residence (and others after 1 year) can access self-employment under equal conditions as nationals. On political participation, support has been strengthened by the inclusion of immigrants in the national consulting body and the creation of Info Points for immigrants.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Access to self-employment
- Educational guidance at all level
- Strength of national consultive body
- Active information policy
- Enforcement mechanisms

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Non-EU immigrants who have access to legal status in Slovenia experience halfway favourable integration policies, typical of the average MIPEX country. Like the average MIPEX country (50), Slovenia scores 48/100. However, major obstacles due to unfavourable policies emerge in nearly all areas of integration, with the exception of family reunion, permanent residence and anti-discrimination.

Slovenia’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “equality on paper” only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries immigrants in Slovenia enjoy basic rights and long-term security, but do not enjoy equal opportunities. Slovenia differs considerably in the degree of development of its policies in different integration areas. Immigrants to the country should be able to settle and reunite with relatives, become permanent residents and be protected from discrimination. However, major obstacles due to unfavourable policies emerge in other areas of integration.

Slovenia’s current approach affects public attitudes towards immigrants by encouraging the public to see immigrants as equals and potential citizens, but not as their neighbours. Instead they are viewed as strangers. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

Policies that treat immigrants as strangers lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and
islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer instances of contact and positive experiences with immigrants.

Slovenia's integration policies are similar to those of the average European country. Compared to other countries in the region, Slovenia appears to adopt similar policies to Austria and Hungary, while its integration policies are more inclusive than in neighbouring Croatia.

- **Labour market mobility**: *slightly unfavourable*: Slovenia ranks in the bottom 10. Policies are slightly unfavourable for labour migrants and their families, with non-EU workers facing obstacles and weak targeted measures to access the labour market. Non-EU newcomers are limited in accessing or changing jobs, with equal access to non-regulated private jobs only granted to certain categories. Many temporary non-EU residents cannot equally access several measures used by national and EU citizens to improve their jobs and skills.

- **Family reunification**: *slightly favourable*: Slovenia ranks in the top 10, thanks to its respect for family life in law and in practice. Most sponsors with a regular basic income can easily reunite with their family. Even with slightly favourable family reunion policies, transnational families in Slovenia still face a somewhat insecure status due to the discretionary process.

- **Education**: *slightly unfavourable*: All migrant pupils have the basic right and support to access compulsory school in Slovenia. Migrant families and schools continue to receive little support to further promote social integration of migrant pupils, which remains a weakness in Slovenia.

- **Health**: *slightly unfavourable*: Another deterrent of the social integration of migrants in Slovenia, migrants still struggle to fully access the healthcare system. Health services are only made accessible and responsive to newcomer patients through provision of information on their legal entitlements.

- **Political participation**: *slightly unfavourable*: All long-term permanent residents have the right to vote in local elections since 2002, which makes Slovenia a leader in Central Europe on this issue. However, non-EU citizens are not allowed to be members of political parties (aside from being honorary members), and they cannot yet stand as candidates in elections. Additionally, immigrants' associations and leaders are only formally consulted (since 2015).

- **Permanent residence**: *slightly favourable*: Slovenia ranks in the top 10. After 5 years in Slovenia, most non-EU immigrants are able to benefit from the security of permanent residence and more equal opportunities to participate and invest in their integration, leaving them with relatively secure status. Once eligible, immigrants must prove they meet the basic minimum regular income level.

- **Access to nationality**: *slightly unfavourable*: Slovenia ranks in the bottom 5. Slovenia provides ordinary immigrants with a long path to citizenship and without dual nationality, unlike the more established and reforming countries of immigration. Ordinary immigrants in Slovenia must wait through one of the longest and least flexible residence requirements in Europe (10 years). Some applicants get access to enough free courses and study guides to attain reasonable A2-level fluency of the language, with exemptions for the Slovene-educated and vulnerable groups. Still, the income and criminal record requirements can be rather demanding.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *favourable*: Slovenia’s favourable laws cover most forms of racial, ethnic, religious and nationality discrimination, going beyond the minimums in EU law. In 2016, the National Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia adopted a Protection Against Discrimination Act (PADA) which established the Advocate of the Principle of Equality, an independent and autonomous state body mandated to deal with discrimination. The New Protection Against Discrimination Act adopted in 2016 strengthened enforcement mechanisms by enhancing access to procedures, introducing the shift of burden of proof and several sanctions.

**Policy Recommendations from The Peace Institute**

- Introduce new measures to decrease overqualification among migrant workers
- Increase access and targeted support within the education system for all immigrant pupils, students and adults
- Guarantee universal healthcare for all migrants and SI citizens and increase support measures for migrant patients
- Enable dual citizenship and speed up naturalisation for migrants meeting the requirements after 5-7 years
- Increase reporting rates of discrimination cases and provide adequate victim support system

POLICIES - SUMMARY

**LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY**
- Rank: 46 of 52
- Score: 26

**FAMILY REUNION**
- Rank: 8 of 52
- Score: 72

**EDUCATION**
- Rank: 32 of 52
- Score: 33

**HEALTH**
- Rank: 38 of 52
- Score: 33

**POLITICAL PARTICIPATION**
- Rank: 24 of 52
- Score: 30

**PERMANENT RESIDENCE**
- Rank: 8 of 52
- Score: 77

**ACCESS TO NATIONALITY**
- Rank: 45 of 52
- Score: 22

**ANTI-DISCRIMINATION**
- Rank: 14 of 52
- Score: 90
Changes in policy
Over the last five years immigrants in Spain have benefitted from some improvements to integration policy, mainly in naturalisation and health. The country’s MIPEX score increased by +3 from 2014 to 2019, following
international reform trends (+2 points on average). Naturalisation in Spain now involves standardised testing rather than discretionary procedures, and economic conditions were removed in 2015. In 2018, access to healthcare was granted to both legal and undocumented immigrants.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Naturalisation language requirements
- Economic resources requirement for naturalisation
- Conditions for legal migrants (health-related)
- Conditions for undocumented migrants (health-related)
- Involvement of migrants in information provision, service design and delivery

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- None

Spain

![Graph showing MIPEX scores for Spain from 2007 to 2019](image)

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Spain scores 60/100 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, higher than the average country score of 50. Immigrants in Spain enjoy more opportunities than obstacles when it comes to integration. Major obstacles remain only in access to nationality.

Spain promotes a comprehensive approach to integration, like the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries, but this approach is not yet fully favourable. Immigrants to Spain can indeed enjoy many of the same basic rights as Spanish citizens, however integration policies only go halfway towards securing equal opportunities for non-EU citizens. These policies encourage the Spanish public to see immigrants as equals, but not necessarily as their future fellow citizens or neighbours. The ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process.

Integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly affects how well immigrants and the public interact. According to 130 independent studies carried out using MIPEX, integration policies shape not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Spain’s current policies are slightly more inclusive than those of other EU, Western European (EU15) and OECD countries. Spain takes a similar approach to Portugal, although the latter has more advanced policies. Spain has a more favourable approach than Italy and France, which both adopt a “temporary integration” approach overall. However, like all new European destination countries, it has less favourable policies than non-EU destination countries (Australia, Canada, New Zealand and USA).
Labour market mobility: *slightly favourable:* Non-EU immigrants have equal access to employment, self-employment and general employment support. They receive no targeted support.

Family reunification: *slightly favourable:* Spain’s inclusive policy allows many immigrants to reunite with their children and spouse after one year of residence, although there are strict economic conditions. Reunited relatives enjoy secure status.

Education: *halfway favourable:* A growing number of immigrant pupils can legally access all schools. There is limited support to learn the language and ‘catch up’ academically.

Health: *favourable:* Since 2018, there have been no legal or economic obstacles to healthcare for immigrants in Spain. Immigrants benefit from responsive services and are properly informed of their healthcare rights, but there remain administrative barriers.

Political participation: *halfway favourable:* Immigrants are more likely to participate politically by circumventing official channels in Spain, given the country’s inconsistent voting policies and limited funding for information campaigns.

Permanent residence: *slightly favourable:* Most non-EU citizens in Spain benefit from an inclusive process for long-term residence, and can apply after five years. Permanent residents have access to social security and assistance.

Access to nationality: *slightly unfavourable:* The naturalisation process is Spain’s main area of weakness. Immigrants can become citizens only after 10 years of residence, and dual citizenship is only granted to those from certain countries. In 2015 naturalisation requirements were eased slightly (e.g. economic resources and language), but there is room for improvement.

Anti-discrimination: *halfway favourable:* Victims of racial, ethnic and religious discrimination are protected by law in Spain. Immigrants who are discriminated against can benefit from strong enforcement mechanisms, but the country’s equality body is weak.

**Policy Recommendations from CIDOB**

- Spain needs to reinforce with budget and human resources the educational system would meet the specific needs of children.
- Administrative barriers have to be removed to ensure actual rights and opportunities to migrants, as it is observed in their access to health, labor market and naturalization, to mentioned significant areas in need of intervention.
- The approval of the long-awaited anti-discrimination law would provide a legal framework from which effective policy may be drawn
- The municipalities are the first level of attention to the integration of immigrants. A strategy for this level of government is essential to meet the needs of immigrants.
- Spain needs to approve and allocate resources to a new Strategic Plan for Citizenship and Integration (PECI) since the last one ended in 2014 and no new action plans have been approved.
- Coordination and cooperation between levels of government would entail a more effective and far-reaching policy for the integration of immigrants. In this sense also the effective involvement of civil society is needed.
**KEY FINDINGS**

Labour Market Mobility: 91
Family Reunion: 71
Education: 93
Health: 83
Political Participation: 80
Permanent Residence: 90
Access To Nationality: 83
Anti-discrimination: 100

**Changes in policy**

In response to the 2015/6 large-scale arrivals, Sweden did not fundamentally change its existing approach to
integration, but rather focused on better implementation. However, Sweden did introduce restrictions on family reunification and health policies, leading to a -1-point decrease in its MIPEX score. In contrast, the average MIPEX country score increased by +2 points between 2014 and 2019.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Economic resources requirement for family reunification
- Administrative documentation for undocumented migrants' healthcare

---

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Sweden's comprehensive approach places it in the MIPEX 'Top Ten', within the top three. Its overall score on the MIPEX 100-point scale is 86, while the average MIPEX country score is much lower at 50/100. Sweden's integration policies guarantee equal rights, multiple opportunities and long-term security, both for newcomers and citizens. Sweden's approach to integration is most like those of Canada, Finland and Portugal, and is more inclusive than those of the other Nordic countries. Compared to Finland, Sweden's policies are slightly more advanced on health and access to nationality but slightly less developed on political participation and permanent residence.

In the 'Top Ten' MIPEX countries, immigrants are treated as equals and their integration is invested in as an opportunity for national growth. In Sweden, the integration of immigrants works both ways: policies that invest in them have the secondary effect of encouraging the public to see immigrants as their equals, as neighbours and as potential citizens.

Integration policies matter because the way in which a government treats immigrants significantly influences how well immigrants and the public interact. Research carried out by MIPEX shows that integration policy is one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public's willingness to accept immigrants, but also immigrants' own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country. Under inclusive policies like those of Sweden, both immigrants and the public enjoy similarly positive attitudes, satisfaction with life, trust in society and sense of belonging, as well as heightened awareness of discrimination.

Compared to other MIPEX countries, Sweden's ambitious policies seem to be more effective than other countries at reaching most immigrant residents in need. Immigrants and their children are more likely to invest in their skills than elsewhere in Europe, which are narrowing gaps in long-term employment and education outcomes over the years and from one generation to another. Nearly all non-EU immigrants are guaranteed in law and in practice the same rights as Swedish citizens in economic, social, family and democratic life. Residents in SE are most likely to reunite together and become permanent residents, voters and citizens. More people in Sweden are informed of
their rights as potential victims of discrimination and using these rights to take the 1st steps to access justice. Sweden's integration policies help to explain Sweden's internationally high levels of public acceptance, awareness of discrimination and rights as well as high levels of immigrant political participation, naturalisation, life satisfaction, sense of belonging and trust.

- **Labour market mobility:** Favourable: Sweden is ranked in second position in the area of labour market mobility, alongside Finland. Non-EU citizens in Sweden enjoy equal access to rights in the labour market and to the country's social safety net. However, during a labour migrant's first two years in the country, the work permit is only valid in connection with a specific employer and occupation. In terms of education and work-related training, non-EU citizens are more likely to have access in Sweden than in most other countries. Legal residents can invest in their education and skills through equal access to both general support and additional, targeted support. According to two dozen independent scientific studies used by MIPEX, these labour market mobility policies can help working immigrants to improve their language and professional skills, career prospects and public acceptance.

- **Family reunification:** Slightly favourable: Sweden's one slight area of weakness, the restrictive economic resource requirement can delay or discourage newcomers to reunite with their family. Since 2016, all but refugee sponsors must have secured a job with a sufficient income and benefits to cover their and their family's needs. Furthermore, only in very particular circumstances can parents or adult children reunite in Sweden. Reunited families can be relatively secure in their future in Sweden. 20 scientific studies referred to by MIPEX show that facilitating family reunification can have a major impact on whether immigrant families reunite, settle down in the country, find jobs, secure a better place to live and age with dignity.

- **Education:** Favourable: Ranked #1 for education on the MIPEX scale, Sweden's targeted policies are reaching immigrant pupils and addressing many of their basic needs and opportunities. immigrant pupils, regardless of status, are guaranteed equal access to pre-primary, compulsory and vocational education in the country. In addition, they benefit from initiatives that target their specific learning needs, support them to learn their mother tongue and encourage them to appreciate cultural diversity. After compulsory education, immigrant pupils may also benefit from ad hoc measures that facilitate access to higher education. Such education policies serve not only to close achievement gaps for vulnerable groups on different education tracks, but also to encourage a common sense of pride, safety and belonging at school.

- **Health:** Favourable: Ranked #2 alongside those of Switzerland and New Zealand, Sweden's healthcare policies entitle legal immigrants, undocumented immigrants and Swedish citizens to almost the same level of healthcare. However, Sweden's health policies slipped slightly on the MIPEX scale due to law 2016:381. Rejected asylum-seekers lose their so-called LMA card, which creates difficulties for them to follow up on previous care like maternal care. Immigrants with access to the healthcare system are regularly informed about their entitlements and receive other forms of support in Sweden, such as interpretation. While more research is needed on migrant health policies, around a dozen MIPEX studies - including several reviewed in The Lancet - find that inclusive policies reduce gaps in health equity in terms of immigrants' reported health, chronic illnesses, elderly diabetes and frailty, and even mortality.

- **Political participation:** Favourable: Non-EU citizens can vote and stand in local elections after three years of legal residence in Sweden. Immigrants receive relevant information about and support for their participation in civil society. However, unlike other countries, Sweden does not provide an official structure for dialogue between immigrant associations and state authorities or politicians. Instead, the Swedish government funds immigrant associations. MIPEX research shows that inclusive policies can decrease the gap between immigrants and citizens in terms of conventional and unconventional political participation, engagement, trust and satisfaction.

- **Permanent residence:** Favourable: Ranked in the top five on permanent residence, Sweden offers a clear and stable path to long-term security and socio-economic opportunity for non-EU residents. Temporary residents who meet basic economic and housing requirements can become permanent residents after four years. Permanent residents benefit from a secure, equal status for as long as they live in the country. MIPEX research on permanent residence suggests that inclusive residence policies help immigrants to stay long-term, settle down and secure better jobs.
Access to nationality: Favourable: To be eligible for nationality in Sweden, ordinary applicants must have lived there for five years. The application process is straightforward and new citizens are as secure in their status as Swedish-born citizens. One of the best studied areas of integration policy, nationality policies are the strongest factor driving naturalisation rates and can also boost some immigrants’ acceptance, socio-economic status, political participation, sense of belonging and trust.

Anti-discrimination: Favourable: Ranked first for anti-discrimination alongside several other European countries, Sweden’s laws protect everyone against ethnic, racial, religious and nationality-based discrimination in all areas of life. Victims benefit from relatively strong law-enforcement mechanisms, receive information on their rights and can open legal cases against perpetrators of all kinds of discrimination. The country has a single, strong equality body and active state measures. The slow expansion of anti-discrimination policies across most MIPEX countries appears to have had a long-term impact on reshaping public attitudes, awareness, reporting and trust in institutions, as well as society and democracy more generally. The EU-MIDIS 2016 survey found that immigrants who are discriminated against in Sweden are more likely to know their rights and report the incident to authorities than in most other EU countries.

POLICIES - SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABOUR MARKET MOBILITY</th>
<th>FAMILY REUNION</th>
<th>EDUCATION</th>
<th>HEALTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank: 2 of 52</td>
<td>Rank: 9 of 52</td>
<td>Rank: 1 of 52</td>
<td>Rank: 2 of 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score: 91</td>
<td>Score: 71</td>
<td>Score: 93</td>
<td>Score: 83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLITICAL PARTICIPATION</th>
<th>PERMANENT RESIDENCE</th>
<th>ACCESS TO NATIONALITY</th>
<th>ANTI-DISCRIMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank: 5 of 52</td>
<td>Rank: 3 of 52</td>
<td>Rank: 7 of 52</td>
<td>Rank: 1 of 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score: 80</td>
<td>Score: 90</td>
<td>Score: 83</td>
<td>Score: 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SWITZERLAND

Rank: Temporary
MIPEX Score: 50

Switzerland, 2019

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 63
Family Reunion: 41
Education: 48
Health: 83
Political Participation: 55
Permanent Residence: 48
Access To Nationality: 28
Anti-discrimination: 38

Changes in policy

Over the past decade, federal policies have changed little for immigrants across Switzerland. The MIPEX score for Switzerland has not changed since 2007. In contrast, the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points in the last
five years, from 2014 to 2019. While the federal government has provided greater standards, support, funding, monitoring for integration at local and cantonal level, Switzerland's approach to integration has remained relatively unchanged.

For example, the 2017 referendum on facilitated naturalisation, approved by 60% of Swiss voters, applied to an estimated 25,000 young people of the 3rd generation (Swiss-born children of Swiss-born foreign citizens), which are weaker citizenship entitlements than in neighbouring France, Germany and most Western European/OECD countries. Similarly, after years of debate, the 2018 Swiss Citizenship Act introduced naturalisation standards that will have limited effect on existing cantonal practices. The Act reduced the wait from 12-to-10-years, which is still one of the longest and strictest residence requirements in Europe. The Act provided clearer standards on language requirements, which improved immigrants' path to nationality and a secure future in Switzerland, but only by +3 points on these two MIPEX specific dimensions.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Naturalisation language standards

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Scoring 50 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, most Swiss policies create an equal number of opportunities and obstacles for non-EU immigrants to fully participate in Swiss society. Switzerland's integration policies score 7-8 points below the average Western European/OECD country (e.g. below France, Germany, Italy and the UK).

The obstacles emerge throughout the legal framework. Victims of discrimination are less protected and supported in Swiss than anywhere else on the continent. Faced with some of the most restrictive policies in Western Europe, non-EU citizens in Switzerland are less likely to reunite with their family, enjoy a secure status or become a full citizen.

The opportunities mostly emerge through trends in cantons' integration practices. The Swiss National Programme on Migration and Health was classified as world-leading for its innovations in Swiss cantons' healthcare systems. Cantonal policies on labour market mobility and political participation come close to what's average in Western Europe. Depending on the canton, non-EU immigrants have very different options for the labour market, public life, education and training and health services. These differences in policies and outcomes between cantons are well monitored by academic and government indicators.

Switzerland's approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “Temporary Integration”. Foreign citizens can benefit from some targeted support for equal opportunities, but they do not enjoy the long-term security to settle
permanently, invest in integration and participate as full citizens.

Switzerland is one of the most insecure of these “Temporary Integration” countries, with policies most similar to Austria and Denmark’s. Non-EU citizens are left insecure in Switzerland, scoring 18/100 on security, more insecure than in nearly all 52 MIPEX countries, ranked 3rd from the bottom, alongside Austria and Denmark. Switzerland’s approach to equal opportunities is only favourable for integration, scoring 52/100 on opportunities, which is no better than the average Western European/OECD country. Its policies are even slightly unfavourable on basic rights for immigrants, scoring 40/100 on rights and 7th from the bottom of the 52 MIPEX countries. Switzerland is now the only European country in MIPEX without a national anti-discrimination law and equality body to help victims.

Switzerland’s ‘Temporary Integration’ approach encourages the Swiss public to see immigrants as foreigners and not as the equals of native Swiss citizens. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

A country’s integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly favourable*: With policies average for Western European/OECD countries, Switzerland promotes quality employment outcomes for some—but not all—non-EU citizens with the right to work. They can access self-employment, public employment services, social assistance, education and training, including language courses, while long-settled residents and their families enjoy access to study grants and the full labour market.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Non-EU families face some of the least favourable family reunification procedures in Switzerland, ranking below the average EU/OECD countries, in the international bottom 10, along with Austria, Germany and France. Non-EU citizens cannot apply for their entire nuclear family and face some of the most restrictive requirements in the developed world, while reunited family members may be dependent on their sponsor for years.

- **Education**: *Halfway favourable*: With policies average for Western European/OECD countries, Swiss cantons are adapting schools to the needs and benefits of a diverse classroom, with targeted guidance, training and language support. In terms of potential areas for improvement, Swiss schools need to ensure full access to compulsory and non-compulsory education and address issues of segregation and diversity at school.

- **Health**: *Favourable*: Inspired by the common right and duty to basic insurance for all, Switzerland’s migrant health policies are ranked #2 internationally, alongside Ireland, New Zealand and Sweden. Switzerland’s World-leading “Migration and Health” programme address immigrant health outcomes through accessible and rather responsive services for all categories of migrants. These practices include the migesplus.ch multilingual website, the INTERPRET Centre and telephone service for community interpreting, national networks like the Swiss Hospitals for Equity Network, training modules, and research/monitoring.

- **Political participation**: *Halfway favourable*: With policies average for Western Europe, promoting immigrants’ political participation is the sign of confident destination countries and cantons: Appenzell Ausserrhoden, Basel-Stadt, Fribourg, Geneva, Graubunden, Jura, Neuchâtel, Vaud. Since the 2000s, these cantons have been opening voting rights, consultative bodies, information campaigns and funding options for immigrant-led civil society.

- **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: Permanent residence in Switzerland emerges as one of the weakest tools for integration in Western Europe, ranking below the average EU/OECD countries in the international bottom 10. One of longest and most demanding paths to long-term residence delays equal opportunities for newcomers and keeps most non-EU citizens in Switzerland relatively insecure in their status.

- **Access to nationality**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants, their children and even their grandchildren face more lengthy, complicated and costly paths to citizenship in Switzerland than in the average Western European/OECD country. Clearer entitlement to citizenship for immigrants and the second generation could significantly increase Switzerland’s below-average naturalisation rates and boost immigrants’ acceptance,
socio-economic status, political participation, sense of belonging and trust.

- **Anti-discrimination:** *Slightly unfavourable:* Far below EU/OECD standards in the international bottom 10, Switzerland is the only European country with slightly unfavourable approach to anti-discrimination, without a comprehensive national law or equality body with legal standing. A sizeable number of potential victims are poorly protected against racial, ethnic, religious and nationality discrimination. Anti-discrimination policies appear to have a long-term impact on reshaping public attitudes, discrimination awareness, reporting, trust and other integration outcomes.

---

**POLICIES - SUMMARY**

**Labour Mobility**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 of 52</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Family Reunion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45 of 52</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 of 52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Health**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 of 52</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Political Participation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 of 52</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Permanent Residence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43 of 52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Access to Nationality**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 of 52</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Anti-Discrimination**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47 of 52</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MIPEX 2020

TURKEY

Rank: Comprehensive
MIPEX Score: 43

KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 22
Family Reunion: 53
Education: 52
Health: 69
Political Participation: 5
Permanent Residence: 42
Access To Nationality: 50
Anti-discrimination: 50

Changes in policy

In the 2010 MIPEX, Turkey ranked last of all MIPEX countries in terms of its approach to integration, scoring only 22 points on the 100-point MIPEX scale. Little changed by the 2014 MIPEX (+2 points), as Turkey's foundational
Law 6458 on Foreigners and International Protection left the new Migration Board to create the new procedures for international protection, work permits, residence permits and mutual ‘harmonisation’ of immigrants and society. In 2014, the situation was still unfavourable for integration in Turkey, ranked at the bottom of the MIPEX alongside China, Indonesia and India. MIPEX classified its approach as “Immigration without Integration” as legal residents were denied basic rights and opportunities and the public was encouraged to see immigrants as subordinates and strangers.

From 2014 to 2019, the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points on MIPEX. In contrast, Turkey made the greatest improvements to its integration policies, with +17 points. Turkey rose out of the Bottom 10 MIPEX countries.

Turkey is developing what MIPEX classifies as a basic comprehensive approach. While legal residents are not necessarily more secure about their long-term future, Turkey’s major improvements have gone halfway to guarantee them basic rights and opportunities while living in the country. With these fundamental shifts, Turkey has started to recognise its reality as a country of immigration.

Over the past five years, Turkey has committed to provide legal residents with basic access to education, health and discrimination protections. Turkey adopted its first comprehensive anti-discrimination law, the 2016 Law on the Human Rights and Equality Institution of Turkey (2016). The Turkish education system started to integrate and support immigrant pupils and Turkish language learners, especially Syrian refugees. The health sector also guaranteed some minimum healthcare access for all residents, including the undocumented, while also providing basic information and support for immigrant patients to access healthcare services. Finally, small procedural improvements were introduced to access the Turkish labour market and Turkish citizenship, following international reform trends.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Public employment services
- Measures to bring migrants into the teacher workforce
- Measures to address educational situation of migrant groups
- Language instruction standards in education
- Language instruction in education
- Educational guidance at all levels
- Communicative/academic fluency
- Access to higher education
- Access to social security and assistance for permanent residence
- Dual Nationality
- Law covers direct/indirect discrimination, harassment, instruction
- Anti-discrimination: Social protection
- Anti-discrimination: Access to and supply of public goods and services, including housing
- Anti-discrimination: enforcement mechanisms
- Mandate of equality body
- Equality bodies
- Conditions for undocumented migrants to access healthcare
- Information for migrants concerning entitlements and use of health services
- Information for migrants concerning health education and promotion
- Cost/availability of health interpreters
- Involvement of migrants in information provision, service design and delivery

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**

- Dependent relatives’ access to family reunification
Conclusions and recommendations

As a result of these major reforms, Turkey’s integration policies shifted from slightly unfavourable (26/100) to halfway favourable (43/100) for societal integration. These reforms may have long-term positive impacts on public attitudes and awareness about immigration and discrimination. Still, Turkey has a long way to go to achieve “harmonization,” as immigrants face more obstacles than opportunities to participate and settle in Turkey. Turkey still ranks at-or-near the bottom in four of the eight MIPEX areas where its policies are weaker than the other MIPEX countries and relatively unfavourable: labour market mobility, political participation, permanent residence and anti-discrimination.

Turkey’s basic comprehensive approach is not yet fully favourable for integration, as policies only go halfway to secure basic rights, equal opportunities and long-term security for both foreign and Turkish citizens. Turkey’s approach to integration does not yet encourage the public to see foreign citizens as their equals, neighbours and fellow citizens. These public attitudes will take time to change and Turkey’s new integration policies may help to improve harmonization as a two-way process.

A country’s integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country. Internationally, immigrants and citizens in the MIPEX ‘Top Ten’ enjoy equal rights, opportunities and security and the public is encouraged to treat immigrants as their equals, neighbours and fellow citizens.

Despite Turkey’s recent improvements, its policies still do not compare with the average MIPEX or EU country, which score around 50/100. However, Turkey’s integration policies rank alongside a few other Central and South-eastern European countries, such as Cyprus, Hungary and North Macedonia. More specifically, Turkey’s basic comprehensive approach is most similar to Greece and Malta, although both countries have more developed policies for equal opportunities in terms of labour market mobility, political participation and anti-discrimination.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Ranked in the bottom 5, most legal migrant workers are tied to their employer, without equal rights as workers and with little general and no targeted support to improve their job or skills.
- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Family reunification is the only policy area that became less favourable, as the conditions for eligibility for dependent relatives became more restrictive. Family reunification in Turkey still remains a rather discretionary favour of the state. The procedure is slightly discretionary, as authorities possess several grounds for rejection and withdrawal, and no explicit personal circumstances are considered. After three years, adult family members can apply for short-term residence permits autonomous of their sponsor.
• **Education**: *Halfway favourable*: Previously the weakest area of Turkey's integration policies, the situation has improved since 2014 thanks to a set of measures to support immigrant pupils and Turkish language learners, especially Syrian refugees. The children of legally-resident foreigners, asylum-seekers, and refugees are guaranteed the right to at least compulsory education. Furthermore, they receive general and targeted support (e.g., educational guidance and language support) and there are now measures in place to encourage mixed schools and diversity within the teaching sector.

• **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: Migrants' entitlements to health services in Turkey are slightly more inclusive, since law 5510 includes asylum-seekers and persons with International Protection Application within the General Health Insurance coverage. All residents regardless of status now have access to emergency and primary health care services (free of charge). Additionally, immigrant patients now receive basic information and support to access healthcare services.

• **Political participation**: *Critically Unfavourable*: Ranked in the bottom 10, foreign citizens are excluded from political participation in Turkey. Foreigners cannot vote or join political parties. Consultative bodies are also generally weak, as is the information and support for immigrant-led associations.

• **Permanent residence**: *Halfway favourable*: Ranked last, alongside Denmark, Turkey has the most restrictive access to permanent residence among MIPEX countries. Legal residents face a long, exclusionary and discretionary path to be able to settle permanently with equal socio-economic rights, which includes access to social security since 2016.

• **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: After 5 years, immigrants can apply for naturalisation, but they face discretionary and complex language, economic and other requirements, although dual nationality has been allowed since 2017. Turkey has not yet followed international reform trends to create citizenship entitlements for the Turkish-born children of foreign citizens.

• **Anti-discrimination**: *Halfway favourable*: The greatest shift in Turkey's approach to integration was the creation of a national anti-discrimination law and equality body, thanks to the Law on the Human Rights and Equality Institution of Turkey (2016). On paper, at least, protection now extends to all victims of ethnic, racial and religious discrimination in all areas of social life. Turkey also created basic enforcement mechanisms, including a body to assist victims and investigate cases. While these improvements may start to raise discrimination awareness and reporting, victims still face weaker protections than in most MIPEX countries, with Turkey ranked in the bottom 10. Major gaps and obstacles exist that undermine the enforcement mechanisms and the equality body, while nationality discrimination is still absent from Turkey's approach.
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KEY FINDINGS

Labour Market Mobility: 46
Family Reunion: 57
Education: 7
Health: 27
Political Participation: 15
Permanent Residence: 90
Access To Nationality: 47
Anti-discrimination: 94

Changes in policy
Like most countries, Ukraine’s MIPEX score improved by +2 points since 2014. One negative development was a reform on permanent residence that abolished the automatic renewal of long-term permits. Most other
developments were positive as Ukraine started to address its main area of weakness on equal opportunities by informing immigrants about their social, political and healthcare rights. Since 2018, immigrant communities could benefit from an information campaign about their social and political rights and about local opportunities for immigrant communities. In 2019, the Law on State Medical Guarantees introduced in 2019 the obligation to inform patients on the services covered by state healthcare guarantees.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Active information policy
- Information for migrants concerning entitlements and use of health services

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Renewable permanent residence permit

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Immigrants in Ukraine face as many obstacles as opportunities for integration. Ukraine scores 48 on the 100-point MIPEX scale, which is comparable to international MIPEX average (50). Ukraine’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as ‘equality on paper’ only. As in most Central and Eastern European countries, immigrants in Ukraine enjoy basic rights and long-term security, but they do not enjoy equal opportunities. Ukraine differs considerably in the degree of development of its policies in the different integration areas. While immigrants should be able to settle long-term and be protected from discrimination, immigrants enjoy far less support for equal opportunities in Ukraine than in most MIPEX countries. In particular, immigrants and their children face major obstacles to education, political participation and citizenship.

A country’s approach to integration matters because policies influence whether or not integration works as a two-way process. The way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Ukraine’s current policies encourage the public to see immigrants not as their neighbours, but instead as strangers. Policies that treat immigrants as strangers lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants. Ukraine is one of the least accepting countries for immigrants, a recent Gallup survey shows.

Ukraine’s integration policies are similar to the average European country. Compared to other countries in the region, Ukraine appears to adopt similar policies to Moldova and Romania, while Ukraine’s integration policies are more inclusive than in neighbouring Poland, Russia and Slovakia.

- **Labour market mobility:** *Halfway favourable*: Foreign citizens can find jobs and start businesses, but without
targeted support or the same general support and benefits that Ukrainian citizens can use improve their skills and careers.

- **Family reunification**: *Halfway favourable*: Although separated families that want to reunite do not face the same major legal requirements as in other European countries, they can be rejected under vague grounds and procedural obstacles. Once reunited, family members are kept dependent on their sponsor as they have no right to an autonomous residence permit.

- **Education**: *Unfavourable*: The educational support for immigrant pupils is weaker in Ukraine than in most other MIPEX countries. Only the children of legal immigrants can access compulsory education. Furthermore, schools are not prepared to provide for an intercultural education and for the specific needs of immigrant children.

- **Health**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Immigrants receive limited access to healthcare and no targeted information about entitlements and health issues. Health services and policies have yet to address these specific access and health needs of immigrant patients.

- **Political participation**: *Unfavourable*: A major area of weakness across Central and Eastern Europe, immigrants are denied the opportunity to participate in public life in Ukraine, as foreign citizens have no right to vote, be member of political party and receive support. Organisations led by immigrants participate can only participate in ad-hoc events and consultative bodies.

- **Permanent residence**: *Favourable*: Foreign citizens with immigration permits can settle long-term and enjoy a secure status with equal access to social security and assistance.

- **Access to nationality**: *Halfway favourable*: While the path to Ukrainian citizenship is relatively straightforward, Ukraine has yet to open up to international reform trends towards dual nationality for all naturalising adults and citizenship entitlements for their children.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: Potential victims of ethnic, racial, religious or nationality discrimination should be able to seek justice under Ukraine's anti-discrimination laws and strong enforcement mechanisms.
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**Rank:** Temporary  
**MIPEX Score:** 56

**KEY FINDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour Market Mobility</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Reunion</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Participation</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access To Nationality</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-discrimination</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**United Kingdom, 2019**

**Changes in policy**

Policies in the United Kingdom have changed little for immigrants, leading to a -1 point decrease in its score due to a restrictive change in the provision of language support in education. In contrast, the average MIPEX country
increased by +2 points in the last five years, from 2014 to 2019.

**Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- None

**Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:**
- Language instruction standards

### Conclusions and recommendations

Scoring 56 on the MIPEX 100-point scale, immigrants in the United Kingdom enjoy more opportunities than obstacles in their integration, under halfway favourable policies. British integration policies score above the average EU country and like the Western European (EU15)/OECD country.

The United Kingdom’s approach to integration is classified by MIPEX as “Temporary Integration”, like France, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands. The United Kingdom has more developed policies than Austria, Denmark and Switzerland, which have a similar approach but go only halfway towards providing immigrants with equal opportunities.

Foreign citizens in the United Kingdom can benefit from access to basic rights and halfway favourable policies on equal opportunities, but they do not enjoy the long-term security to settle permanently, invest in integration and participate as full citizens. The British “Temporary Integration” approach encourages the public to see immigrants as equals but as foreigners. Internationally, the ‘Top Ten’ MIPEX countries treat immigrants as equals, neighbours and potential citizens, and invest in integration as a two-way process for society.

A country’s integration policies matter because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact with and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, sense of belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

- **Labour market mobility:** *halfway favourable:* Non-EU residents’ basic access to the labour market is favourable, as in most countries attracting migrant workers. Non-EU residents are generally treated the same as UK citizens, as the UK does not close off sectors of the economy to immigrants. However, weak targeted measures and limited support to access higher education for non-EU newcomers could be an obstacle to their integration into the labour force.

- **Family reunification:** *slightly unfavourable:* Family reunification remains a major obstacle for non-EU newcomers to the UK, which ranks second from the bottom among MIPEX countries. They face unfavourable,
restrictive requirements and definitions of family. Family-reunited migrants do not enjoy a fully secure future.

- **Education: slightly unfavourable**: All non-EU citizen children have the implicit right to a free compulsory education, though additional fees and obstacles emerge for UK-schooled non-EU-citizen pupils pursuing vocational or higher education. Generally, newcomers benefit from some targeted support with their education.

- **Health: slightly favourable**: Migrants have slightly weak entitlements to free NHS care due to legal restrictions and administrative obstacles in the UK. The 2014 Immigration Law restricts migrants' access to free NHS hospital treatments and creates problems of discretion and documentation for all migrants. However, immigrants receive some kind of support to access health care (e.g., information, provision of interpreters).

- **Political participation: halfway favourable**: As part of the Commonwealth, the UK's traditionally inclusive voting rights allow ordinary resident Commonwealth citizens to vote in all UK elections. However, the UK's many immigrant and ethnic minority communities are not organised or consulted in order to address their needs in a coherent way.

- **Permanent residence: halfway favourable**: Eligible temporary residents could apply for permanent residence after 5 years with certain types of permit or 10 years with any type, including study permits. However, the categories of temporary residents eligible to become permanent residents are regularly changing in the UK and becoming slightly more restrictive.

- **Access to nationality: slightly favourable**: Immigrants and their children in the UK still benefit from the traditional eligibility rules, such as 5 years' stay and permanent residence. However, the restrictive requirements on language and integration, together with the requirement to demonstrate “good character”, pose major obstacles and leave applicants with rather insecure access to naturalisation in the UK.

- **Anti-discrimination: favourable**: Discrimination is illegal on grounds of race, ethnicity, religion or nationality in all areas of life in the UK. Victims also benefit from some of the strongest equality bodies seen amongst MIPEX countries.
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USA

Rank: Comprehensive (Top10)
MIPEX Score: 73

KEY FINDINGS
Labour Market Mobility: 69
Family Reunion: 62
Education: 83
Health: 79
Political Participation: 40
Permanent Residence: 63
Access To Nationality: 88
Anti-discrimination: 97

Changes in policy
The US MIPEX score improved by +3 points in the last years of the Obama administration. Immigrants would
benefit from work-related language and vocational training under the 2014 Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act 2014. Immigrants were starting to inform and improve federal policies under the US’ 1st comprehensive federal integration policy—the 2015 Strategic Action Plan “Strengthening communities by welcoming all residents”. These efforts took the US halfway to addressing one of its major weaknesses on immigrant integration: involving immigrants in non-electoral political participation and supporting immigrant leaders in civil society. Given these positive trends, the 2015 MIPEX looked to the future with optimism: “These new proposals, plus the 2016 presidential campaign debates, may lead to more ambitious and effective immigration and integration policies.”

Instead, while the average MIPEX country increased by +2 points from 2014-2019, the US has fallen by -2 points in the MIPEX international ranking since 2016. Under the Trump administration, even America’s legal immigrants are slightly less secure and are now denied several basic rights.

First, the new administration ended this 1st comprehensive federal integration policy. The federal government no longer makes targeted efforts to inform or consult immigrants about the policy decisions that affect their daily lives.

Then, the administration began to undermine the US’ legal immigration system. The US was traditionally known as a welcoming destination that promoted permanent over temporary immigration and defended the right to family life. In 2019, plans to revise the long-accepted definitions of “public charge” and other discretionary procedures threatened to ramp up the bureaucracy and insecurity for legal residents. America’s international reputation has been undermined by this legal limbo for temporary residents and the obstacles for separated families hoping to reunite. These restrictions have also created greater obstacles and delays for immigrants on the path to US citizenship. Further restrictions would mean that US family reunification and permanent residence policies are no longer favourable for immigrant integration, with potential long-term consequences.

Positive changes on MIPEX indicators:

- None

Negative changes on MIPEX indicators:

- Economic resources requirement for family reunification
- Grounds for rejection, withdrawal, refusal for family reunification
- Strength of national consultive body
- Active policy of information by national level on political participation
- Economic resources requirement for permanent residence

![USA MIPEX 2020 Chart](image)
Conclusions and recommendations

The US has yet to fall out of the international Top Ten, as other federal and state policies are still in place to offer a slightly favourable path for legal immigrants to contribute to American society. First and foremost, the US’ traditionally strong anti-discrimination policies in many areas of life, from employment to education to health, encourage discriminated groups to demand justice and equality. Immigrants who obtain a legal status can find a job, but perhaps not as good a job as those Americans citizens enjoy. Their US-born children are US citizens and should receive the educational support they need to achieve and feel as safe and at home as other children.

Since 2017, the US federal government has exacerbated the costs, delays and insecurity that defer many from the American dream of citizenship, a secure family, and a good job. These symptoms of the so-called ‘broken’ immigration system are eroding the US’ traditional gift for integration. The US immigration system has been so politicised that US policymakers may need to look internationally for new solutions for policies at federal and state level. The path to citizenship and integration is more attainable in other Top Ten countries. In Canada, New Zealand, Portugal, Finland and Sweden, immigrants enjoy more equal opportunities and long-term security than in the US.

A country’s approach to integration matters because the way that governments treat immigrants strongly influences how well immigrants and the public interact and think of each other. Drawing on 130 independent scientific studies using MIPEX, integration policies emerge as one of the strongest factors shaping not only the public’s willingness to accept and interact with immigrants, but also immigrants’ own attitudes, belonging, participation and even health in their new home country.

Under traditionally inclusive policies like the US’, both immigrants and the public are more likely to interact together and think of each other as equals, as neighbours and as fellow citizens. But restrictive policies can spiral into a ‘vicious circle’ of exclusion that reinforces fear and separation. Policies that treat immigrants as threats lead more people to see immigrants as general threats and treat them in ways that harm integration. Under restrictive policies, the public experiences higher levels of xenophobia and islamophobia and lower levels of social trust, which leads them to fewer contacts and positive experiences with immigrants. Immigrants experience greater attacks on their identity and sense of belonging and report lower levels of satisfaction with their life, trust in society and participation in politics.

- **Labour market mobility**: *Slightly favourable*: Slightly lower in the Top Ten, the US provides equal access but little targeted support like Brazil, Italy and Spain. A legal status in the US gives most legal residents the chance to find a job, with greater support since 2014 to invest in their English and vocational training. Still, their job may be far below their skills, because of the bureaucracy and limited support to recognise foreign credentials.

- **Family reunification**: *Slightly Favourable*: The US has fallen out of the MIPEX international Top Ten on reuniting families. The US’ traditionally family-friendly policies have been seriously undermined by the administration’s 2019 “public charge” and wide discretionary grounds to reject applicants. The US scores below all other traditional destination countries. The amount of obstacles for separated families to reunite in the US is now comparable to MIPEX countries like Iceland, Japan and several Central European countries.

- **Education**: *Favourable*: Ranked #4 on education just below Canada and Nordic countries, US schools provide some support for equal access, support and opportunities for immigrant pupils under the 2015 “Every Student Succeeds Act”. However, US targeted policies better at addressing access and needs than opportunities that immigrant pupils bring to the classroom.

- **Health**: *Slightly favourable*: Slightly lower in the Top Ten on Health, the US offers accessible and responsive healthcare services to immigrant patients who can meet the complicated entitlement rules. Like other English-speaking countries, the US pays greater attention than most countries to migrant and minority health, thanks to longstanding federal policies on accessibility and cultural competence, coordinated by the Office of Minority Health.

- **Political participation**: *Slightly unfavourable*: Newcomers to the US face slightly unfavourable conditions to contribute to democratic life. Outside of election cycles, immigrants are rarely informed, consulted and involved in local civil society. Only a handful of states offer basic information and support to immigrant-led civil society. The US provides fewer democratic opportunities than 20 other MIPEX countries (e.g. Australia, Ireland,
New Zealand and Nordics).

- **Permanent residence**: *Slightly favourable*: The 2019 decision to revise the “public charge” rule is one indicator of the greater obstacles under the Trump administration for temporary residents to become legal permanent residents (LPR, a.k.a. Green Card holders). Already, the 2015 MIPEX noted that the US denies a path to LPR for many categories of immigrants, while those eligible face relatively high fees, a second-class status and fewer rights than in most other MIPEX countries.

- **Access to nationality**: *Favourable*: Ranked 5th alongside Canada and below Argentina, Brazil and New Zealand, the US’ core principles on citizenship are shared with many destination countries inspired by its standards: five-years’ residence, dual nationality and a citizenship entitlement for children. Still, the process of becoming an American is more expensive and bureaucratic than in most MIPEX countries. Immigrants are better supported with simpler procedures, lower fees and more free courses in countries like Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Germany, Portugal and the Nordics.

- **Anti-discrimination**: *Favourable*: In Top Ten on anti-discrimination, the US’ anti-discrimination laws and equality policies secure high levels of awareness, trust and reporting on discrimination. Potential victims of discrimination in the US can turn to strong mechanisms, equality bodies and equality policies to demand enforcement of the law. These standards set in the US have inspired laws and policies across Europe and the developed world.
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